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FORMAL ELEMENTS IN LIVY 

When in c. 29 B.C. ( 1) Livy turned from the
writing of philosophical treatises to the ,vritinu oi
history, his first task lay in the choosing ;. a
literary form for his work out of the number \Yhich
had been evolved for the ,uiting of histon- to that
date. He chose the :\.nnalistic form. The succeso-
with which he employed it influenced subsequent
historians to a similar choice. In con:::equence, the
annalistic form represents the main line of dewlop
me;1t i_n any overall picture of Roman historiography.
Th-s tact largely o:iscures another. namely that. in
a historical survey oi the development oi Roman
h::toriogra;· hy. Livy·s choice of the annalistic iorm
in 30 B.C. for the history he proposed to ,uite was a
choice \Yhich fotsook contemrorary practice in the
writing oi history and rejected the pre\·ious ii\·e
decades of developments in the evolution oi litera1 \.
genres in such 1Hiting. Livy had chosen a most
schematic or formal type of histcrical ,vriting and i:1
s:i doing had deliberately rejected the more! liwly
forms oi historical ,uiting at the time in favour.

The full significance oi the choice can be most
clearly seen by brieily revie,Ying the course of
Rnman hi,tori.ography to t.h� <:ht.� ,,:h�n Lisy ,;;om
menced writing. ( 2) The earliest ,niter on Roman
history was the poet Ennius 1Yho ,note at the be
ginning of the second century B.C., in hexameter
verse, on the Second Punic \\"ar. This work, \Yhich
does not survive, was written ,vith a rugged grand
eur and power that invested it with epic proportions.
Until superseded by the .-\eneid of \"ergil. Livy's
contemporary, Ennius' \rnrk was the most con
siderable piece of poetic ,vriting in Latin literature.
It was intimately familiar to all educated Rom
ans. ( 3) Ennius was followetl in the opening decades
of the second century by the first prose historians
of Rome, Fabius Pictor and Cato the Censor.
Fabius wrote in Greek, Cato in Latin. Fabius'
work centred upon the Gens F.abia and gave a
distorted view of Roman history as a by-product
of the activities of his family.(4) Cato's title,
"Tlze Origins of Rome", adequately indicates the
antiquarian interests uppermost in his writing of
history. Both writers seem to have written in free
composition (i.e. without formal annalistic basic
structure) and without rhetorical ornamentation -

Cato's view on the subject being: rem twe; ,.<erba

scq11rnt11r. ( 5)
The forties oi the second century saw the ar

ri\·al in Rome oi Greek teachers of rhetoric anl:i
a consequent seli-consciousness and rapid develop
ment in Roman prose writing. \\"ith the Gracchi
came a iucusing oi interest upon constitutional. legal
and antiquarian research. The demand for inform
ation led to the publication, by a leading lawyer
and prie"t oi the epoch. oi the Pontifical Records.
These. as the .-illJzalcs JI1ximi, now gave for each
year the Lillc.wing data in the following format:
election oi magistrates: their entry on office:
ether r,iiicial business in Rome: news of the priestly
colleges: ewnts in the prO\·inces. These t,ro dewlop
menb combined to produce the \\Titing oi annalistic
history. To this the ..J.1111alcs Jfaximi ga\·e a basic
structural irame,rnrk. and rhetorical theory provided
a conwntio:1al literary form with episodic treatment
studded \\·ith speeches. There \Yere t,\·o groups oi
annalists. those \Hiting in the aitermath of the
Gracchan activities and those writing in the after
math of Sulla·,. Th� Gr:acchan a.nna\ic,t:.:, di;;tortcd
hi:-:ton· by their retrojections concerning earLer
agrarian conditions and the struggle of the orders:
the Sullan annalists did like-wise by retrojections
concerning constitutional precedent. .-\II of these
annab ,wre voluminous and tendentious.

This tendentiousness and distortion produced
by reaction a iurther genre in historiography in
the \Hiting oi monographs on a brief period. These
works aimed at off-setting the bias of the annalists
by \\Titing from a different viewpoint and in less
general terms.

�IeamYhile a further literary genre had become
firmly established. From early in the second
ce1tury Rome had been in - mostly military -
contact with Greece and the East. Also there had
been a change in domestic politics due to a progres
sive buiid�up of factionalism which led, in the last
decades of the second century and during all of
the first, to the dominance in political life of a
small number of indi"viduals as opposed to the prev
ious anonimity of a uniformly powerful oligarchy.
It also led to the writing of Memoirs by Scaurus,
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Rutilius, Catulus, Sulla and Caesar. 
ments were political manifestos, but 
their own literary genre. ( 6) 

These docu• 
they too had 

The combination of political pressure and the 
1 a\·ailability of the literary genre of monograph and 

memoir in turn created a further fom1: the political 
pamphlet. Some of Sallust's work falls ,,ithin this 
tielrl. The clash behveen Octavian and Antony 
was particularly fruitful in such pamphleteering. 
-\nother historical genre produced by these pressures 
and the a\'ailability of material in these forms ·was 
:hat of biography, also a product of the! second half 
·.,:· the first century B.C. 

Thi;: review sho"·s clearly that Lh-y's choice of 
; ht annali:::tic genre and oi general history rather 
th:m a ;:pedal period was a choice "·hich rejected 
current trend:: in the development of historical ,nit
ing. It ,ms also a choice that indicated a definite 
preference for formal presentation in the writing of 
hi::tory. 

The middle of the first centurv B.C. witnessed 
the controversy that is here · for co~\·enience termed 
the .-\sin.n-:\ttici,;:t controwrsy. Briefly. literarv 

i c·riticism of the time recognised two main schools 
i oi pro:::e writing. the . .\sianic - florid, highly orna
j mented, containing word-play and lengthy, complic

,1 ated :.::entence-structure, and the . ..\ttic - of .cevere 
>"implicity both in ,Yards and constructions. This 
literary disagreement was complicated by the fact 
t'.'!at many of the r,rotagonists were puolic men and 
in consequence the styles came to be, rather loosely. 
associated "·ith political platforms. The . .\ttic style 
\Ya;: represented by f'.ome as the straightfon,·ard, 
,-incere expression of the populari;; (i.e. the man who 
claimed that public distinctions should be the 
rc>\\·ard of merit and not mere pedigree). The Asianic 
1rn,- equated with the \Yordy circumstantiality of 
d,e o;:timate \ i.e. the man \Yho claimed that social 
,:a:1cling \Ya$ a prerequi:;ite in candidate$ for public 
di:-:tinctiom). There "·as a tendency to equate Cicero 
and his style with the latter. Incorrectly. for Cicero's 
position relath·e to the controwrsy was as follows. 
Both schools. he held. were faulty. The Asianic 
wa;:. frequently too flowery and ineffecli\·e through 
its exces~e,;. The Attic, on the other hand. was too 
meagre adequately to exoress profound emotion or 
hu:nan/national drama. The good speaker or writer 
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must comman'd not one but many styles and must 
on occasion employ both of the above. (7) 

This controversy directly concerned the v.ntmg 
of history, for, in Cicero's view1 Rome had no 
historian worthy oi her greatness. For Cicero a 
straightforward account of what had taken place 
in Rome's history was merely laying down of 
Jimlaam.enta, and the result plain 11,arratio. For a 
hi~tory that befitted the dignhy and excellence of 
Rome a further process of bulding-up (cxaedific:atio) 
and embellishment te:xonwtio) was necessary. The 
earlier historians of Rome, Cicero held, in spite of 
their acquaintance with the art of rhetoric - in 
his view necessary to the art of writing history -
were mere chroniclers and lacked style. The task of 
prefenting Roman history called for greater rhetoriQ
al skill and finer literary style. (8) A comment
ary on the accepta::ice that these views won among 
contemporaries is 'to hand in the works of Sallust 
and Caesar I both militantly ..\ttici.st writer:::, point
edly purporting to disdain exaedificatio and exor
uatio. And Tacitus was to follow in Sallust's style. 

LiYy's position relative t-o all this is highly 
sigmncant. ..\gain he moves against the trend of 
the writing of history, this time in the matter of 
:-tyle. He is unashamedly a Ciceronian, retaining 
the Ciceronian pro:::e period and multiplicity of 
s:tyle::-. :.\fore, he proceeded to carry out exactly the 
programme which Cicero had defined for a history 
that would befit Rome's dignity ancl excellence.(9) 

Put in its contemporary setting, LiYy's choice 
oi £.ubiect matter, of format and of style, in short 
of for~1al presentation in his writing of hi,trny, 
mark~d a deliberate and striking departure from the 
1ine;: along which historiogra?hy was developing.(10) 
He mus.t haYe had good reason. And that good 
reason is important cecause it represents the re
action of a cultured and intelligent man dur:ng 
what ,Yas one of the epochs of tremendous intel
lectual and literary development that have marked 
the pro~ress of '\Yes tern civilization. ( 11) 

His political milieu can do much, it is often 
urged, to e:\.-plain his choice of his formal approach 
to the ·writing of history. Augustus encouraged, in 
the writings of the authors associated \Yith his 
regime, a harking back to the moral greatness and 
strength of the ~arly Republic. This encouragement 
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can be regarded as the public relation;; aspect of 
Augustus· policy, aimed at bringing about a moral 
regeneration of the Roman people. now sadly de
moralized by over half a century of civil ,rnrs. Cynic:' 
said this policy was really a cloak for machinations 
aimed at extending and con~olidatinc: .-\ugu:::tus' new
ly won puwer. .-\t all event,,, oi the circle of writers 
associated through ~laecenas' patronage '" i th c\ ugus
tus, \'ergil too ignored recent developments in 
pcetry - where writers had been following .-\lex
andrian models to return to classical models and 
formafom. This was the case with Horace also. 
lloifever, in this respect, unlike \'ergil and Horace, 
Livy is not recorded as haYing receive(! any financial 
a,oi;tance from .-\ugustus or the latter's minister 
~laecenas. Still, he came from l 'adua in Ci:;;-.-\lpine 
Gaul \Yh~re Pollio. the :1uthor of a pungent piece 
of criticism of Livy, had made exactions. Consequent
ly Livy's position of prominence at .-\ugustus' court 
may have been iinancially as ,Yell as socially as
sfoted. .-\t all event:::. coming as he did from a region 
which had only recently been granted ciYil :;talus 
within the Roman community. and from a region 
at that renowned for its material prosperity ancl 
pride in that prosperity, Lh·y c:rnnot but haw ;:ieen 
flattered by acceptance within the highest circles 
of contemporary society. (12) I.ivy':, presentation 
of history can, on this \·ie"·· be constructed as 
dictated in the intere:;;t,:: of the political pro?rarnme 
of tEe Kew State. Hence a propaganclist strec:.--. 
as by directive, on a11tiqua 'i.!irtus etc. His work 
is part of a concerted effort to stay the Roman 
tevolution on an intellectual as ,,ell as a politica1 
plane. ( 1.'.\) 

?.luch can be said for this vie,Y. Both choice 
of elaborate formalism and style can be interpreted 
as a device for $::tfely ,valking over ember,- ,Yith 
living flames beneath, as a contemporary described 
tbe history of the recent years of the first cen
tury. (14) Certainly Augustus had a short ,vay with 
critical or even injudicious writings: Ovid ·was 
ex:Jed for the latter; for the former Labienus ,vas 
driven by prosecution to suicide and Cassius exiled. 
the works of the latter pair being of iicially burnt. ( 1 S) 
Augu,tus had clearly indicated the format of the 
projected history by his publishing of the Capitoline 
Fasti. <16) Part of his restoration of ancient Roman 

cult:; and temples, this publication ,ms intemlecl to 
:-park oii annalistic writing, a:; Scaernla's publica
tion of tlw .-Imialcs Jlaxh1i in the previous century 
had done. Lh·y·s iorma!i:cm extends beyond the 
simple adoption of a ba,o.ic annalistic framework to 
character portrayai and to the pre,en·ation of due 
onlt'r in the acCJunt of details. In character port
rayal, that i:::. Li,·y strives to preserve the dig11it,rtrs 
prrso11arum. the liehaYiour proper to a giwn type 
oi person. i.e. regal dignity and poise in a king. 
grat.·itas in a Ruman. In fact 110 Roman of note 
i,- anywhere described in Lh-y a~ laughing aloud. 
e\·en \1 hfre. as with Flarnininu 0 in hi:;; negotlallons 
with l-'cr~t'US, such an act ii known to have occur-
ml. (17, 

Linguistic decorum is al~o ohscrYed: by this 
dic1io,1 suited the> topic. ( lS) Thi,:: formal de· 
ricdon of character lencb to the> pcrsonalitie" in 
Li\·y ',;. account a uniform high seriousness which is 
a little iniprohable. It also remows the narrative 
o:1e :otage from political realism. It is iurther re
moved by the cle;'ire to pre::-cn·e the spffies expo:,i
tiouis. a good appearance in the narrati,·e. (19) 
Furtherrnnre the adoptin11 oi annalistic form meaat 
an avo,,,,cJ intent to work from annal" or. fasti: these 
,,en' of f uch weight. dignit v and ~tanding as to 
preclude critical. analytical re:;earch. ( 20) Hence 
Livy's irnperiect canons of source criticism: large 
sections oi ,-ource material were regarded as requir
ing no close exam'nati::m but only stylbtie reworking. 
The history \\·as moreover written uniformly from 
a rhilosophical vie,Ypoint upun which .-\ugustus 
looked with favour. ( .?l) There would be little 
dan.!.':cr here of presenting unorthoclux views, (22) 

,\ maJor point to he considered was style for, 
as we have seen, there had been some equation of 
styles ·with political platforms. Brutus, the slave 
of Caesar and foe oi the youthful Octavian, had 
been a protagonist oi Atticism, So, apparently, had 
.-\nthony. who;;e style .-\ugustus had himseli criti~ 
cised as containing archaisms hence :.\laecenas· 
councael to Yergil that they ~houM try to evolve a 
n",Y qyie, ( 23) Livy adopted a Ciceronian, i.e. 
optimatc style. He "·a~ called ·'a Pompeian" by 
.\ugustu~ - who nonethele:"s remained on friendly 
terms. ( 2--1-) It should be rrmembercd that Romans 
had no word for "a Republican". :i\foreoYer. once 

3 
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become Augustus, the erstwhile Octavian played 
down his association with Cae:-ar and the murder
ous triumvirate of his youth. Being left in this 
way with only the 'last generation of the free Re
public for propagandist purposes, he claimed, by 
his so-called restoration of the Republic in 27 B.C., 
to be another champion of Republicanism - like 
Pompey or Cato. l'ompey's early career was in fact 
treacherous and blood-bespattered, as Sall ust ( the 
Atticist) hacl pointed out in his Histories; it was 
alw closely parallel to that of the youthful Octavian. 
Any legitimation of 'Pompey "·oulcl therefore he, a 
legitimation of Augustus also. Hence the amicable 
way in which Augustus charged Livy with being a 
Pompeian. (25) 

This interpretation of Livy's choice of genre, 
however, ignores three thin us: the background of 
Livy's thought, the politi~al climate when Livy 
began Writing, ancl a number •of minor but signific
ant points. Taking the latter first, Livy's work -
an_d it is markedly unlike Vergil's or Horace's in 
th ts respect - contains no flattery of Augustus in 
the preface or elsewhere. There is no toeing of the 
party line: Livy declares in his preface that he 
looks to the past to find solace from an a"e "in 
which we ea b · · t, h · 11 ear neither our vices nor t e1r 
cures". This in spite of all the official propaganda 
about a national spiritual regenerat;on. (26) 

The preface has in fact an independence which 
ca_n only be _un1derstood by appreciating the political 
clura_te during Augustus' regime. (Z 7) This can 
be viewed from Au"ustus' · · f "'hat 

" v1ewpomt or rom ·c 
of the man in the street I 30 B C O t· ' a 
faction leader r , · • n_ · .' · c avian'. 

. . . ecently v1ctonous m a harrowmg 
cenes of C1v1l wars he]<] the st t 'th f' . 

' . a e w1 no 1rm gnp. 
A_ugus_tu,; a_s . we tenc] to think of him was a 
'b1stoncal flct10n not due to appear for another 
century: ( 2 ~) at the moment he was a young ad
venturer with a nasty past to live down. He had 
already commenced to do this hy work of real re
constructive ability. Herein lay his hope of success 
and of perpetuation of rower. Republicanism was 
strong, but war weariness stronger. Augustus-to-be 
clid not - coulcl not - direct thinking, of men 
like Livy. This was a time of conciliation. He 
did not direct literary output so much as identify 
himself with developments which coulcl be seen to 
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·ays "he interwove himself 
:\s Seneca s ' th 

be c]e,.;ired. •. _. a vine about a tree, streng -
, I t the ::;tatc h_Le .. f uitful". (29) By the turn 
cl )OU . , ]•Ill" It r , , 

• , j t and ma' ,.., different. By this time cnm1-, thinas were . 
f th , century ,.., 1 himself mto control of 0 e , ocuvrec . . 

· t us had man . and had legalized his auto-. .\ ugu:- · , 1 armies , . . . . 
, , finance;; ,me . . 1 all maJor political figures State tstnppec . 

· , . I-le far ou · f , r of a rival. In factional craC\ . had no ea . 
. : ·er and so . , lly successful, havmg freed m I .o,, 1 ., ,n equa . h 

. he had )CC ty through which e had intrigue . , , .. rian par , . 
. . 1 f O f the L ae:-a decl himself with a new 

h1m,-.c l surroun . h' 
. t iiower, anc · tee the success10n of 1s 

risen o to auaran h I b 
f his own " h.. JJlans here ac een 

one O er 15 • h · ]. , Howev ' f his prospective e1rs. own me. ]eaths O • 

. , l by the c f h's work of reconstruction thwa1 tee s )ects o 1 • A 

,r many a.] . ori"inal promise. nug-.Moreove , . . in" their " . . 1 .. t maintain " 11 tired and emb1tterec. rere ·10 i ome O c ' 
' -h ,J thus oec r the humour for con-"tus a, h need no . 
u. · 1 neither t e essive measures agamst 
He ~ac hence his r~pr .. and others. (30) It 
ciliatwn; l Cassius - . . 1 1· 

. I J ienu;; anc . 1 ,that the polrt1ca c 1rnate 
Ovid, ,a ) . o"msec. . I· 11 

l C]earlv rec ,.., , rerrime differs mar ,ec v 
1tist 1e • f ·\u"ustus " . 

n · I. ·nnin" o .:- "' · 29 I' c out of war-wean-he 1e"1 ,.., In '· · 
at t tha; at its clo~e. Augustus all their hopes for 
from roJ·ectecl mto h ncl they cooperated in ness men p . . (31) e .a • 

hi savwur, · onstruct10n. After the 
an eart yf much needed re~tus was faced with a 
, work o _ ;\ugus . 
a f the centmY, · h had "rown up without t rn o en w O "' 
u . of young m f civil war but who saw creneration ors o 

" . inrr the horr _ the monopoly of rower expenenc "' 1 l ]•e'd i"JY 'I 
• I 'tions J oc' h" SU!J]JOrters. ,, en now their am JI , and is 

.. , 1 by AuguStUS 'bl they had lost the Re-exerc1sel h t insens1 Y 
realised also ~ a 11nster. (32 ) 

. , cl "amed a 1 · . 1 nuinely support August-public an "' . coulc ge 
I ' 29 n.C. Livy 1'he victory of the then 

-
1 me · · l his program · had been the victory ot us anc · • ·1 wars 
; n in the civi J't'cal classes of Italy over Octav.a . non-po 1 1 

·th loner-suffering It aurrured an age of peace 
e "' f Rome. "' . l ( " " ) lt th nobt1illrs o • lly for capita . ,,., 
e . - espeoa h I f l 

and prosDenty hen Italy as a "" o e u ly 
C • • a<re w f 
alrn brought m an .". , t 1 in the government o 

. 1 art1c1pa ec • 
and effective Y P lous upsurge of Italian 

a tremenl · . . 
emr,ire. Hence . for the new reg•me. L1vy 

. 1· . enthusiasm . H h d . nat1ona ism 1n f tier provmce. e a m 
f rthern ron 

came rom 3;, no I Hy to Rome of an Italian 
consequence all the oy~ cial's lack of sophistication 
frontiersman and a provm . . 

0 
) 

. . l's old-fash10ned views. (.,4 along with a provmcia 
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The Republic stood for something very real to him. 
:-,;o clid morality - in the recent proscriptions not 
a single slave in his native town of Padua had been 
induced to betray his master by the tremendous 
rewards offering. ( 35) He had a provincial's un
:-:ophisticated franl:ness -~ as his preface shows. 
It was in fact .\t,:;ustus who made the social over
tures. And Livy was never eager to return them. 
He did not in fact seek .\ugustus' friendship, though 
he must have been flatte1·d by his own acceptance 
hy the great man. C.3ri) 

29 B.C., then, saw a dynamic upsurge of hope 
and enthusiasm. This is the reason for the tremend
'Ju,-; literary productivity of the early rart of Aug
u,-:t us' regime. The vigour ofi the writers is more 
than thc1t of propagandists. Besides, it changes with 
the change of political climate: I-brace finally moved 
away from Augustus, becoming formal to a degree 
in his ,,.,Titings on him; \'ergil could not finish the 
.-\eneicl and wished it burnt; Livy's last books 
1 urn reso1utely from politics to the military achieve
ment oi Rome, as can he seen from what remains 
in the Epitomator, for with the loss of moral 
fervour and consequent change in content came 
a loss of ~;urvival value and the books no longer 
exist. ( 38) But, while their hope and enthusiasm 
v:as strong, the J_iterary men of the time made a 
c(Jn<ocious attempt to give to Rome a classical 
literature of her own. The work of the Ciceronian 
a;.;e hacl tnovecl Roman letters into a position from 
·:.-hich, for the first time in her literary history, this 
cJUlcl be done. The resources of the Latin vocabul
ary hacl been expanded and refined, the language 
had been equipped with a syntax that could express 
crJncelJts with a new precision, literary criticism and 
the various literary arts - oratory ancl others -
had matured. (39) 

Livy's feeling for Cicero was due to more than 
a reverence for the tremendous part the latter had 
played in this development. ( 40) The whole of 
his intellectual and emotional background was 
~irnilar to Cicero's. Cicero was not, exactly, a 
Roman proper by birth. Coming from a countrified 
background he, like Livy, was a patriot, an idealist, 
a Republican. Th.is spiritual kinship helped materially 
to influence Livy's choice of Ciceronian theory. (41) 

Livy's choice of formalism, then, was not due 

to political considerations. It was deliberately made 
and led immediately to great success. So great that 
Tacitus, though disapproving violently of Livy's 
style and political ingenuousness, had perforce 
nonetheless to adopt an annalistic format. ( 42) So 
great as to supersede all its predecessors and to pre
clude any further attempt by a Roman writer at a 
l;irge scale History of Rome.So great that a man trav
elled from Cadiz merely to see Livy in person, and left 
Rome immediately after seeing him, on the grounds 
that the city had nothing to offer after this ex
perience that would not be an anticlimax. ( 43) 

Essentially, the position is as follows. Livy, 
who was first and foremost a literary craftsman, ( 44) 1 

was confronted with the problem of expressing a 1 

certain theme in one of a number of different ways. ' 
These pre-existing genres had each their own parti
cular attractions. To choose one was to lose the 
advantages conferred by choosing another, for the 
whole arl of literary craftsmanship lay in working 
exactly to the discipline of the genre/format chosen, 
Difficulty is caused here by our modern approach 
to such formal disciplines. For a modern, formalism 
is something which obstructs the expression of in
dividuality, canalises thought and action into stereo
typed grooves and generally prevents the breaking 
open of fresh ground. It is often conceived as a 
useless encumbrance. Actually, the reverse is often 
true: it is a great error to think that originality is 
impaired by working within the rules of a form. 
The contrary' is the case. It is the minor writers 
who invent ne"lv forms. ·when a writer works within 
ancl is guided by a framework of format and a 
theme of work there is no distraction caused to the 
comcious and superficial parts of the mind by the 
need to solve a series of minor problems of form. 
The whole of the writer's mind, both conscious and 
unconscious , is free to work on the more profound 
problems latent in the subject to be treated. The 
"rules" of the genre are in fact stored experience 
of the methods by which a certain type of materiaJ 
can be most fully and suitably treated. These fer
tilize the writer's mind, automatically directing 
attention where it is needed and simultaneously link
ing his thought to work previously clone in the 
same genre. The result is that the resources of the 
subconscious are more deeply tapped, that a writer 
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in such cases tends to produce work. beyond the
normal resources of his conscious mind. ( 45) 

Livy wished to write a complete history o[
Rome. Such a theme automatically excluded cer
tain genres. The problems involved in the writin"r, of st�ch _a history had been discussed by Cicero, whohad md1cated 'the line,; along which the work shouldbe don�. ( 46) Livy, who had a deep and passionate feeling for the majesty of his theme, now cho;;e to carry out the programme as defined by Cicero,
;vh� �ad entertained the same feelings about it.I'h1s mvolved the eh · f h . . 01ce o t e annaltsttc genre which was the only form that could serve a;; anadequate vehicle for h. . . • . . " is nMJesttc theme. J, irstlvthe scale of the work · projected meant that only large scale effects co l l l· . . . . . . u c >e anned at. lncltv1dualImes and mc1dents l l · cou c not but be en"ul fed in the
:1ast �ass_ of the narrative. And in f:ct no writer m ant1qu1ty of eci l 1 . . ua popu anty and influence hascontributed fewer 'ta"s' ( 4 7) 0 

1 th bulk. f h "' · . n the other hand· e O• t e narrative had to be preventedfrom becommg a sh· ,1 .. , ctpe ess mass; movement and development wi'thin it had to be discernible. Hereinlay the value of the 1. . . 11 . anna isttc format which auto-, mat1ca y provided a h . 1 . • . c !Ono 0·"1cal system In asweepmg narrative co · "' . I of rt vcnng centuries it allowed a 1P ay I erary variety , 11·1 • ; . f v I e s1multaneouslv actin" a:s a ramework to 11oint • " , a contra•t or ea--e thetension of gre t l · < � " 

i way the anna�· / ramattc episodes. ( 48) l n thisis ic framework. t h . h . rtiles of lin"uist·1 1 , oget er wit its
- b - C ( ecorum r I : in" out and arra " ' c 1c a lot of the think-"' n,.,ement of t h · 1 the h::mdlin" o f m t . 1 ec rnca problems in "' a ena for I . 1-1· artistry was thus 1 f .ivy. 1s consciouse t free f th l , problems - for him th . . or e arge scalee isolatm" o t l h . in" o f the eJJisode. h' ,., u anc emp as1s-"' . - s w 1ch h , . portant in the progress of Ro:econce1ved to be im-

Choi ce o f diction wa 1 · ( 49
) · f < s a so involved 'th h choice o format. The the w1 t e

the treatment it nece· ··t me was super-human; ss1 ated · t 1. . volvecl a vocabulary an 1 n ua istic; ritual in-c syntax re l f of everyday. (50) A"ain th �ovet rom that
formalism and ritual h:s th· ere were advantages. is value· if · • 

i to convey to others a basic h . one_ is trymg
h h l uman experience no nntter ow arc one tries t ' 

< . • 
0 convey the impact

O f that experience upon oneself a . . ' n image 1s present-
c(l that 1s rendered of small use to th b o ers ecause
Ii

of the intrusion of all sort,; of incidents, privately
of immen,;e ;;ignificance, but meaningless to others. 
.\ formal presentation however, by dealing in
funclamei1tal, generalized 'terms, avoids the unmean
ingful particularities and produce,; an image that
has meaning for all. Linguistic decorum is vital 
when the reader once becomes caught up in the un
broken fhm· of the grand style he becomes no longer
consciou;; of that style. \\"hen participation in a
rite lwcomes 1.erfect one loses all thought of the 
ritual, being conscious ;;olcly of its object. Ritual
is the only ,ray often of achieving an acute con
centration and heightened receptivity of suggest
ion. (5 I) 

Thi,- is the imtrurnent provided the craftsman
bv the annalistic format, a format capable of evocat
i�e power then unequalled. There were other comp
lementary instruments which had to be employed 
in conjunction with it. These helped in building up 
suggestivity and atmosphere. Linguistic decorum
is �uch an instrument. It involves fitting the vo
cabulary and tropes to the format and style and to
the various character types. Livy goe s to extraordi
nary lengths to do •this. Figures of speech are
sparingly used: they would interrupt the even
flow of the narrative. i\posiopesis occurs twice only
in the whole of Livy '(at 7,30,23 and 24,26,7 respect
ively): be can convey the idea of breaking off, of
a pause, by other means when be has to, in des
cribing the silence of a night, the silence of thought,
sadness, fury, clumb realization. But as the rhetoric_
al figures are associated with their several psycholog
ical attitudes - e.g. apostrophe ancl exclamation
with rhetorical emotion -- they are carefully ap, 
portioned out to appropriate characters and in
numbers appropriate for the force of personality
assignee! to each character. ( 5 2) Speeches also are
adapted to the species cxpositionis. Livy's history
places most stress on political history, with bio
graphical interest !as( in importance. The speeches
are, in their lengths and frequency, proportionate 
to the distribution of interest. They are assigned to
Livy's characters in careful ratio aimed at emphasiz
ing important characters while simultaneously preser
ving for the history something of the multiplicity o f
real life. Due proportion of speech to ordinary nara 

rative is rigorously observed throughout. ( 53)

l 
I 
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The depiction oi incident re::::ulting i:'- highly 
formalised - pos:-ibly unreal. But there also 

results an appeal to traditionalism, and reverence 

for the Fast was a prominent ieature in the make

u;.i of Roman character. Religious or conttitutional 
formulae, ,rhose \YOrci.3 were pre::Cen-ed by linguLtic 
decorum. contril:t:tc·~l all their a:;::<ociation:: oi re

\'ert:ntial emotion. Epic :'ituation:< invoh ed epic 
diction: rr:ference to ,!!reat :'peeche:: the diction 
traditionally associated with th,,::'e :'feecht's. ( .i-+) 

Here again was another method c>f enwlc,ping the 

narrative k a per.umbra oi associaticin,:: and o\·er

tones all charged 1yith high emo6rnal pciwer. and 

aiso of emphasizing important de\ elopment~. 
But lingui:'tic decorum imco]ye(! a choice of a 

Ciceronian :-:tyle bec:Ju:'e th',:: alone allowed for the 
multitude of imliYidual ,-;tyle:- nece,::,::ary. LiYy hacl. 
en occa::,ion. to write in legJ.I. diplomalic. religious 

and military formulae. He had ah.l tc, quote the 

words of men oi ancient lime:o and oi 'thi: common 
man oi later age:'. Cicero had in fact ~aid that. 
because of the range of rncabulary and expre:::oion 

C niwr~ity Cvllege oi 
Rhodesia ::md Xya.:;i.hn<l. 

( 1) Dated by the reierence 10 the temple of 
Janus in 1.19,3: RE Lid11s O), -.SIS (cited 
henceforth as RE) 

( 2) In general. ior the following- di;:,cu~.::ion cf. 
CU·L 9. 1 o.:;l. .-\PPE~DIX. The Literary Souras 
Fur Ronuw History, 1 i,3--H B.C. pp . .SS2-90 and 

.:\lcDonald. The Roma11 l!istnria11s. in Platnauer. 
Fijty J'rars of Classical Schnlarshi {'. 1 Q5-I. 38-1-98 

(cited hereafter a:< :.\lcDonalcl. R. l/.). Point:' not 
discus,;ed in these two ra::. 0ap:c:' will receh·e iurther 

substantiation below. 
(3) :.\lack.ail. Latin Litcrat urc. 1906. 9-10: Pal

mer, The Latin La11g11agc, 195-1, 13 7. 
(-1) For an analysi:- of the biased and biographic

al trend oi historiogra;Jhy in the early :_:;econd century 

B.C., cf. Smith. Pl11tarc1t·s Biogmp!Jical Sources ill 
the Rom.an Lh•cs, CQ 3-1, 19-10, lf. (esp. 7-8): 

Tile Cato Ccusorimts of Pl11tard1, ibid., 165 f.: 
Balsdon, Some Questions about Historical Writing in 
the Second Century B.C. CQ CN"S) 3, 1953. 158 f. 
On Fabius see Pais. Ancient Lcgmds of Roman 
History, 1906, under "The Fabii and the battle of 

reqm:::lle to meet the formal requirements of history 

normal rhetorical rncabulary must be extended h} 
the inclu::ion ,,f poetic, archaic and colloquial word, 

and con;:t ruct :on:'-. 1 _:; 5 l H.ence Lky ·s so-callee 

.. Pod ic Fir:'! Deca<]e" ! Sri) and hence hi;; ,-ub· 
;:.cription to Cicerrnian 1 heory. . \nd to Ciceroniar 

p·(,:-'f practice. for "The ( periodic l :=-tyll' be!ongec 

on::;inically to the pr(1ce::-, of arran,!ing hi~toricai 

material ... t ~ 'i l The :irose period alune c~1uld ior

mul:He a complex fWtemen! with logicality and forcE 
::cn a:' to relate it,: incident,: one to another and tc 
pre.-ent the whole in a cnmprehen:'h·t fvr:n and thcr; 
1n•Y(:' l'n to the next ,tage. It made for orderly 

narra ti,:n and ,r,we nnt only coherence and clarity 

but :-trt·ngth and mon:tntum. 
Thu:c: Livy ·" deci.-inn to a(!opt the annaliftic 

(<,rmat ,rith all it:- accompanying formalism wa, 
ba:'ed not on political a(h·babi!ity but on hi:- judge
ment as a literary craft:-man oi tr.e tremendous po• 

te;- tialitie:< oi that iormat. It \Ya" a "hrewd judge
ment. as hb irnn1ediah'. and immer.se :'UCCt':-'.:' proved 

T. F. C:\R.:"\EY. 

the Cremera". 
,5) CL C-\.H .. S. 195-1. -119-:1. 

1 Ii l For the change in atmofphere in domestic 

politic.- ci . . -\lioldi, Thi· Jfaiu .ls/Jicl." of Pr>litie1l 
Pri1,t•al!,,111da 011 the Coiuagc oj tile Rc/mblir in 
Ess,:ys i11 l<oman Coi11a1.;t t,-nsrnted to H,i!'flld Jfat
tiiiz!y, c:d. Carc-Dn and Sutherland. 1956. 65-67. For 
the menwir a.- a Eterary g,'nre. :.\IcDonaltl. R.H .. 

(; l Thi,c i:' a \"a:'t and contro,·er~ial topic and de

tailed tf::'cu::',:ion of it ialls out::ide the sphere of 
thi:< monograph; hence only a ::kelctal bibliography 
i,: cited: Clarke. Rhrtoric at Raine. 1953. 80-83: 
C .. -\.H,, tJ. 1951. -15,-58; Syme. The R,.1mm1 Rc
~·olutio11. 1952. -18-1-86. 

(8) .:\lcDonald. The Style of Li~•y, JRS 1957 

159-60 atd 170-171 (cited henceforth a$ ::.\IcDonald 

Style). Rambaml ( Ciccro11 rt l' liistoire romaine, 
1953) ha.- :'hmm that Cicero·:' description of history 

as "unum hoe oratorium maxime opus" means 

merely that the lingui,,tic power of a man trained 

in rhet;Jric was needed to supply Roman history 
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with form and force of expression (p. 10-11). 
Brutus 11, 42 is meant humorously (p.15) and the 

· letter to Lucceius is an appeal for a propagandist, 
not historical, study. (p. 17-18). 

l9) Palmer, 137; McDonald, Style, 160; Ram
baud, pp.9 and 21; RE s. 835. 

( 10) ··Die Macht der Technik ist fur den an
tiken Schriftsteller viel starker als fur den modernen" 

. - R£ :,;. S35. 
( 11) Starr, Ch1ilizatio11 and the Ca-esars, 1954, 167. 
( 1 .z) Syme, 464-65; Starr, 194; "Enge Beziehun

; "t'll zum Hoie bis ins Alter'' - RE s.817, citing 
"' Suet. Claud. 41,1. 

(13) Syme, 463-64; Starr, 170. 
( 1-1-) Horace, Odes, 2,1,6-S; cf. Syme, 6, n.2 and 

; Starr. 199. 
( 15) Ibid., 85-86: Syme 486. 
11()) :.\IcDonald, R.H. 395-96. 
1. 1 7 l :.\IcDonakL Style, 162: \Yalsh, Li..•y' s Pre

/,;,·; ,111d the Distortio11 of History, _\JP 76, 1955, 
._;D9-~.J. 

( I~) Ci. dbcussion to nn.51-53 following. 
( 19) Palmer, 137. 
( 20) \IcDonald, R.H. 390: cf. Caligula's cnt1c

l::'lll: --wrbosum in historia neglegentemque" Suet. 
ldig. 3-1-.2. 

: 121) Laistner (Tltc Greater Roman Historians, 
\ 194 7. 89-90) argues that the Hi,,-tory ,vas ,uitten 

I ~-~0,~1 a St~ic vie_"·po
0
i~:: _ ~f. \Yaish, Lfry and Stoic

.'·''", .\JP ,9, 19.'.l8, .).'.).'.l-lb. 

1 n) These seem to ha,·e been "-ritten in '·a 
hard. dry and unemotional fashion of writing" in 
clisillusioned, Sallustian vein by Pollio: cf. Syme, 
45-1--SS. 

\ .?3) Ibid. 484 and 486; Starr, 207. 
( .?4) Tac. J1111, 4,34. 
125) Syme, 317, 464 and n.2. 

, (?()) Pracj. 9: --c1onec ad haec tempora quibus nee 
'dtia nostra nee remedia pati possumus perventum est''; 
ci. abo 5. On the· official Fropagancla see Starr, 
1,)-J.; ci. Seneca X. Q. 5, 18, 4. 

( 27) In general on this point see l\IcDonald, R.H., 
i 396. 
I J ') s ?')" d so-;I (_/i vme, .,-/i an ,. 

1
1
1 l 29) _ Ib_i_d., 48, 79-~5; cf. Syme's chap}er 28, "The 
, Success10n . p. 418-.,9 and esp. p. 4.,1. On. the 
! fundamental opposition of the principate to the 

nobiles cf. ibid., p.502. 
{31) Starr, 56. 
{32) Ibid., 75-78 and 212; Syme, 504-505; 508 

and 517; Chilton, The Roman Law of Treason under 
the Early Principate, JRS 45, 1955, 75-76; von 
Fritz, 'Tacitu's, Agricola, Domitian ,and the Problem 
of the Principate, CP 52, 1957, 79 f. on '"the po
litical psychology of the in5!titution of the Princi
pate" . 

(33) Syme, 355; 451-53; 464-65 and 513-14; 
Starr, 61-62 and 79-80. 

(34) Syme, 465; l\IcDonald, R.H. 396. 
(35) l\Iacrobius, 1, 11, 22; cf. Plin. Epist. 1,14, 

6: 11art. 11, 16, 8: R. E. s.816. 
(36)Starr, 193-94, and note: "ohr,e ein offen

liches Arnt zu bekleiden1 also \·ollig unabhangig, 
lebte er den grossten Tei! seines Lebens in Rom" 
- RE ;-s 815-16. 

( 3 7) On the strength of the Augustan religious 
revival cf .. .\ltheim, A History of Roman Religion, 
1938, 349 f. 

(38) Contrast Starr, p.38 with p.171-86 (\'ergil); 
1S6-93 (Horace); cf. also 193-94 and 201-202 
(Livy). 

(39) l\IcDonald, Style, 170; Palmer, 118 f. 
(40) l\lcDonald, Style, 159. 
( 41) It also explains Pollio's criticism concerning 

Livy's ··Pata\'ini'tas·'. 30 B.C. marked the advent 
of a new era. :\s we have seen, Augustus' victory 
was the victory of the non-political classes. Its after
math ·was their appearance in literature - hitherto 
springing from and dominated by the highly political
ly conscious life of Rome, with major political fi
gures either supporting it or actually producing it: 
Li\}', the patriot, idealist and Republican, had no true 
realization of the corruption behind Republican poli
tics. He was taken in by the facade and, at first 
any,.-ay, by Augustus' New State. Now Pollio was an 
aristocrat of the old school who had seen the inner 
workings of the politics of both Republic and New 
State. He was also, like Livy, a provincial - but 
unlike Livy was not a foremost prose stylist, and 
therefore hardly in a position to criticize Livy for 
.provincialisms. To him Livy's moral and roman
ticallv idealist view of history was political rusticity, 
what· one would in fact expect from an inhabitant 
of gullible, bourgeois Padua. In Pollio's vie,.: 

-~-
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Livy was not a discriminating propagandist agent o1 
Augustus but an unsophisticated provincial taken iri 
by appearances past and present, and his "pata
vinitas" appears in .his being duped> as a provin
cial from his area' so well might be ( cf. Lafte, 
I.ivy's Patavinitas, CP 35, 1940, 56-60; Syme, 485-
86 and McDonald, Style, 171-172). 

(42) McDonald, Style, 155: RE s. 823. 
(43) Pliny, Epist. 2, 3, 8. 
( 44) 'L. : ist kein grosser Historiker, aber trotz 

mancher Schwachen ein bedeutender Kunstler" -
KE s. 851. 

{45) Lewis, A Preface to Paradise Lost, 1954, 
2-3. 

( 46) Cf. n.9 above and discus,;ion thereto. 
( 47) See Canter, Rhetorical Elemwts m Livy's 

Direct Speeches, I, .-\JP 38, 1917, 133. 
(48) .McDonald, Style, 156. 
( 49) Ibid., 163 and 165; cf. Lewis, 23; "Er will 

ja nicht einfach die Tatsachen wiedergebes, son
dem will dramatisch und anschaulich schildern" -

RE s. 834. 
(50) Lewis, 57-58. 
(51) Lewis. 47, 57 and 60. 
(52) Canter, Rhetorical EJemmts iii Li,vy's Direct 

Speeches, I .. -\JP 38. 1917, 125-51, and II, ibid. 
39, 1918. 44-64: Palmer, 137-39: Dutoit, Sile11ce~ 
dans l'ocw;.'rc de Tile Lh•c., in Mcla11ges a Mar
ouzwu, 1948, 141-51. 

( 53) Gries, Lh•y' s Use of Dramatic S,pecclt, AJP 
70, 19491 118-41: cf. in general, :\IcDonald, R.H. 
397, and Kolar. De Oratiomtm Li·viallo operi inser
tarum 1111111crositate, ::\Inem. 6 (fourth serie:;;) 1953, 

. 116-39. 
(54) McDonald. Style, 156-59; cf. Hadas, Livy 

as Scriptun, .-\JP 61. 1940, 445-56. On Livy's ob
vious n:anncri:::.ms see RE ss. 832-33 and Tillyard, 
Tlze English Epic a11d its backgroulld, 1954, 91-92. 

(55) l\IcDonald, Style, 170-71. 
( 56) Ibid., 166-6 7. 
(57) foid., 164: but cf. also RH. 397-98. 

T,HE AURELII AND THE FURII 

In Roman Politics, p. 93, Dr. H. H. Scullard 
expresses the opinion that the .-\urelii, whose con
nections had been with the Servilii, had followed 
that gens in their secession to the Claudian group. 
There is a piece of evidence in support of this 
contention that Scullard has omitted to mentio:1 
In Livy 30.26.4, a l\I. .-\urelius is given as one of 
the three commissioners sent to remonstrate with 
Philip. He stayed behind in Greece after the re~ 
tum of his colleagues, and his main purpose seems to 
have been to provoke such incidents and send back 
to Rome such reports as would make the ultimate 
declaration of war on .Macedon more certain ( 1 ) . 
In carrying out this purpose he clearly identifies 
himself with the aims and policies of the Claudian 
group. 

Scullard suggests that the Furii still remained 
loyal to Scipio (2). There is, however, some doubt 
about this. In Livy 30.42.5 a certain M. Furius 

1s sent from Greece by .-\urelius to act as his 
spokesman before the Senate, a,1d his report hardens 
the feelings of the Senate against Macedon. .-\gain, 
in Livy 31..29.1, L. Furius Purpurio ,ms sent a:=: 
Galba ·::: special representative to the Panaetolica. 
His mission was one of such importance that it 
seems to indicate some close connection between 
Galba and Furius. The final piece of evidence is the 
award of a triumph to the praetor, L. Furius Pur
.purio, for his victory over the Gauls ( 3). Furius's 
claim was open to serious technical objections, and 
it would hardly have succeeded on its merits: that 
it did succeed indicates that Furius commanded very 
wide support in the Senate. Now at that time the 
Senate was dominated by the Claudian group, and 
it is very difficult to see how Furius could haw 
been awarded his triumph without the support of 
that group. The hypothesis that he was a sup
porter of the Claudii is confirmed by the very 
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mild protest offered by Aurelius Cotta, the cumul. 
when he returned to Rome ( 4), a protest that b 

Birmingham Univer:oity. 

(1) Livy 30.42; 31.3. 
(2) Roman Politics p.95. Scullarcl regards the 

denial of a triumph to L. Cornelius LcntuJus 
(Livy 31.20) as another \'ictory for Scipi1,. Bul 
it is more likely that Lcntulus never seriow,ly 
aimed at more than an ovation, and his succes,; in 

surprisingly mild ii coming frum a political op
ponent, but not unexpected if comin~ from an ally. 

T .. \. DOREY. 

obtaining that in the face of opposition from the 
tribune Sempronius should be counted as a victory 
for the C!audii. 

{,) Livy 31.4 7.rl-49.3. 
(4) Livy :\1.'19.8-11. 

PERSEUS AND ANDROM'EDA : A MYTH FROM THE SKIES 

Every schoolboy knows the story of 
1\n<lromeda. \\' ell told and Ovid 
well - it makes a satisfying tale. 
characters, the damsel in distre:,;s, the 
cuer, and the wicked villain or hideous 

Perseus and 
( 1 ) tells it. 

The chief 
gallant re&
monster are 

so naturally supplied from human in-rngination and 
experience that it is outside the ,range of possibility 
to trace the source oi the story IJack beyond a 
certain point. It belongs of course to the very 
well-springs of folk-tale. Andromeda is manifestly 
of close kinship with Cupid's Psyche, and is not far 
removed irom Snow-white anti Cinderella. Take 
away his Greek name, and Pnseus becomes identical 
with a host of other knight-errants whose daring 
exploits have been finally and ~uitably rewartle<l at 
the altar. Ami who is Cetus if not every monster 
of the imagination that ever menaceLl the heroine;; 
of wonclerlancl? In fact, a iew traces of the worlcl 
of make-believe are still left in the Greek form of 
the myth, and may be rrecognised as such: the 
Greeks endow their hnoes with magic sparingly. 
hut Perseus is simply rolling in it - flying sandals, 
cap of invisibility, Gorgon's head, and even a safety
bag to carry it in. It may be felt that these ob
servations do not mark the story of Perseus and 
Antlromeda with :t particularly distinctive brand, for 
there is much in Greek fable, especially in Homer, 
imbued with fantasy similar to Achilles' talking 

I horses or magic like Circe's wand. 

r 

Hut the story of l'crseus and Anclromeda is sin
gular in this n'spect, that of the whole corpus of 
Greek mythology this is the only episode which has 
been fancifully identified as a r;roup portrait among 
the :SLars of the sky. lt is true that every con
;;tcllation ha;; an incliviclual mythological connection 
iahricatccl for it. But il soon becomes clear that 
the ordinary star-cluster has no e,-sential link with 
Greek mythology: when Engonasin, for example, b 
sairl to be Hcrcu!Ps or Cygnus the !:iWan into which 
Jupiter turned himself to seduce Leda, \\T infer that 
the star-gazer:- iirst identified the configurations oi" 
these ;-:tar-groups as a man on his knees and a swan 
respectively, and that subsequently the astrologcrs---
men of quite another kidney ~ by taking thought 
acldecl to thc''-'C shapes an idm1tification and a name 
Proof, if proof is needecl, is supplied hy frequent 
dissension about the mythological pedigree of con
stellations whose shapes and features have secured 
universal agreement. I shall not weary the reader 
with more than a couple oi illustrations. The sixth 
sign of the zodiac, the Virgin, is according to 
Aratus, Pham. I 00 f., and most authorities Diec 
or (in L,1tin) lustitia, but Vergil, Gang. 1,33, anct 
others identify her as Erigone, the daughter of 
Icarius; it is not a:slounding that lVIanilius, Astronou_r. 
4,542, and Servius on Vergil B11c. 4,6 have got the 
two mixed up. Dice a1yl--1:rigone are, however, 
merely favourites out of I a large field of runners, 
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Demeter (Ceres), bis, :\targatis, and Tyche (For
tuna), recorded for us by Eratosthenes, C'at. 9; 
Hyginus, Poet .• lstro11om. 2,35; and schol. Germ. 
.Jrnl. p.<iS ed. Breysig. 

I may here mention my opinion that the earliest 
,-;tar-gazers gave names. not so much to groups, as 
tn i,1dividual stars, th:;ugh later these names or 
identifications (a,; in the case of Canis Major) •were 
extl'nded tn include thl' \\·hole constellation. This 
•sill throw some light on the fact that for the 
Babylonians the constellation \'irgin was S/111/mltu, 
the Corn Ear, which name clearly survived in the 
l·f<'llcnic;tic \\·oriel in the brightest star of the con
~tellation, 1:T6xuc; oi ,rhich :-,pica -- so astronomers 
have Jong callee] it is :-imply a translation. 
. \lrcacly ( and r am merely touching on the fringes 
()i Greek star-lore) it will he plain that the Greek 
inheritance of Babylonian knowledge of the skies 
toL!;ethcr with its accompanying superstitions was 
no smooth or orderly procc:-s. The identity of 
another zodiacal ;;ign, .\quarius, may serve as a 
iurther illu;;tration. I should judge that the cre
dentials of Ganymede (c\pollodorus 3,12,2 etc.) are 
rather ;:uperior · to those of his nearest rival, Deuca
lion (who:,;c chief ,;upporter according to Hyginus 
2.1() is Hcgesianax). ·'However," says Frazer at 
Ovid, Fasti 1,652, "Eubulus had no difficulty in 
demonstrating the falsity of both these opinions; 
ior he proved that Aquarius was in fact Cecrops, 
the ancient king of Athens, his argument being that 
jn the reign of Cecrops wine \Vas as yet unknown 
ancl water was used instead of it in sacrifice; 
irom which the equation Aquarius-Cecrops follows 
with mathematical certainty." It is likely enough 
that this constellation has an oriental parentage, 
;-ince we find that in Babylon the \Vaterman is a 
L!'.iant, R.abu, pouring out of two urns the Tigris 
and the Euphrates. 

The constellations of Perseus, Andromeda, Ccpheus, 
Cassiopeia, ( 2) and Cetus stand in sharp contrast 
ro these. Not only are their mythological connect
ions clear and unambiguous, but these star-groups 
are strikingly exceptional in that we are ·here con
ironted with a whole myth, which has 'been raised 
to the stars like some magnificent tableau. And it 
i;. the only one of its kind. Now the fact is that 
the story of Perseus. and Andromeda is not known 

to extant Greek literature before Herodotus 7,150, 
and no trace of it survives which can be elated 
before 5 7 5 B.C. \Vilamowitz, l'i11daros p. 148, has 
no ground for asserting that the · myth formed the 
basis of the Hcracles-Hesione story in Homer 
lliad, S,<>38 f. (see rather the collection assemblecl 
by Frazer at l'ausanias 9,26, 7). The earliest date 
to which we can refer the story, is 57 5-550 B.C., 
of which period there survives a Corinthian hlack
figure amphora (Berl. Hi52) "·hereon are clepictcd 
ancl named l'erseus, .\nclromecla, and Cetus: this 
evidently illustrates an early and a possibly garbled 
version of the talc, for Pcrseus is throwing stones 
at Cetus, while .:\nclromecla, so far from being 
chained to any rock, is providing Perseus with am
munition (see J. :-L Woodward, l'crscus p. 43 and 
passim.) 

Another significant fact is that the group is 
separated by the zodiac, Cetus. being a southern 
constellation while the others arc northern ones. 
;, ow the Ram and the fishes part .\ndromecla 
from Cetus, and it is most unlikely that Cephcus' 
family and the sea-monster would be placed in the 
skv astride the zodiac. The whole Andromeda group 
th~n will have existed as a group before the dis
covery of the zodiac, which took place about 
550 B.C. The date of the discovery of the zodiac 
is not easy, to fix; much depends on what definition 
one gives to the ·word zodiac. Here I follow Pliny, 
Nat. Hist. 2,6,31 (who attributes the discovery to 
Cleostratus of Tenedos) rather than Neugebauer, 
.Exact Scie11ccs in ;l11tiq11ity 97 f., who dates the 
event a century too late. Pliuy makes it clear 
that the constellation of the Ram existed for Cleo
stratus, which is the summit of my contention here. 
The duodecimal division of the zodiac caused a 
radical revision of the Greek splzaera. Previously 
the Pleiades and the Hyades had a separate existence, 
and the tiny group called the Manger and the Asses 
enjoyed a similar status. Now it was necessary -
as Neugebauer explains - to divide the zodiac into 
twelve. The clusters I have mentioned above were 
now incorporated with the Bull and the Crab res
pectively (both imports from the splzaera barbarica). 
The boundaries of existing constellations along the 
zodiac had to be considerably redrawn, for, instead 
of an exact thirty degrees, the Lion had several 

11 
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more, the \'irgin hacl more than iortv and the 
Scorpion (sub,equently clivicled into tw·o'. Scorpion 

ancl Balance, the latter ,ometimes callee] Claw,) 
more than fiity. This \ms the moment when 
tr:e I'erseus ancl .-\nclromecla L(roup \Ya< ncce,,arilv 
broken to make room ior the zodiacal ,iL(n, o i th.e 

Ram and Fi,he,. t1rn clirn ancl incon,;Jicuou, con
stellations. 

If on the,e grouncb 1,·e cannot put the narnin1.; oi the 
I'erseus ancl .\nclrornecla L(roup any later than 
550 B.C., we cannot put it much earlier. From a 
consideration oi Horner and J-[esiocl ,re mav lw sure 
that the Greeb of the ,eventh centurv h;1cl ;clenti
fied the l'leiadb, I-Iyaclc,, Orion. the \\'agon ( Cr1a 
Major), Sirius, ancl Buotcs: see Staniorcl on Or!y..1·.,·cy 
5,272 ancl Lorimer in [l S .\ 1051. S(i f. But it cloes 
not seem as though thev knew anv more stars than 
the,e. Of course in lik;alure Pers~us h:icl a previous 
existence (e.g., 1-Iesiocl 711cof!:. 2S0). ancl it is even 
;::ossible that he was once a man of ilesh ancl blood. 
llut not as the rescuer of Anclrornecla. It is curium, 
is it nut, when the Greeks hacl so much mythology, 
that they shoulcl, on importing another myth from 
abroacl, reward with apotheosis not one but / our 
(excluding Persem) of the characters m it. an 
honour they mil;ht have been expected to reserve 
for their mrn heroes? 

I suggest that criginally the conscllation Cepheus 
was imagined simply as some royal fif!:urc, Cassio
peia as a seated lady, Andromecla as a rnpinc girl, 
and Cetus as a sea-monster; and I suggest that 
I'erseus had prc;__•iously received catasterism as the 
5layer of ~Ieuusa (so Eratosthenes, Cat. 22, quoting 
the Pliorcides of Aeschylus). Whereas other con
stellations looked like orclinary beasts ( e.g., Bear, 
Swan) or things ( e.g., Lyre) ancl, in need oi some 
justiiication f:,r their heavenly existence, were 
separately identified with independent myths, this 
~roup was for the Greeks a group from the begin
ning. The Greeks who took over these constellations 
(presumably irom the Babylonians) seem to have 
concocted a story to link the,:e people together: and 
it is not surprising that the plot they hatchecl 
told of a king and oueen whose daughter stood in 
mortal clanger from the sea-monster. The already 
iclentifiecl constellation of Perseus hard by provided 
the necessary hero; ancl accorclingly the star-gazers 

1:2 

made him ~lay the monster ancl marry Andromeda 
( uf /er -- mark well - he had slain the Gorgon). 
Thu:' it ,cem~ lP me all the facts are accounted for. 
The ,tor:,; oi Per:'eus and Anclromeda was not 
rni,ed to the skies: rather it clescenclecl from them. 

.\ clu,e parallel is to he found in the constel
lations I-Iyclra, Corvus, and Crater. Since they were 
linked to each other in the heavens, a ctory was 
clcvi:'ed to account for their incongruous company. 
~u 11·e learn ( e.g., Ovicl Fasti 2,243 f.) that the 
Ru;_.•111 ,1·a:' ,ent with a ]fowl by Apollo to get water 
ircm a ,princ:, hut. attracted by the unripe fruit of 
a iig-trec hard hy. he ;1aitecl for it to ripen: after 
a clcliciou:' meal ancl no small delay he returnee] to 
.\1.ullo 1\'ith the hcnrl and a Water-Snake which, he 
allegccl. had preventer! him from performing his 
errand. C,1deceivecl, ,\pollo cleprivecl the raven of 
the power of drinking in the :'Cason when figs are 
riprning (,ec l'liny, Xal. llist. 10,14,30, and 10, 
15,.'l2). \Vherefr,re, ,says Ovicl, antiqui monumcnta 
(,1rrn 11.',1 fact i, / "1 /1.f!.l!is .-1 ui.1' Crater, sidcra izmcta, 
n1iou1.!. \\.rhh. T!tc Xamcs of tlte Stars p. 72, is 
of course right in saying that the signs received 
their names first. and then the story was evolved 
to account for their juxtaposition. Of the same kind 
of urigin is the l'ersetn ancl Anclromeda story. 

How Cepheus, C:as:;iopeia, and Andromeda got 
their names I do not proiess to know, but they can 
hardly have come irorn abroad, even if the story h:.is 
-- as indeed seems probable - :::otme foreign in
s·iiration from iolklore sources. As names, these 
characters may have had some separate existence 
bciore they were linked by their celestial association. 
Certainly, outside this myth, the name of Cepheus 
is borne by a not particularly distinguished Argo
naut; Agenor ancl not Cepheus is the husband of 
Ca,,iopeia at J-Jesiod, Cat. Frag. 20 - Scliol. Apoll. 
Rliorl. 2,178, and the same person occasionally ap
pears as a wicked uncle in the Anclromecla story. \Ve 
ma,· lie sure, on observing that Ovid and Apollodorus 
call the wicked uncle Phineu::., that some attempt 
has been made t·o fit the new myth to the old fa
miliar world of the Argonauts. nut the attempt is 
a prett:,· feeble one. l'hineus (the son of Agenor, 
it will be rern2mb~red) is a poor rival of Perseus': 
this is that blind unhappy seer of SaHmydessus 
finally freed from the gnte;,ome torments . of the 
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Harpies by Calais and Zetes. 
It is rather odd that, whereas translation to the 

,;kies is usually conceived of as an honour. and beati
iication, Cepheus and Cassiopeia should have been 
catasterized for their sin. This consideration may 
alsn be held to ad, 1 '.;·}me support to the theory that 

the myth was fabricated to account for the con
,.:tellations, and was not lkrived from exclusively 

terrcstria1 circumstances. It is true that Cassiopeia 
i,-; sometimes (eg., Hyginus 2,10 proptcr impictatcm) 

iigured as tilted upside-down. in her chair, ( 3) but 
thi,.: too is manifestly a later fancy. I must frankly 
own that ~ nc: more sec an inverted queen in the 
constellation Cassiopeia ( its stars form an easily 
discernible W in the Milky Way) than I see a 
king in the constellation Cepheus. ( 4) Though 
Cc;)heid variables are cammon commodities in 
n~odern astronomy, this is not clue to any feature 
notably striking to the naked eye about o Cephei. 
On the other hand, the cor,spicuous variability of 
6 Pcrsl'i caused it to be regarded from the time 
of the :\rabs onwards as a somewhat sinister star, 
and this suits its mythological identification ·with 
extraordinary appositeness. This is the star Algol 
( from the :\rabic ras al glntl, 'the head of the 
Ghoul"), considered by the ancients to represent 
the head of Medusa. held in Perseus' grasp. 

The theory I propose will solve a. further dif
ficulty. Eratosthenes, Cat. 16 and 36, states that in 
the ;Jndromcda of Sophocles Cassiopeia, Amlromeda, 
and the monster were all turned into stars; and at 
Cat. 1 7 he states that in Euripides' pl~y of the same 
title Andromeda was raised to the stars. Hyginus 
in his Poetic Astronomy attributes to Euripides the 
catasterism of Cepheus (2,9/, Cassiopeia (2,10), 
and Andromeda (2,11), and in 2,10 he cites Sophoc
les also. This llc'tail of the plot has ~aused some 
bewilderment to the reconstructors of lost Attic 
dramas, but explanation would assuredly be faci
litated if the myth does owe it~ existence to the 
catasterisms. Probably the myth was at first 
largely ccnfined to devotee,, of &s':ronomy and not 
fully assimilated or perhaps even developed by the 
compilers of my,thology until its adoption by 
Sophocles and Euripides (442 and 412 B. C.), in 
whose age the catasterism still formed an integral 
part of the story. No mythographer expressly at-

tributes the catasterism of l'erseus to Sophocles or 

Euripides, and this too fits in with the theory out
lined above, that he was already in the sky. 

It is perhaps natural to assume that the details of 
Greek mythology were firmly fixed by the great 
age of Athens, but it woulcl be quite fallacious to 
do so. \Ve must bear in mind not only that the 
dramatists were constantly re-handling, re-shaping, 
and re-creating mythology, but also that this pro

cess continued -- no l!cubt with less momentum - ' 
in the Roman period. One interesting example is 
the ctory of Or,)heus and Eurydice (if indeed this 
a,HI not Agriope is the name of the wife, as we 
learn from Hermesianax ap. Athen. 13,597). In 
the Greek version of the tale Orpheus succeeded in 
bringing back his wife: so Euripides, Alccstis 
35 7 f., and scholiast ad loc., Isocrates Bush-is 11,8, 
Hermesianax loc. cit., and pseudo-Moschus Lam. 

Bion. 123 f. One passage, Plato Symp. 1 79D, ap
pears to tell against this. But only at firClt sight1 

What Plato says is that the gocls sent bac'., with 
Orpheus, not Eurydice, but her phantom ( doub,tless 
influenced by the phantoms of Helen and Iphigcnia 
in Euripides). The explanation of this, however, 
is to be sought from consideration of the famous 
sculptured relief in the .Museum at Naples (a copy 
cf an ,\ttic relief of the fifth century B.C.): Hermes 
is taking Eurydice back to Hades whilst Orpheus 
,rcs:gnediy bids her farewell; to me this merely sug
gests that the gods placed a time-limit on Eurydice's 
second life, a device to avoid finding some second 
death for her. For the well known ver~ion, that 
Or ·heus disobeyed the instruction not to look back 
am! for so doing lost Eurydice, there is no evidence 
whatever before Vergil, Gcorgics 4,487 f. All such 
versions of the story have been clearly inspired by 
the Roman poet. Indeed, from what we know of 
the l\Iantuan's sense of the dramatic (cf. Bue. 8, 
105 f., a bold and original divergence from the 
ending of Theocritus 2) we may reasonably infer 
that \Tergil himself effected this beautiful adapta
tion of the Orpheus legend. There is no need or 
reason to postulate as Vergil's source some magni
ficent Hellenistic epy!lion known only to Vergil and 
Bowra, and nobody else (see CQ, 1952, 114 f.). 

There is a further fact from which we may now 
be able to extract a fuller meaning. The Astro-
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sing to 
logy. 

is in a Latin poem in five hook;-;, prufe,;
instruct the ignorant in the c:ciencc of astro

Its author, .\larcus .\Ianiliu,-;, ( 5) doe:-; not 
alas, belong to 

la bc/1,i scun/a 
cli quci sig11or dell' ,,r/tissimo cu1ztn, 
c/1c so/Jra gli altri co111' aq11ila 'i.'(111/. 

The poem is severely didactic. 1\ot that .\laniliu" 
is without ability; his technical ;;kill as: a ver:-;ifier 
and rhetorician is great. But he lack,; both fire 
and imagination, and he performs pretty pirouette:-; 
where a spirit less richly equipped than !ii,- wriulcl 
have soarer! on a daring wing. ( <>) \\'hat a theme 
he had to take to Helicon - the majestic beauty of 
the heavens, the inexorable 1rn,tirm of the grl·at 
celestial clock, the inscrutable designs of the Creator, 
and birth, and life, and death! But lw seems to 
hold back. from the attempt. Though he often ha,; 
occasion to allude to the mythology attaching to 
the constellations, :-;tars, planets, and celc,-;tial phen
omena, o,1ce and once only docs he forsake science 
for poetical flight (5,540-618). It is tr, tell the 
story of Perscus and Andromeda. Thi, is sig,1ifi
,cant. :Manilius has not incoqir>raterl this digression 
in his first huok, his Sp!iacra, which, containing a 
catalogue of all the con~tellations, would have been 
a more appropriate place, and wouid have explained 
to a large extent the choice of subject: after all, 
i~ Perseus, Androrneda, Cephcus, Cassiopeia, and 
Cetus we have five constellations. As it is, however, 
the digression comes at an ill-judged place: in his 
fifth and final book Manilius is describing the 
effecb of variou~ constellations which rise with 
given portions of the zodiac, and the purple patch 
is sewn on to the treatment of J\ntlromeda. Unlike 
Vergil introducing ·Orpheus and Eurydice at the 
end of the GcM!;iCs, i\Ianilius still had a long cli~
tance to go to reach his goal: over a hundred lines 
still remained for the sy1Zanatellonta, and at least 
a hundred for that treatment of the planets which 
has so curiously disappeared from our texts after 

University of Manitoba 

( 1) Though there are many handbooks of mytho
, ]ogy from Apollodorus's to H.J. Rose's which have 

attained fame in footnotes, neverthcle~s for attract-

1•i 

:i,710 (,cc Rh. )lu~. 1954. p. J(iCJ-.,72). It is very 
tempting to suspect that some ornamentation was 
added t() the treatment of _Jll(/ron1cda cum Piscibus 
oricns hecaucCe in ::;omc manual oi astronomy which 
:\lanilius hacl at hand a cletailecl account of the 
myth had been given. !'roof is of course impossible, 
and al l>e,t the notion remains no more than a 

suspicion . 
. \t any rail', the ~tory acc:mling to .\,lanilius runs 

a:-; folio\\':-;: for their h,l\·ing angered Neptune, the 
country ,if C11,lwus anrl Cn"~i,ipeia is floodl'd; acting 
on the aclvin' of the oracle at :\mmon, Cepheus de-

• J • ·• h' 1 J·itcr -\nrlromeda· Perseus cHcs t" sacril1ce 1,; raug , · ' . 
l l . tl , ·ce'le -st rai"hl from his iv c rnnce arrive,; on 1e " • · ,., 

~ 1 f' Jl in love with Andro-v1clorv O\Tr .\feclu;;a, an< a s 
· . \ 1 1,t·til for in his ea"er-rnecla. '.\ ow come~ an Ol r ( e ' , :, 

. ., ent to his marnacTe 
ne,,; to ohtam her parcnb con~ 0 

• t h · l I I' . tI • ]ewes -\ndromeda and \\'It11 t l'Ir c au" 1ter er~c " ' · · 
" • · J lowever he flil's off to ( ·cphcu~ and Cass10peia. . 

. h 1-·11 the monster with 1,- soon hack, soon enoug to ,J 
. . \ I 1.11ecla wh" to mark Im, :i\\'ord: hi· marries : nr ro • 

hi;; valour is rai,;ecl to the star~. 
\ , 1. 1 tt· th·tl to another is : nrlrornecla ,; car 1er Je o ' 

mentioned nei thcr liv .\ Ianilius nor EratoSthenes n<~r 
. : l . Sor>hocles or Eun-

Hvgmus ( and possibly not >) · . : . J H.: 74 104 t.) ad-
JlHles either). E. I 'ctcrsen °· ~ ' , . 
l f. l 1 rein c 440 JLC. (Dnt. 

c uces an .-\ttic red- 1guret 1) ' · 

M . E' 1 ( <') . h'. theorv that Phineus was a II.I. . ):J tor Is -
h . , 1 J ·olJI ·cl:1 · but the person c aracter 111 Sophoclcc' ; nc I l ·- • • 

· . h · l ntifies as Phmeus m cerernomal garb whom e It e 
·.. . . . 1 I· a. ;\ndromeda her-
b 1dent1hed lJ\, evcrvhocy e se '" · 
· ,J·f • • . h -1 scene would be ,e , and her absence frorn :oUC ' • 

h I , 1 the fact that 
very c:trangc. On the ot e.r i,!lll , . . . 
Apollodorus 2,4,3 and Ovid }.Jet. 5, llilt. provide 
Perscus with a rival does suggest that at some stage 
of the development of the myth the course_ o'. true 
love had become a little less smooth. And it is not 
unlikely that the previous betrothal of r:nclr_Jmeda 
to an unplea?ant relative ,ms the contnbut1011 of 

the Attic drama. 
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iveness of presentation and for influence upon the 
great the M cta-mor plwscs of Ovid still stands without 
a peer. It - and not the tabloid and lifeless sub-
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stitutes. which are frequently palmed off for it -
is the student's beet instruction to mythology (and 
not a bad introduction to Latin either). It is a 
11ity that lexts of such works as this and J'lutarch's 
Lives, Diogenes Lacrtius, Pliny 1the Elder, Aristotle's 
llistory oj ;1 nimals, and a few other works which 
educated Europe aw hard to come by (none in the 
Oxford Classical Text series) and regrettably play 
no part in the modern university's classical curri
culum. 

( 2) There are various spellings of the lady's name. 
In this article I have kept to Cassiopeia, the ac
cepted spellini-; of the constellation in modern astro• 

nomy. 
(3) Lum (Tltc Stars in Our llcavc11, p. 59) 

feelingly say~: ·' Bound to her chair, she must spend 
half of every night hanging with her head down, 
a position as humiliating as it is uncomfortable." 

( 4) I fear I must remind South African readers 
that Cepheus is not visible from their latitudes, and 
if they live as far south as Cape TO'\vn not Cassi
opeia either. 

(S) This seems to be his name, for which we are 
wholly dependent on the corrupt and interpolated 
manuscripts containing his poem. Those who by 
some misfortune come across Thielscher's recenjt 
article (Hermes, 1956, 353 f.) should bear in rnind 
that the remarks Housman had made in the add
enda to his edition of the first book (1937 eclitio11 
9 2 f.) are still valid. 

( 6) Not often doc;; he produce such verses as 
the memorable lines ( Z,115 f.) which Goethe trans
cribed Sept. ·l, 1784 in the visitors' book at the 
st1mmit of the Brocken: 

Quis cat!11m posse! 11isi caeli mzmcre uosse 
Et rcperire Deum nisi :;ui pars ipse Deortmt est? 

EPICTETUS AND THE TELEOLOGICAL EXPIJANATION OF NATURE 

In the ~ixth diatribe of the first book Arrian re
ports Epictetus as having explained to his . pupi:s 
how easv it is to see Provic1ence at work m this 
Worltl. Jn the same way as we recognise a ~rafts
tnan in the logical and purposeful constrnct10n of 
nny object in daily use, 1) we must from the 
logical and pu-rlposieful constrnct,ion of natural 
objects draw the conclusion that a Craftsman has 
been at work. Having given a few cxampks, he 
continues: ( S) "If, then, each of these points ~~ a 

craftsman, do nol then, too, visible objcctc;, v1s10n 
and light point to the same? (9) :Male _a'.1d 
female and their desire for coitus and the alJility 
to use the parts devised for that purpose, do 
not these point to a craftsman? ( 10) S~ much 
[or these. Z) But such a disposition of the mte!lect 
because of which we do not only, when we come 
across scnsibles, receive sense-impressions but also 
choose from them and take away from them and add 
'to them ancl combine certain things throu~h them 
and _ by Zeus -·- jump from those hy asssociation 
to others which have more or less the same dispos• 

ition is not even that , enough to shake some 
people and to warn them not to reckon without the 
Craftsman? (11) Let those people explain to us 
what it is that creates all those things or how it 
is po,sible that things so marvellous and full of 
craftsmanship just occur by themselves! (12) The 
next question is: are these things found only in 
us? l\Iany of them are only in us, viz. those 
which the rational animal was particularly in need 
of; many, however, you will fin<J common to us and 
to non-rational beings. Arc, then1 these too able 
to understand mentally what is going on? (13) lly 
no means. For the use of things and their under
standing have nothing to do with each other. God 
needed them using their presentations, hut us under
standing their use. ( 14) 111erefore h is sufficient. 
for them to eat and drink and rest and copulate 
and all the other things that each of them does, but 
for us, to whom he has given the facultv of under
standing as well, !these things are not ~nourrh an , 
more, (15) but if we do not act in an onk;ly an\ 
methodical fashion and accortlin" to tl t 1 

"' 1e na ure and 
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dbposition oi each oi us severally, not one oi lb 

will ever attain his aim. ( l(J) For cliiierence in 
disposition entails diiferent ways of acting and 
aims. Ii it lies in a being's clispo,:.ition to use only, 
it is suiiicienl ior him to u,e. ( 1 7) But the being 
whose disposition entails the possibility of under
standing use will never, ii it does not act in a,1 
orderly fashion, attain its aim. ( 18) \\'hat i~ the 
meaning oi all this? He (Goel) di,po~es each oi 
the first group, some to eat, other, to serve on 
farms, others to produce chee,e, others for some use 
oi the same kind ~ for these, what need is there 
that they understand representations and are able 
to form a judgment about them? ( 19) But man he 
has made the admirer of himsel i ancl his works, ancl 
not only the admirer hut the interpreter. ( 20) 
Therefore it is morally wrong ior man to start and 
stop on the same level as the non-rational beings. 
Men should rather start where the latter stop, ancl 
stop at the point where our own nature has leit 
cfi. And our nature has leit off at contemplating 
ancl following nature and living in accordance with 
it. :\lake sure that you do not die with"ut havi:lg 
contem;Jlated these things." 

For anybody v:ho is somewhat acquainted with 
Stoical writings this is not a very surprising state
ment. In fact it is so little so, that the piece 
hardly seems to need any commentary at all. If I 
then comment on this passage, my ,reasons ior doing 
so are less to explain the actual pa;,:sage than to assess 
the place of Epictetus in so famous a T6noc; as this, 
relating it to his position in ethics. In doing so I 
ha\·e no,vhere been at pains to disguise my own some
what crit'.cal attitude with regarcl to teleology, which 
would have been dishonest: even the most "factual" 
de,·cription involves a OIOKp101c; .3) 

ln the c:uotecl passage Epictetus wants to point out 
t,vo distinct though related "facts". The first is 
that from the disposition of the human being we can 
conclude a design and therciore a designer. The 
second concerns the place oi man in the world, which, 
he declares, is higher than that of the animals, though 
lower than God's, The relating factor is formecl by 
the fact tha, he uses for both "facts" an argument 
wnich is commonly called teleological. The expediency 
of ma,1's various aspects for the whole in the iirst 
case, the expediency of the various beings for the 

1G 

uni ver"e in the c<econcl, are sufficient arguments both 
for the exi,te11cc of (;oc] and to lay a foundation for 
mc.,rnl li\·ing. 

'J'ne fir"t time a teleological argument \\'as Ls~d by 
a (;ru,k ; hiloco,.her, it was for the same reason for 
which E,Jictetu,; u,;e,; hie first argument. Diogene3 of 
~\;;ollc.,nia in fr. 3 B (Diels) remarks that "thi,1gs 
have been arranged in the most perfect way possible" 
in order to claim that hi:; ',first principle, air, is divine 
and not ,1itl10ut thought". 4) \\'e can be certain 
that :-iocral e, accc,Jted the argument: Plato's picture 
oi :-iucrate< cli,;appointment at Anaxagoras' defective 

application of the NoO<; as a cause (Pft.aedo 97 c f.) 
can hard! v be taken a,; representing his own position 
onlv. ~\fter them the teleological argument is rife 
in · the whole of ancient philosophy with the ex
ce;ition of the Sce;Jtic, and the Epicureans. 5) The 
Stoics in particular make use of tr.e argument in 
their deience oi Proviclcnce. Though it is not my 
intenticu to give here a complete history of the 
argument, (i) I will mention our main sources: 
Xe,10phon Mon. 1,4 and 4,3; Cicero De 1zatura 
clrnrum z: Philo De prov,iclrntia. These are suffic
iently supplemented by shorter fragments to give us 
a fairlv full picture of the whole argument. It con
tai:Js :in exceedingly extensive amount of material: 
indiviclual philosophers kept adding details and ex
amples to it throughout the history of ancient 
i: hiloso;:hy. l\lore than the main outlines therefore 

cannot be given here. 
The argument starts with a comparison of the 

vii, erse \Yith the ,,ork of a craftsman. The work 
of t"e cufbman i:-- found to be the result of a 
cle~ign: tre era ft:-man hacl an encl in mind for the 
attainment of which he organised his material in 
the must expedient way. The universe, too, is found 
to be organised in the mu,t expeclient way: all its 
constituent parts are found to be designed for some 
end; therefore there must be some craftsman or 
creator ,·:ho is to be credited with the work. This 
is the framework that appears everywhere. In 
detc1ils the philosophers differ in emphasis, though 
there is in the Stoa a definite trend to use the s::ime 
examples that were learnt in school. The organi::a
tion of the human bocly in all its (external) detai!s 
is cne of tr.ese, the hierarchy in nature (plants are 
there for the benefit of the animals,· animals for 
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man, man for Goel, God for himself) is another. 
One finds, however, that most of the time only part 
of_ the argument is usecl as sufficiently represent
?tlve of the whole. This in particular is the case 
In Epictetus. And one can understancl why, if it is 
rememberecl that his diatrib.es are in fact, not the 
lectures he gave, but a kind of free' talks, comparable 
to_ the medieval quodlibeta, 7) in which no system
atic exposition of this or any other T6noc; is to be 
expected. 

If, then we analyo.e the Epictetus passage quoted 
above, we' find the following elements: 

A. the general rrinciple: comparison with the 
craftsman (7-8) 

B. a number of arguments: 1. visible objects -
vision - light ( 8) 

2. sex - desire for 
procreation - ex
pedient build of the 
body (9) 

3. perception - mind 
to select and judge 
perceptions ( 10) 

4. special position of 
man (12-13, 19) 

5. position of animals 
(14, 18) 

C. relation to morals (15-17, 20-22). 
In the following pages I will keep to this scherr.e 

anc1 mention parallels elsewhere in Epictetus' dia
tribes, together with a brief comparison of the 
sources - laying no claim to completeness. 
. A. The general i:.rinciple of the T6noc; appears 
111 a some\\hat different form but yet closely re
lated in application in 1,1217 f., where Epictetus 
Wishes to distinguish sharply between freedom and 
•:madness". A definition of freedom as implied 
in the sentence "But I would have that which seems 
best to me happen in every case, no matter how It 
comes to seem so" ( transl. Oldfather) is regarded 
by him as madness, for it entails that every liap
lta::ard wish shoulcl be fulfilled. Haphazardness is, 
of course, the negation of order - chaos. In fact 
th'.ngs haprcn 'n an orderly fashion, just as much 
as in arts and crafts: "Do 1\ want to write the 
name Dio as I wish7: No, I am taught to write 
it is as it should be written", in fact, "instruct-

ion is to learn to want each thing as it happens". 
~o, in the same way as there is an existing order 
m arts and crafts, there is one in the universe one 
which is clue to the creator: "how do things' hap
pen? as the arranger arranged them." 

Though Epictetus does not elsewhere speak about 
this at any length, it is clear that the principle is 
basic in his philosophy. The parallels in the Stoa 
are many and varied. An unequivocal statement 
to this effect is given by Sextus Empiricus Adv. 
Dogm. 3 (Against the Physicis~ 1) 75 f., who 
quotes the example of some beautiful bronzework 
and its craftsma!l, Somewhat further on ( 9 2), after 
quoting Cleanthes, who gives a slightly different 
argument for the existence ; of the gods, he cites 
Xenophon's Mem. 1,4,2 f., where our argument 
recurs in great detail. In fact, Xe!1ophon's pas
sage looks so much like the Stoical treatment of 
the T6noc; that it has been said that the relev
ant chapter is a Stoic interpolation in the Memo
rab .=Ua. 8) It has been noted already that the ex
am:;,le Epictetus uses comes from Chrysippus (n.1). 
The same argument is not far from Chrysippus' 
mind when he says (Cic. lV. D. Z, 16) si e11im est· 
,aliquid i11 rcrum 11at11ra, quod /zomillis me11s, quod 
rt:tio, quod 'l!is, qurN.l potestas lmma11a cf ficere 11011 
/Jss't: est certc id quod illud cfficit, lwmine melius. 
atqui res caelestcs 011mesq11e eae, quaru,m est ordo 
scmpitemus, a.b lwmiue co11/ ici 11011 possu11t. id aute,m 
quid potius dixcris, ouum deum? (cf. SVF 2,1012, 
301-302). There is too Lact., De ira 10, who records 
the. same argument. We may add Cic. N. D. 2,87: 
si igitur meliora s1111t c-2 quac 11at11ra quo:m, illa quae 
arte pcrfecta su11t nee ars ef ficit quicquam sine 
ratimw, 11c 11at11ra quidem 11atio11is expers C,ft habenda. 
Which brings us rather near to Cleanthes' argument. 
as recorded by Sextus Emp. 1ldv. Dogm. 3 88 

' ,. though he argues frcm the grade of perfection of 
m~n h'.ms::lf, not from the c.bjects made by man~ 
Philo uses the ~:ame line of th·::ught in his De spec~ 
icg.'bus (De -mo11arc/1Ja 1) 33-34 (ed .. Cohn-Wend-. 
h:ncl 5,9, S VF 2,1010), using. the examples of a· 
painter, an architect, a shipbuilder and a townplan .. 
ner (cf. Philo De proi•. (Aucher), 9). 

B. The arguments Epictetus uses here air 
. . l h l . . e as: 

trad1tiona as t e genera prmc1ple on which they 
rest. 
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1. The purposeful arrangement to be discerned in 
the triplet visible ob jccts, visio11, liKhl, which each 
would be. quite useless without the others, though not 
mentioned elsewhere in the diatribes, occurs in 
Xenophon Mcm. 1,4,5. 10) The thir'cl clement, light, 
is absent, but Xenophon enables us to see the 
whole argument of which this is an instance. He 
mentions ears to hear things audible, a nose to 
smell smells, a tongue to taste tastes. Cicero, who 
mentions these at N. D. 2,140-141 (Pxcept the 
tongue, for which cf. ib. 1.34), acids the sense of 
touch: tactus autem toto ,.:orporc aequ{lbilitl'r jusus 
est, nt onmes ictus onmcsque 111i11imos et jriKoris 
et caloris aclpulsus scntirc possumus. The argument 
from the senses is part of the argument from the 
arrangement of the human body as a whole, which 
is worked out in great1 detail in Xenophon and Cicero. 
The most amusing of their instances is perhaps the 
one of the great distance between the situation of 
the senses and the anal openings: atque ut in 

1 •'lcdijiciis arcl,itccti avertuut ab oc1tlis 11arib1osque 
duminormn ea quac projluentia neccssario tactri 
cssent aliquid habitura, sic 1i.atura rcs sim.il:s .Procu!, 
amandavit a se11sibus (N. D. 2,141, cf. Xen. Jl,fem. 
1,4,6). I 1) If one remembers Plato's efforts in this 
field in Timaeuis 69 cf., all this is sadly lacking in 
depth, even if compared with Plato's less happy 

, · e:nlanations. And it seems that Epictetus has felt 
this . (if I may argue from his silence), for his 
silliest instance is that men have been given a 
beard, in order that we may thereby readily dis
tinguish them from women (1,16,9-10). 12) In 
fact, Epictetus draws the line when he refuses to 
admit that boils might be produced for the good of 
the body (1,11,7). 
z. Epicte°tus' next point, the purposeful arrangement 
of sex-differences in connection with the desire and 
a.',ility to effect coitus, originally does not seem 
to have formed part of the previous section of the 

. : T6no~, but to have been a sectirn1 in its own right. 
_'f Xenophon Afem. J ,1,7 devotes a new question and 
'1, :answer to it. In him the point takes the form of 
: desire for procreation, connected with the desire 
i, Jo.r partus and the instict of self-preservation on 
!; the part of the newly born. Cicero's treatment of 
J the point combines the aspects given by Xenophon 
1: and Epictetus respectively, but he speaks about 
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animab, not men (S.D. 2,128 f.) Though Epic
tetus docs not speak ahout the instict for 5elf

ore::.::!rvation in the quoted passage, he by no means 
~lisregarcled it: the main locus in the diatribes is 
1,19,l l-15; it reflects, however, a very extended 
tcnic and would warrant a separate article. 13) 
.t• The third point given concerns the huma~ intellect 

I • •1 •i· • 'I'h' . tile c>thers dtd forms anc Its JlO:-'SI )I 1t1es. JS, as . , 
J art of an aruument that occurs both in Xenoph011 

I • (_'' " 1• • t t . , ·icttial point is more anc 111 ICCro. ~plC .C us ' ' 
l · h ('' ' Ju D ? 147 and close y connected wtt .1cero s :v • • -, • 

Xen. ilftm. 4,J,11 than with the latter's 1,4~13, w~,~ 
is in substance repeated by Cicero 2,1J3. is 

. . f n's mind because argt~ment (the super10r1ty o ma . • 
he k!JOWs about the gods) occurs elsewhere m E~c-

. , ·t of a teleololl'1cal 
tetm; thou"h not m a contex O • 

' " 14) Philo proof for the existence of a Craftsman. . · 
l • 0 sap1e11s undc 

D1' proi•. p. 33 (Aucher), asong ' 
, b . . I . j . ,ltatc,m quum quac 
,,a I'S 'l'll'fllfl<I' ('/ pntl Clllllll' au .. , . .,· -

• . . . 1 'f umvcrsabs pro~id tc Kemat natura msipwus cs , t · • 
. l ?' . th, s·ame vein. It is, c11tza nu la est. arnues m c • • 

" h X hon and Ep1c-o f course, natural that bot ,, enop . 
. • , the <.pecial place 

tetus connect this argument w1t11 • 

of man in nature. f 
4 E . . !'ft 111an bv reason o . •,:nctctus' fourth 1,omt I s < •• 

b ''Lifts his reason above the other Jiving emgs. 
. . f · fact he makes 

aboye" 1s the rill'ht express10n, or 111 • 1• 
. " H · followmll' us it an assessment of value. e is . "' 

l . . . f few mstances 
sc Doi m this: m fact, apart rom a . 
• h 1 auso ot metem-m early Greek. philosophy, w ere JCC ~ . 
- , h · . . · ome s"ecial at-l ,ye os1s-theorics ammals receive s · . 

. . . . D abstirwzt,a that tent1c;1, 1t 1s only m Porphyry e · · · 
the Stoic doctrine that man should have no moral 

bi . . . . ed 15) · Man, 
o 1gat1on towards ammals 1s oppos · 
th k . . ,-1- between the en, ta ·es an mtermediate pos1 ion 

. • I rational. On non-rnt1onal and God the supreme Y 
1h . • . h" '. 'II "C is founded. is pos1t1on 1s morality, as ·we w1 r.~ , · . 
l 'h • ·n ma•1 which e outward signs and arrangements 1 ' • 

are C'Jnnected with this special position are not 
mentioned by Epictetus in the quoted passage. 
Xenophon (1,4,11-13) mentions here man's upright 
bearing, the fact that man has hands and the 
faculty of speech, adding immediately, however, 
that these things would not be any use at all 
without mind (ib. 14). Cicero at this point ar
ranges his material in a different order. In N. D. 
2,140 he speaks about the provicle11tia naturae. • • 
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quuc Primum eos (/t0mi11cs) hmno cxcitmois celsos 
:1 crcctos wnstit1dt, 11/ dcorum coguitionem caelum 
mtucntrs capcrc possc11t. He then talks in 150 and 
pan of 151 about the usefulness of hands, after 
\~hich he quite abruptly, and as if it were a con-
t1 . nuatwn of the same subject, treats of the sub-
servience of nature to mankind. In fact, these 
two topics are connected but one would expect 
this connection to be explained. 16) The gift of 
s.:eech i:-:- treated by Cicero in 148-149. Epictetus 
mentions only one aspect of this argument, and 'that 
very briefly in an otherwise very interesting pas
sage, 2. l!>, 16-17: "Ought we not, as we dig and 
plough and eat, to sing the hyinn of praise to 
Goel: Greu t is God, that he hath furnished us 
the,,c instruments wherewith we shall till the earth. 
Great is God, that he hath given us hands, and 
Power to swallow, and a belly, and power to grow 
unconsciously, and to br.eathe while asleep'7" In 
this passa 11e howcuer the fact that man has hands 
• b, "' , 4 

is not u::ed to O')pose him to animals, as with 
Cicero and Xenoi~hon. On the whole Epictetus 
use:; for that purpose only the fact that we have a 
mind. In fact, Epictetus is not much 'impressed 
by_ man':; bodily equipment, even, if he calls hu_ma~ 
hair more beautiful than a cocks comb or a 11011 " 

tnane (1,16,13). . 
5• In the paragraphs 14 and 18 of our passage, It 

appears sufficiently clear that Epictetus thou~ht 
that animals were not only a lower form of hfe 
than man, but also were created for man's use, He 
has, however, noticed that the bodily equipment of 
lllany animals is better than ours, and this he ex
plains with the fact that they are servants: a ser
vant in need of servants would not be much use 
0,l(i,1-5). Lucretius uses the same argument of 
the better bodily equipment of animals as part of 
his 1::roof that the world was not created by the 
gotls for man's benefit ( 5,22 2-234; for the pro
v.cnance of the argument cf. llailey ad loc., P· 
1351 ). 17) 

Animals are a lower form oi life than man. This 
opinion appears often enough in Epictetus. See 
1,3,,3: man has his body in common with the beasts; 
his mind in common with God. 18) That he means 
beasts there appears from 'the paragraphs 5-7, where 

peo:)le who incline to the body rather than to the 

mind are compared with "wolves, faithless and 
'treacherous and hurtful, and others (become) like 
lions, wild and savage and untamed; but most of 
us become foxes, that is to say, rascals of the 
animal kingdom. For what else is a slanderous 
and maiicious man but a fox, or something even 
more rascally and degraded7" (transl. Oldfather). 
·'Rascals of the animal kingdom" is Oldfather's some
what fr.ee translation of wi; tv Ct;io1c; aruxriµaro 
Stell wag is definhely right when he says ( comm. ad 
loc.) that from the Stoic viewpoint the fox is an 
atuxnµa, a dead failure, because it does not 
fulfil 1,ts purpose, which for all animals is np6~ 
urrEpEaiav Ep:ctetus has expressed this clearlv 

enough in 1,6,18; 1,16,2. The point is not r.efute~l 
by l,1'.),11, where he says that each animal acts on 
every occasion for its own benefit. For not only 
is th.:· word ~Qov used there in the more general 
sense of "living being", but he also explains that 
no being cm1 act for its own sake without, by that 
very action, being useful to the whole of the world. 
i\'lan's s;:ecial position in comparison with that of 
th~ animals is very clearly expressed in Xen. M em. 
1,4,14 (already quoted). The same position is to 
be found in Cicero N. D. 2,153, though in a far le3s 
elaborate form. It is inter.csting to note here 
Cleanthes' well known fragment, preserv.ed by Sextus 
Emp. Adv. Dogm. 3,88-90 (S \".F 1,529), in which 
he posits the hierarchical structur.e of the world of 
living beings as a proof for the existence of God: 
though man is the best of animals on earth, he 
cannot be the best in an absolute sense OTI 016 
KaKlac; nope:ue:ta1 r6v n6vra xp6vov. llut 

there must be best: God ( the fragment immediate
ly precedes Sextus' version of Xenophon .Mem. 1,4). 
With this reference to the sinful life of man I come 
to Epictetus' last point. 

C. The whole T6rroc; serves to indicate the im
perative need for man to live a morally good life. 
In par. 15 of 'the quoted passage it becomes clear 
that the fact that man's nature involves a rational 
disposition en1tails for man :the duty to live a 
certaln idncl of life. Epict.etus agrees with the-
1.01~r<t of his school, that man's aim in life shoukfl. 
be "to live according to nature". He interpr.ets here: 
this word 'nature' as "the nature of each man :;,ever-. 
ally" Tfj tKCOTOU q>UOEI_ KOi KCITOOK€Ufj. The 
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emphasis~ therefore, is mor,e on the personal 
than · <fu universal nature. However, else
where universal nature is emphasised. Epictetus 
therefore probably felt entirely free in this respect 
to formulate his a'm accor_ding to the requirements 
of the moment; the two aspects appear in him most 
often in the form of "keeping one's npoaipEotc; 
pure" and "submitting one's will to Goel" respective
ly. 19) 

Nian has in him a principle which makes him 
essentially better than mere animals: a portion of 
A6¥0t, This actually is reason for Epictetus to 

call _him an 6n6onaoµa TOO 8E:o0 (2,8,11) in 
a context of hierarchy in nature. The essence of 
the good, he says, ( ib. 2), is to be found in that 
which is rational, not in r.•1ything which i, a>.oyov: 
not in plants, which do not even have sen;:.e-impres
sions, not in animals, because they, though they 
have sense-impressions, canmwt follow them lP1. 

They therefore exist for the use of man only, and 
they are organised so as to be useful. It is, how
ever, man's special position which enables him to 
live a virtuous life, to be good, which is, for Epic
tetus, to be like God-cf. 1,9,25, where he expresses 
the same thing in a rarallel he draws between a 

-University of Ca:ce Town. 

1. The example of sword and scabbard already 
in Cicero N. D. 2,14,37, who quotes Chrysippus 
(SVF 2,1153,333). 

2.6>.>,6 TOUTO µEV OUT<J (Jordan), follo\\ing (ap
parently) Oldfather. At first sight this addition 
seems quite rrcbable. The translation, however, is 
not quite certain. 

3. I will not, in this 1~a~er, extensively quote all 
those who have written about the locus de _pro
vident:'a and related subjects in the Stoa: that 
would be physically impossible. For one exception, 
however, I will be forgiven. In the Prolegomena 
to his commentary on Seneca's De providentia my 
father collected a great deal of material that has 
:a bearing on the same TOnoc;, as it was treated by 
Seneca. His work I hope to have ready for the 
printer within a few years. 
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good man and a soldier, and which in fact, as most 
editors note, i,:; a paraphrase of Plato .-1/)ology 28 e 
and 29 c. 

In the previous pages I have tried to give some 
pointers to the background of the particular proof 
of the ex;stence of God used by Epictetus in the 
quoted passage. It appeared not only that the 
type of proof was tracHtional in the Stoa, and even 
in a \\·icier circle of ancient philosophers, but that 
the detail~; furnished were traditional too. No worth
while attempt seems to have been made to .refute 
the attack of the Sceptics on this proof. In fact, 
the form the attack takes: "How can anything later 
in time be the cause of something previous?" con
ta'ns a valid objection. 20) Though for Little Reel 
Riding Hood the wolf's answer to her question 
"(;randmother, ,yhy have you such big ears?": 
'"That I may the better hear" may be· a sufficient 
ex•)lanation, for adults it is not. 21) It may be 
added that the teleological explanation of the uni
verse cannot easily be reconciled with the rigid de
terminism of Stoical physics. It may well be that 

an explanation of the ultimate failure of this school 
c;f thought is (at least partly) to be rnught along 
these lines. 

B. L. HIP,L-\:'.\S Jr. 

4. Jaeger ascribes a similar reasoning to _-\naxa
goras, Tlzcology of tltc Early Greek Plli!osojJltcrs, 
1936, 163, against a host of scholars who regard 
A.'s NoOc; as a mere first mover. The:-:e scholars 
w.ere recently joined by Zafiropulo, Diogc11c 
d'ilpolhmic, 1956, 104 n. 235 and Sa:mbursky, Tlte 
Physical World of tlte Greeks, 1956, 82. The con
troversy, as was ,recognised by Kirk and Raven, is 
mainly due to the vague position of NoDc; in A.'s 
fra~ments. K. and R., Presocratic Plli!osojJ!tcrs, 
1957, 375, are probably right in cautiously expres
s'ng themf:elves as follows: "Mind, having initiated 
the rotation, remains alone ultimately responsible; 
but at the same time . . . once the original motion 
has been imparted, purely mechanical factors b :gin 
to operate and the agency of the l'vlind itself be
comes less direct." Yet Anaxagoras may have given 
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, ::ime teleological arguments in details. Cf. Aristotle 
Part. Anim. (i87 a, counter-instanced by Physics 
2 .198 b, 18. See aho l'rotagoras' .Myth in Plato's 
!'rot. and the remarks of Loenen in Protagoras a11d 
t/ir Grcclt Co11111rnuity, n. d. (?1938), 1 f. The dif
ference between Heraclitus' A6)(o<; and Diogenes' 
6r'Jp, with regard to teleology, is clearly set out 

by Kirk and Ra·. en, 434. The Stoical >,6yoc; in 
thi;, is more clo;;ely connected with Diogenes' con
cept than with that of Heraclitus. 

5. For the Epicurean attitucle cf. Luer. 4,822-
842 ( quotecl by De \"ogel, Greek Philosophy 3, 
1959, 855; cf. Bailey ad loc.) As for the Sceptics, I 
nee::! only refer to Sextus Emp.'s great attack on 
the notion of caus·'. in 11dv. Math. 9. Relevant in 
rarticular par. 235. 

6. Pease in HThR 34, 1941. 
7. Cf. Souilhe, Introd. p. XXX ancl my Askcsis, 

Notes 011 Epictctus' Ed11catio1zal System, 1959, 46 f. 
8. Cf. Gilbert in the introduction to his Teubner 

eel. of the M cm. ( eel. maior) p. XX, following 
Krohn, Sokrntcs wzd Xrnopholl, 1875. The evidence 
of Sextus Em:Jiricus s~erns to speak rather strongly 
a,,a;n,-t this hypothes:s. Moreover, the argument 
that Socrates cannot have taught some of the op
inions ex;Jre;;secl in this chapter and in 4,3 seems 
•n1ethoclically ,vrong to me, as I cannot think of a 
valid reason why Plato could, and Xenophon could 
net, ascribe to Socrates opinions which he had not 

actually held. 
9. The same comrJarison of townplanning; the 

use of it for proving the existence of a creator is 
only secondary. See also Philo, ib. 34, 1-4 (Aucher): 
Vomzc et r,atio asscrit opus artificios,mz csse /ZOil 

·tossc, 11isi ab i11gcllio quodam, ouod opus ipsmn 
,moliatur, suscipiat pcrfectio11em suam. 

10. Cf. Xen. Mem. 4,3,3. This is the first 
argument that Lucretius attacks, 4,822 f. (that 
much is clear even though the text there is sadly 
disturbed.) 

11. Aristotle in De part. auim. 3,14 and 4,10 
only just escapes saying the same. 

12. Epictetus is not original here either. The 
argument appears in :Mus. Rufus fr. 21, who mentions 
Zeno. Diogenes the Cynic, too, seems to have made 
use of it (Athenaeus 565 c); cf. van Geytenbeek, 
M usouius Ruf us c,z de Grieksc Diatribe, 1948, 
147 f., who treats the opm10n about beards fully 
in the context oi the outward appearance of the 
\Vise l\fan . 

13. Cf. De Vogel, Gr. Plzil. 3, 999-1003 and index 
s. v. olKe:iwo1c; where the most important literature 
on the subject is collected. 

14. Cf. Protagoras in Plato Prot. 322 a. 
15. Cf. Sextus Emp. Adv. Matlz. 9,126-130. For 

Porphyry cf. De Vogel, 1, 1, 1444. 
16. Cicero probably used two different sources here, 

though it is not inconceivable that the abrupt change 
of subject is clue to awkward condensation. 

17.Cf. however Cicero N.D. 2,145: 011111csquc 
sczzsus liominum multo antccedunt scnsibus bcstiarum 
(sic!) 

18. See a1so 1,9,4, a quotation from Posidonius, 
which woulil warrant a separate treatment. 

19. These ar.e some of the more important doct
rines in Epictetus' diatribes: cf. De Vogel 1234, 
1236, 1245 and my Askasis 19 f., 24 f. 

20. See note 5. 
21. Cf. Sarnbursky, 83 f., who asserts that the 

teleological way of thinking was a hindering factor 
in the progress of science. 

CICERO, PLAUTUS AND TERENCE 

Cicero was well-read in early Latin literature. 
.:\fany a pas;:age from an olcl dramatist has escaped 
oblivion through being quoted by him. This holds 
gcod for tra~edy more than comedy, since no Re
I ubHcan Latin t:·agedy has survived, whereas we 

,. 

have all the comedies of Terence and twenty of 
Plautus to offset the loss of Caecilius Statius, from 
0!1e of whose comedies a sententious line - Caccil
ia,mm illzul - survives in Tusc. Disp. 3,56: 

"Saepe est etiam sub palliolo sordiclo sapientia." 
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The purpose of thi:; paper is not to consider the 
lines ui Latin comedy ,alvaged from the Ciceronian 
corpu~. but to note what reierence,; ( 'icern made to 

the come<lies we po,;,;ess and know a, well a,; he 
did. 

De optimo gc1u·rc oratorum begin" 11"ith a mentio.1 

oi literary /!,l'JZrts: you may, if you like, refer to 

Enniu~ as the he"t epic poet, to l'acuviu,; a,; the 

b::~t tragic p:Jet, to Caeciliu:s perhaps as the best 

comic poet. Good a,1d bad orator,; du not differ in 
grnrc ~ as Terence differs from :\ccius -•·- but in 

their inequality within one g1·11rc. In this reference 

Cicero might well appear to deny the palm o i 

comedy to l'lautus or Terence. C;1ccilius wa", in 

fact, an Jnsubrian (;aul, not a competent authority 

for the Latin tongue (''malus enirn auctor Latini

tatis est"), as Cicero noted when discussing with 

Atticus (7,3,10) the correctness of the expression 
i11 Pimrnm. Cicero is prepared to admit the ex-

1, pc>,;,;iun only becau,;c it occurs abo in Terence 
, (l:1111. 539), whose plays were thought for their 

exqubite diction ( "propter elegantiam ,ermonis") 

1 to have been written bv C. Laelius (and cGmpa,e, 
; he says, c Sunio too, ·Eun. 115) This praise of 

i Terence agrees with the enwmium attributed hy Suet. 

i 

onius to the J,imo of Cicero. 
He has little to cay about, and rarely quote,. 

Plautus. whose death in 184 B.C. (Ca/011!' cc11sore

Brut. 60) is ,recorded. He pays him two com

pliments. Firstly, he says that when he heard hi" 
mother-in-law speaking he seemed to hear the 
corn-et and simple speech of Plautu,; ( or N aeviu:-;). 

•·~ono ipo vocis ita recto et simplici est, ut nihil 

ostentationis aut imitationis adferre videatur" ( de 

Oral. 3,45). Secondly, he praises him for his wit 

and humour, "iocancli genus ... elegans, urbanum, 
ingc,1i(1sum, facetum", to the extent of bracketing 

him \Yith the writer,; of Old Comedy (Horace 

thought differently, ,1. P. z 70). But rarely does he 

quote h'.m. In the speech against Piso (61) he 
takes credit for handing in his accounts only to the 
Treasury, whereat the clerk scratched his head and 
recited to himself, mo,;t aptly, Trin1111111111s 419: 
"ratio quiclem hercle apparel; argentum OXETOI '' 

,\ga'.n, in a letter to Brutus (l,Za) of 43 B.C. he 
reminds Brutus that if there is to be clemency there 

will never be an encl to the civil wars. "See you 

to this: can say with l'lautus' old man 
Tri1111,n1111111 (J]l)): 

'·mihi quid1·111 aetas acta;.;t inrnc, tua istuc rcicrt 

maxume.'' 

in 

There are quotations from all the comedies of 

Terence, except the lfrcyru, a significant omission. 

Sometime:' the references arc incidental ancl merely 

illustratin·. "" 11hen (S. n. 2,/J0) he instance,c the 
u,-e of ·Cn,< ;111d 'LilJl·r' "" ,-,ynonyms for bread and 
wme :--:nc Cercre et Libero friget \·enus'' (E1111. 

7.,2), or illustrates the u,,e oi the full or shortened 

iorm of a ,rnrcl, e.g. 1101·/'rns (/'!tor. 390) as \\·ell 

as 11oras ( iilicU84). 
Thl',rc arc most citation, irom l!c1111!011ti.111on1-

1n1·110s, 1d1ich in any ca:-ec contains the most famou,; 

line of Terence: 

homo sum: hurnani nil a me alienum puto. (77) 

In a cliscour"e on distributive justice (or inju;;tice) 

at Off. 1,29 it i,; remarked that it is hard to have 
concern for othLr 1;eople'c, aifairs, "though the 

famous Tcrentian character Chrcmes say::; he thinks 

nothing a ifecting any human being beyoncl his 
concern"; ",-eel tamen ... " it goes on. And :darcus 

in de /,1 g. 1,:U, referring to natural law ancl it,; fee 

("corrurteh malae consuetuclinis''), says that if the 

1:oet's s'.:lliml'nt sc. //1. 77 \\'ere given cur

rency th·s la,r \\'oulcl lie uphelcl by all. \\'e catch 

an echo of the famous line at de Fi11. 3,(i2, where 
it is said to !Jc a law of society "ut oportet hominem 
ab homi:1e ol) icl irsum, quocl h. rno sit, non a' ienum 

vicleri". 
In ti1e iir, t scene of //11111/n11timor11mcnos th:'.re 

is a highly effective juxtaposition of two types, 
the Self-tormentor ancl the rational man. This must 

have interestecl Cicero very much, for all his citatio,1:,; 
from the play come from this scene. The arresting 
opening line, ''Though this uur acquaintance ic; very 

recent", is cc,rnically brought to the cliscussion oi 

pleasure ancl to the assertion al Fin. 2, 1-1 that 

between the characters prone to the extremes of 
joy and griei there is the miclclle-of-the-roacl man 
(mcclius): and the citation follows: 

"quamquarn hacc inter nos nupcr notitia admodum,;t" 
In a <focussion of the ,,,i!lin1; of griei (T. D. 3, 

(>4), Cicero inevitably refers to "ille Tercn tianus 

ipse se poe:1iens" and quotes the self-righteous 

resolution of Menedemus (/It. 147 f.): 
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"'decrevi tantisper me minus iniuriae, 
Chreme, meo gnato facere, dum fiam miser." 

He makes up his mind to he miserable, says 
Cicero: he considers himself worthy any ill (ib. 135): 

"malo quidem me quovis dignum deputem ... " 
. \ cogent proof, this, that evil springs from 
belief, not from natune ("opinionis esse, non 
naturae malum"). .-\nd again in Fin. 5,28 the 
perverse resolution of 1''1enedemus (llt. 147f) is 
mentioned; such people deliberately rush into t,rouble, 
and think they are giving themselves good counsel 
and arrogantly say, as Menedemus to Chremes: 

"mihi sic est usus, tibi ut opust facto face." (ib.80) 
It is the irrationality of the type which shocks: 
:he man ,Yho is sibi inimirui~ must confuse 
•what is good and had, what should be pu4'Sued 
and what rejected, with consequent disaster to life 
( .. quae sine duhio vitae est eversio", Fin. ibid.). 

Elsewhere Cicero ,,ees in the courteous (110n 
iulzumanus) Chremes who dissuades his new neigh
bour from physical toil, from digging and ploughing 
and so on: 

•' foclere aut arare aut aliquid ferre denique" 
a reminder of the busybodies who frown on his 
hobbv ( "minime nohis iniucundus labor") of writ
in~ philosophical tracts in Latin, the kind of people 
who say, why read the Sy11cpltcbi of Caecilius or 
the A ,ulria of Terence rather than the Menandrian 
orHnal of both? (Fin. 1,4) 

In a letter to :\tticus ( 12,6) we meet a parodying 
citation of Jlt. 75: 

•·Chremes, tantumne ab ,re tua est oti tibi -
ut etiam Oratorcm legas?" A witty twist (it leads 
10 a request for the correction of a mistake in the 
published work). And in a jesting letter to the 
lawyer Trebatius, en route for Britain (Fam. 7, 
1 o-54 B.C.), Cicero begs for all news as quickly as 
possible, and ends with the promise: 

·"aut consolando aut consilio aut re iuvero" (lit. 
86). Clearly Cicero knew the first scene of this play 
intimately. 

~ow the earliest play, Andria. Old Simo's wary 
•·hinc illae lacrimae" (126) became proverbial: it 
aTJpears in the pro Caelio ( 61) as well as in Horace. 
In the same speech, brilliant with bandinage, the 
mention of an accommodating father evokes a re
co]lection of Micio's words in the Adelplti: 

·• fores effregit, restituentur; discidit 
vestem, recarci.etur." ( 120 f) 

In a letter of 46 B.C. to Varro (Fam. 9,7) we read
"\Vhen I heard about L. Caesar Jn. I said to myself, 
\Vhat will he do for me his father?" Cicero quotes 
from All(ir. 112: "quid hie mihi faciet patri?" In 
the play Simo implies that if his son has been so 
upset on account of a stranger he as a father might 
hope for more ( and hence the line is quoted at 
de Orat. 2,172 as an example of comparison 'ex 
minore'). Cicero meant that if Caesar has been 
indulgent to such a resolute enemy he \\'ould look 
more favourably on himself; the editors rightly say, 
"patri must not be pressed". A request to Atticus 
(13,34) for news-"(}e qua quae fama sit scribes"
trigg&s off quotation of a sly rejoinder of Davus in 
Andria 1,2, "id populus curat scilicet" (185). A letter 
to Q. Cornificius of 43 B.C. (Fam. 12,25) sadly 
notes: "nunc hie dies aliam vitam defert, alios mores 
postulat, ut ait Terentius." Another quotation from 
A11dria 1,2. 

But I return to the first scene of the Andria for 
the most interesting comment. In de Orat. 2,326 f. 
Cicero is discussing uarratio, and he praises highly 
the account given by master to slave in Audria 1,1 
of the son's youthful conduct, the death of Chrysis, 
his reactions and so on; "quam longa est narratio." 
He shows how it might have been cut down; as it 
stands, the skillfully varied narrative attains festivitas. 
This is the outstanding comment, a critical com
ment, on Terence f.rom Cicero. 

Next the Emme/ms. In a discussion of the abuse 
of reason (cf. "ratione peccatur") in N. D. 3,72 
attention is drawn to the frivolous and witty 
scenes of comedy and the nicely argued opening of 
Eun. 1. "Quid? levitates comicae parumne semper 
in ratione versantur? panmme subtiliter disputat 
ille in Eunucho? 

quid igitur faciam? ... 
exclusit, revocat; redeam? non, si me obsecret." 

And after a discussion of scheming reason in a play 
of Cae,silius the interlocutor tartly observes: "What C. 

a fine gift of the gods, which enables Phormio to say-
"cedo senem: iam instructa sunt me in cord.e 

consilia omnia." (Plzor. 321) 
To return to the Eu1111clws: in an elaborate letter 
(Fam. 1,9) to his political correspondent Lentulus, 

2:J 
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Cicero alleges that in his defence of Vatinius he was 
carrying out the advice of the parasite in the Eun• 
11clms to the soldier; at any mention or lauclation of 
Phaedria the soldier was to retort by the same in 
regard to Pamphila; let him annoy his enemy by 
this game of tit for tat •-

"clcnique 
par pro pari referto quocl eam mordeat.''(E1111. 445) 
The gay impudence of l'hormio the r;arasite is 

not forgotten. In the defence of Caecina ( 2 7) ref
erence is made to two worthless witnesses, one a 
banker S. Clodius, "cui cognomen est Phormio, nee 
minus ni.,er nee minus confidens quam ille Teren• 
tianus eir~ Phormio". A recollection here of Geta's 
remark: 

"e~t pa.rasitus quidam Phormio, 
homo conficlens." (P/Jo·r. 123) 

Co11Jidens indeed should have a good meaning, but 
has acquired a bad one (T. D. 3,14). 

Writing to Atticus (Z,19) in 59 B.C. of his various 
!lolitical worries Cicero says nothing has worried him 
more than -the manumission of certain Statius, and he 
quotes the outburst of the surprizecl ancl angry De
mipho, when he returns home to find his son married: 

;.nee meum imperium-ac mitto i-mperium-non 
simultatem meum reveri saltem!" (Phor. 232) 

In this scene Demipho declares the wisdom of ex-

* Against this implication of indiffer.ence should be 
set the expertise of Scrvius Clodius, cougin of 
Cicero's friend L. Papiritis Paetus, whose practised 
ear could decide which line was genuinely Plautine, 

pect.ing the worst when things appear to be at their
hest ( ibtcl. 241-(i). The famous · lines are most. 
a:)tly cited by M. at T. D. 3,30, where one, is mged 
to be surprized by no human vicissitudes. 

Lastly, as to Adclplti; in a letter to Atticm; (10,6) 
Cicero refer:< to the training of his son. "De Quinto 
filio, 'fit a me quidem sedulo' •-nosti reliqua"_ 
Probably there is a ,recollection ( without preds~ 
quotation) here or words of Dernea in ,3,3 -·- "fit 
seclulo: nil praetermitto, consuefacio" ( 413-4), which 
Atticus b expected to remember. 

Roman comedy was often sententious, its lines 
were quotable singly. In fact, Cicero quotes much 
more often from old Latin tragedy. Though he 
praises ::o highly the wit and humour of Plautus 
he quote:-:, twice only, the Trinum1111ts._, Terence's 
comedies, If ccyra apart, he appears to know well: 
quotation,- amount to some t \YO clo:z.en, no citation 
exceeding :,;ix lines. 

The distribution of these quotations is clear. 
Rarely are they found in the speeches (three in
stances have been given), more often are they fotmd 
in the letters (where they wer.e to be expected), 
most often do they ap1:ear in the oratorical and 
r:hilo:-ophical tr.eatises. 

W . .-\. LAI DL\W 

which not, just as Caesar could pass judgement 
upon allegedly Ciceronian witticism:-: (6nocpetyµaTo) 
Fam. 9,1<>. 

REMARKS ON HESIOD THEOGONY 26-39 

There has been in recent y,ears ·much discussion 
of the proemium tc Hes:od's Tlteogony ( 1) and the 
most essential points appear by now to be finally 
settled. A few remarks may however be still of use 
for an evaluation of the I essential unity and the 
admirable composition of the introduction to the 
Tlteoga1ty prope.r. 

JJ.esiod commences his poem by introducing the 

24 

.:\'!uses c:1 Mt. Helicon whose singing and dancing 
he pra:ses at some length (v. 1-21). Here on Mt. 
Helicon it was that the clecisive. experience of his 
life b:efell him, as he shepherded his flock. He heard 
the voices of the Muses bidding him sing. From 
that moment the art of song and the knowledge of 
the theme \v.ere granted to him, The first words of 
the Muses were (26-28): 
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no,µtve:c;; aypau>--o,, KOK' tMyxe:a, '{O<JTtpe:c; 
oTov, 

ioµE:v tµe:uoe:a TTOAACJ Af:.'{EIV buµo101v 6µoia 
ioµe:v o·, ElJT' tBt>--wµe:v, 61111Bta '{l"jpuoaoBai. 
rrhc,-;n ver~es arc tu a great extent made up of 
rellliniscences of epic poetry. \Ve can trace no,µtve:c; 
aypauA01 tu II. 18, LrJZ and KOK' e:M)(xe:a to II. 
2,235; 5,787; 8,228, \\'hil.e verse 27, as is well 

known, has its prototype in Odl. 19,203; OAl")8E:a 
'/r]puoao8a1 invite;; comparison with Od. 14,125 or 
,'/. li,328. 

The address belongs tu a definite type. r\s the 
most striLing parallel may he quoted Epimenides 
fr. 3 H 1 I )iels-Kranz Kpf)Te:c; 6e:J l)Je:G0Ta1, KaKa 
Brip[a, '{OOTE:p£c; 6p)(ai which may or may not be 
depcI11den t on Hesiod ( 2). It is irrelevant for the pur
pose of the present investigation whether or not Epim
cnides is ,dependent on Hesiod. The important fact is 
that in Epimenides too a divinity uses the plural to 
a1ddress a single man. ,\nother example of this use of 
the plural to address a single person is providE1d by the 
much di;;cu,-,;ecl /1111·ri in \'crgil Eel. 1,45 where, as 
in I lc,;iod and Epimenides, the oracular tone of the 
utterance i:o undeniable. f)ucri in a rcspo11sum given 
to a sc11cx finds its most natural explanation when 
seen in the light of these and other passages of the 
oracular type. ( 3) :\ further much more importan't 
parallel can be found in l!ymn. Hom. 2 (in 'Dem.) 
255 f. (4) 

It is clear then that the Hesiocl verses do not 
primarily contain a criticism against I shepherds as 
a class. The words the :Muses use are intended · for 
one particular shepherd, the shepherd 'Hesiod, and 
th'.'y employ them, in accordance with a usage typical 
of epiphanies, to drive home the contrast bet\\'een 
mortal and god. The deprecatory language of the 
passage further enforces the contrast between divine 
and human. 

The Muses' declaration concerning the nature of 
their '·knowledge'' ( ioµe:v V. 2 7 /28), too, has its 
traditional, formal aspect. The revelation of its 
nature by the divinity which appears is common to 
epiphanies ( 5). Here the Muses reveal their "know
ledge", and it is clear that the two statements, both 
lf,rnota AE)(EIV E:TUµOIOIV 6µ. and 61111Bta 
yr,puoaoBar are to be interpreted positively ( 6). The 
former cannot contain any criticism of earlier poetry. 

Plausible fiction as opposed to fact is meant. It 
snould ho,,·ever be noted that in the following com
mand of the Muses only such elements appear as 
belong to the second aspect of poetry mentioned by 
the l\I uses ( 7). 

These traditional and formulary aspects in no way 
detract from the dynamic personal tone of the mes
sage which Hesiocl alleges to have received directly 
from the Muses. Perhaps it is an excessive simplif
ication to ask whether he is quoting the \\'Orcls of the 
Muses as he lielievccl to have heard them. This is 
certainly not impossible. Attention has been drawn 
lately to the fact ( 8) that there is nothing improb
able in the whole description of the Muses' epiphany 
and that it contains none of the elements which 
betray the invented or legendary story. 'It speaks 
for immediate experience as opposed to fiction that 
the Muses appear covered in dark mist to deliver 
their message to Hesiod and that he breaks the staff 
of, the rhapsode for himself in obedience to a corn~ 
mand (according to the better manuscript tradition) 
(9). This fact is highly revealing. It can serve to 
strengtehn our belief that Hesiod gives the very· 
words of the Muses as he thought he had heard 
them. That these words follow an established type 
of expression is only too natural. ln what concerns 
the formulary elements, they belong to the language 
of poetry and it is of course that language which the 
l\I uses would s;;eak, the language of their mother 
Mncmosyne. 

Hesiocl ~\'as aware however that what was import
ant for him clid not possess the the same interest 
for his audience. Moreover it was only the Muses who 
mattered ancl not Hesiod and his experience of them. 
For this reason he concludes his description of the 
epiphany with the impatient words 611116 Ti ~ µ01 
Ta0Ta nipl opOv~ ne:pl nETpr,v (10) and then goes 
on to exhort himseli to take his beginning from the 
Muses: Tl.lVl"J, Mouaawv apxwµE:Ba, Thus we pass 
from the rduses on Mt. Helicon to the Muses on Olym
pus in the house ,of their father. In the time, when it 
was fashionable to dissect Hesiod this was of course 
enough to establish two different hymns which hacl 
been patched together rather oclclly and incongruous
ly. Verse 25 with its M0Goa1 'O11uµmao£c; in the 
scene on Mt. Helicon should have been taken as 
a warning against this critical method, but it was 

2,) 
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thought safer to expel this verse. This is still done 
by Jacoby, although he accepts the connection be
tween 35 and 36. He thinks however that 39-51 is 
an interpolation ("with 38 and 52 later added). 
thereby destroying the "onderful parallelism betw~en 
the two scenes which complement ·each other, the 
e)iphany of the Muses on earth ( on the mountain 
.of the shepherd Hesiod) and the ~I uses on Mt. 
Olympus, which has been rightly pointed out by 
more recent commentators. The essential thing to 
my mind is how the poet depicts on variou~ levels 
the Muses, their singing and the effect of their 
song; how he makes the song of the poet reflect the 
,:mg of the Muses. In this connection I wish to 
draw attention to a series of correspondences which. 
seem to have escaped the attention .of commentators. 
They are of a nature which leaves no doubt that 
the personal scene on Mt. Helicon and the following 
scene on Mt. Olympus form part of one composition. 

31 tvtnvEuoav oE µo, auorw 
32 t>e:omv, iva KAEio1µ1 T6 T' too6µEva npo 
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Osl. 34, 19 58, 5 f. Ernst Siegmann, zu JI esioc1 

Tlieobonieproomium in Festsclzrift Ernst Kapp, 
Hamburg, 1958, 9 f.; B. A. van Groningen, 'La 
composition litteraire arclzaique grecque (-V erhancl. 
d.kom.Nederl. Akad. v. Wetensch., Aki. Letterk. N.R., 
Deel LXV, 2) Amsterdam 1958, 256 f. 

2. See :W. F. Otto in Varia Variorum (Festschrift 
Karl Reinhardt), Munster 1952, p. 51. I cannot 
find that A. Setti, Studi ital. di filol. class. 30, 1958, 
p. 154 f. has adduced anything to weaken Otto's 
main point. For the traditional interpreta,tion of 
the plural see e.g. W. Kraus, Wiener Studicn 68, 
1955, 72 f. 

3. The relevance of th Hesiod passage for an 
understanding of this plural has been pointed out 
by R. Hanslik, Wiener Studien 68, 1955, '1Ci f. I 

, 1 , reserve the discussion of this rassage for another 
occasion. For relevant material see Anzeiger f. d. 
Altertumswiss. 9, 1956, 154. 
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T'E6VTQ 
33 Kai µ' EKE>.ov8' uµvEiv µaK6pwv ye:vo<; 

alEv t6vTWV 
fol101red by the command to sing the :\!uses first 
and last (V. 34) ( 11) which is obeyed in V. 36 
(V. 35 6>.J..6 Ti ri µ01 TOUTO is the turning point). 

37 uµvEOoar Te:pnouor µe:yav v6ov tvT6c; 
OMµnou 

38 EipEOoa, TO T' E6VTO TO T' e:oo6µEVO np6 
T' e:6vTa 

39 <pWVf]I 6µ'7pEOoa1• TWV o' OKOµOTO<; pe:e:.r 
auor'] 

That means that all the v,erses which deal with 
the gift of "voice" to Hesiod have echo-like cor
respondence in the immediately following verses of 
the poet's hymn which deals with the ways of the 
Muses on Olympus (12). These are of a stylistic 
nature, but style and thought are inseparable in 
Hesiod: the correspondences bring out the identity 
of the singing of the Muses and the poet's song. 

HANS SCHWABL 

4. Kai p' aµuo1<; npOOE:EITTEV e:uCwvov 
METOVErpav· 

Nr')i~q; av8pwno, Kai 6ippaoµovEc; oOT' 
6yaBoio 

aToave:nEpxoµe:vounpoyv~µEvaroOTE 
KOKOTO. (a) 

268 Eiµi oE ,611µr')n1p T1µ6oxoc;, ii TE µEy10Tov 
68av6TOI<; 8V'7TOioi T' OVEOp Kai xapµa 

TETUKTOI. (b) 
6>.>.' ayE µor v116v TE µe:yav Kai 6wµ6v un· 

OUTQ 
TEUXOVTWV nac; 017µoc; KT>.. (c) 
This J,rovides at the same time a good example of 
the type of "Homeric" epiphany. Exactly the same 
pattern is at the basis of the Muses' epiphany in 
Hesiod: a (v. Ui), b (v. 27-28), c (v. 31 ff.) It 
is furthermore evident that in the early examples 
the plural in front of a single person strikes a 
note of contempt and disapproval. In Hesiod the 
personal element creeps in with the limitation of 
the group, in which the addressed person is includ
ed by the divinity, to shepherds. 

5. Cf. (b) in note 4. The way in which oioo is 
repeated in 1/ynm. Hom. 2, 229 f. may be compared. 
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, . l t is. significant that Hesiod employs a vcrce 
(). Cf. W. 1-'.0tto, I. c.; v. Fritz p. 34 f. 

which in Homer (A 709) is used to indicate the 
art of the seer; e:006µEva should not be pressed. 
1 t may however very well be regarded as lying wiLh
in the range of the .\luses' knowledge (V. 31)). 

SomC' oi the misgivings which have been felt about 

v.34 reappear in 1\.Setti, I.e. (note 2), p.160, 
n. 1. lle thinks the expression may have been felt 
by the pot{, a-; a Jor1111tla a11tica e sole1111e 11!/a a 
riftTarc /11 f!_ra11dczza ddl' i11ves/itura divi11a. 

8. Latte I. c.; v. Fritz, p. 32. 

9. opbJ.,ao8ai \\as defenclecl already by Goettling 
,:gain,-;t \\'olf and Hermann, who favoured opE:4JOOOI 
atqi:c i11sscr1111/ me J!11sm' rnmum dccerprcrc Lauri 
(ir/ 1/Iilzi WIIU'SS/1111 juit (l Jl{usis), lit pro pa604> 
mi/ii cssct poctamm, which is the right interpretation, 
unfortunately spurned by modern editors with the 
exce;ition ot Jacoby (praef. p. 78 f.). See further 
E.R.Dodcls, TJ,c Greeks illld tlzc Irrational, p. 131, 

n. 86 ( opE:4JOOOI ·'would put the vision into the 
cla,-;,-; of ·apport' ,-;tor:es") and Friedlander, /Jc; n1es 

49. 1914. Ih n. l. 
10. exprcssiou provabialc, do11t le sc11s :est i11-

comw, mais dont la Jrmctio11 est parfaitemc11t dairc, 
van Groningen, I. c., p. 259. A very plausible inter
pretation of the meaning can he found in \V. J. Ver
denius' remarks on the passage in lrlnc111osy11c, 11, 
1958, 20 f. (to which the additional contribution of 
K. J. ~IcKay, ib., p. 251 may be noted.). 

11. B .. -\. van Groningen, 1. c., p. 257, ,1. l ls a 

little tou sweeping in his statement that " npC>TOV 

T£ Kai UOTOTOV (34) est wre expression polairc qui 
ll(' Jail q1u· re11jorcer aie:v qui suit". He is however 
perfectly right in asserting that the expression does 
not c,1title us to po,;tulate an epilogue in praise of 
the :i\Iuses (as does von \Vilamowitz, llesiodos Erga, 
p. 7, cited by van Groningen, or Siegrnan, 1. c., p. 10, 
who strangely enough seems to think that 915-91 7 
can be adduced to that effect). The limitation of 
that formula becomes obvious when seen in th~ 
light of 47 f nSEuTE:povtogether with the following 

verse; for the right interpretation sec v. Fritz p. 35). 
Insofar a~ npWTOV TE KOi UOTOTOV Oe:iOEIV is a 
device of hymn composition, its fulfilment must take 
1,lace within the limits oi a nynm. Therefore it 1s 

only ,nrnin the structure of the prooemium - which 
after all amounb to a hymn to the Muses - that 
the present device can be expected in connection 
with the :Muses. And in fact ,tl1e prooemium does pro

vide an admirable example of np. TE KOi u. ae:ioe:1v. 
The formula must, of course, also have an intensive 
meaning. It should be noted that in the T/icogo11y it is 
used only of the :\[uses (in connection with Hesiod) 
and of Zeus (in connection with the l\luses). As 

Hesiod "primarily" sings trc Muses, so the Muses 
'·primarily- sing Zeus ( cf. \\'alcot, Symb. Osl. 33 
p. 42). And certainly the song of the Tl!cogony 
pro;:er, which flesiod receives through the intcr

mcdiacy of the :Muses turns into a praise of the 
order established by Zeus. 

12. It becomes thus absolutely certain that (a) 
auo~v which is the reading of all our mss. (and 
two papyrus fragments) in 31, is correct (in spite 
of the arguments which have been put forward by 
Rzach, Wien. Stud. 16, 1894, p. 218 - rightly re

jected by Jacoby; praef. p. 77 f. - in favour of 
601o~v which ,ras accepted by Aly and Mazon 1,1 

their editions ancl still appears with Siegmann, 
I. c., r- 9, n. 1); (b) neither v. 32 nor v. 38 can be 
sus,~ected. Goettling's ee:omv (which seems to be 
the only pocsible correction of ee:irw) can go with 
auo~v just as well as with ao1o~v (cf. Soph. 
Ichn. 244 ei:omv auoav) in 32. In 38 e:ipe:Ooai 
will have to be accepted as a present (cf. Hesychius 

s. v.). ~ote furthermore uµvEOoai, e:ipe:Ooa1,6µ
l"\Pe:Ooa1, an assonance, which is clearly intentional, 
not due to corrmJtion (as e.g. is the opinion of Aly 
ad Joe.). even more so, as in the corresponding group 
of verses of comparable effect is created (this time 
at the encl of the verse) hv np6 T' e:6vTa, ailv 
e:6VTWV, ai£V ae:Joe:1v. The art ancl skill of these 
verses, so badly handled by some critics, arc beyond 

expression. 

--- -- - -- -----------------------

MENANDER'S 
fn Studies m Mcnandt'r (147 f.) I attempted a 

reconstruction of the Dyskolos. Now the complete 

DYSKOLOS 
text has heen published by Professor .i.Hartin of 
Geneva from a papyrus of the third century A. D. 
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The fragments showed clearly enough that the 
grumpy old man was the chief character, that he 
tried to thwart a love affair and objectl'd to mar
riage festivities, and that clo:,;e links existed between 
this play and the original of the l111lu!aria, which 
I believe to have been Menancler's Apislos, but in 
detail they were misleading: three ( 120, 12 2, 124 

Ko.) have false readings which sugge,;tcd a quite 
different interpretation and one ( 11(> Ko. J is so 
emphatic that it was pardonable to take it as an 
ap;:ieal to the grumpy man himself instead of a 
quite minor flare up between the rich young man 
and his father. Now however we have the whole 
play, which according to a likely emendation wa;; 
produced in 316 B.C. (lJ 

ACT I: Exposition: the act starts with the 
prologue oi Pan, which opens the play without a 
preceding scene between the human characters. Pa,1 
gives the place, the scene, the characters, and the 
preliminaries of the action. The place is l'hylel on 
the slopes of Parnes about 15 miles out of Athens 
and about 7 miles North-West of Acharnai in higher, 
harder country of 'thyme-bearing rocks'; the :ref
erence is relevant because the play might be describ
ed as a close-up of a single member of Aristophanes' 
chorus in the Aclwmians. 

The scene is the Nymphaion, from which Pan 
enters ( 2); he has on hi:, right ( the audience's 
left) the house of Knemon and on the other side 
(25) the house of Gorgias. 

The chief characters are described, as in the 
other surviving prologues. Knemon is 'the man who 
will have no truck ,vith men', the Grumpy man, 
who made life intolerable for his wife (I\Iyrrhine) 
sn that after her daugh'ter was born she went to live 
wirth Gorgias, her son by a former marriage: 
Gorgias, with a wisdom beyond his age, maintains 
her on a tiny estate with a faithful servant (Daos). 
l~nemon li\'es alone with his daughter and an old 
woman (Simike). His daughter 'knows no evil' and 
worships the Nymphs and Pan, who have rewarded 
her by making a young man about town (Sostratos), 
son of a rich farmer ( Kallippides), fall helplessly 
in love with her when he came here with a hunts
man (Pyrrhias). (2) The spectators arc invited to 
watch Sostratos. and his parasite ( Chaireas) who are 
approaching. 
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Sostratos 
sight. like 
(1\hcr,;. ( ,\) 

has fallen helplessly in love at first 
:\Ioschion m the Sy1111ristosai and 
lk has already sent his huntsman 

l'yrrhias to lllakc enquiries and now arrives with 
his parasite Chaireas, who proclaims sententiously 
the different treatments for love-affairs with 
l1ctairai and marriage with free girls. Pyrrhias 
enter., a,; if pursued by the de\'il, because Knemon 
has chased him away with clods and stones (this 
i:, the: familiar running slave entrance of ~cw 
Comedy, which can be traced back to Aristophanes 
and for this play the entrance of Amphitheos chased 
by the shouting, stone-throwing .-\cha,rnians ( 176) 
is particularly relevant). (4) Both slave and para
site counsel caution and the parasite withdraws 
pur,ued by Sostratos' reproache;;. It is curious that 
~Ienander makes so little use oi him, but perhaps 
the extravagance is a mark of his youth. 

Knemon appears and Pyrrhias retires into the 
:t\ymphaion. Sostratos remains but is daunted by 
Knemon's tirade; 

·Surely l'erseus was blessed in two ways first of 
all he had wing:i and he didn't have to meet any of 
the creatures that walk on earth, then he had this 
,nachine with which he could turn all to stone Yvho 
bothered him. I ,vish I had that machine now, for 
there would he nothing more numerous than stone 
~rntues all over the place here. Now by Asklepios, 
life is impossible! They talk "·hen they come into 
.ny land! I used to work along the road, but I have 
had to run away from all the part of the land 
which I was ,vorking there because of the passers
by 1 :\nd now they arc pursuing me on to the hill. 
0 multitudinous multitude! 0, here 1s another 
standing by my door!' 

.-\s Sostratos turns to go, he sees the daughter of 
Knernon come out of the door; her father needs 
hot water and Simike has dropped the bucket in 
the ,vell (the first mention of the well). She must 
get water from the Nymphaion. Sostratos for the 
moment is stunned by her beauty, then offers to 
ietch the water for her. While he is fetching it, 
Daos enters from Gorgias' house cursing their 
poverty. He sees So:stratos hand the pitcher' to her, 
then cry aloud in an agony of love, while Pyrrhias 
re-entering advises him to go home and find Getas. 
Daos puts the worst construction on• this and goes 
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off (right) to the field to tell his master, as the 
chorus enters. As in 01the.r plays, the chorus are 
only described on this first occasion. They are 
Paianistai and they are drunk: one of the three 
lines introducing them is identical and another 
corresponds very clcsely ·with the lines introducing 
the chorus in the Epitrcpontcs (34 f.) 

ACT II: Planning: Gorgias returns to defend 
his half-sister from the rich bad man. Sostratos 
also comes back having failed to find Ge'tas. Gorgias 
lectures him on the exploitation of the poor by the 
rich. Gorgias is sententious, but we have been told 
that he has been taught in the hard school of 
experience, and he has an intense loyalty to his 
family coupled with the prickly pride of the honest 
poor~this /trait is followed right through to the end 
of the play. This social question evidently interested 
.:\Ienander. Gorgias' namesakes in the lleros and 
Gcorgos are faced with the situation which Gorgias 
thinks he meets here; the gLrl has in fact been 
seduced by the rich youth, but ther.e too ,the rich 
vouth is genuinely in love with her and all ends 
happily. ( 5) Here Sostratos protests that he only 
wants to ask the girl's father for her hand. He ·is 
then accepted, but Gorgias stresses the impos
:;ibility of Knemon accepting a rich man as a hus
band for his daughter. Daos has the brilliant idea 
that Knemon might accept him if he appeared as 
a labourer. Sostratos borrows a fork and goes off 
with Gorgias to dig. (It is again a sign of youthful 
extravagance that a slave intrigue is made and 
launched in ten lines). As they go, the cook Sikon 
comes on with his sheep, followed by Kallippides' 
slave Getas, to prepare a saorifice to Pan in the 
>Jymphaion. 

This last scene ( 394 f.) is brilliant. The arrival 
of men burdened with luggage or animals is known 
already in the Acharnia11s, and Middle Comedy 
terra-cottas attest its survival, ( 6) as indeed d'o 
the frequent references to food in the fragments; 
but Sikon's sheep is surely a unique use of tradiltion
al material. 

'This is a woru:Ierful sheep. To hell with you! 
If I carry it :on my shoulders, it gets the tip of a 
branch in its mouth, and eats the leaves, and pulls 
with all its might. If you put it down on the ground, 
it refuses to h1ove. Quite ,the opposite, I was driven 

by it, the wok butchered by the sheep. Il's like 
dragging a ship aoross the isthmus. Thank heaven! 
Here is the Nymphaion where we shall sacrifice 
to Pan.' 

The scene is prepared by Sostratos' remark (260) 
that his mother has sent Getas to hire a cook t'o 
make a . sacrifice to some god. The cook is Sikon, 
and wh~n Getas arrives, with the same lo~e of gossip 
as the cooks of the Epitrepontes ( fr. 1 and 2) and 
the Aulularia (289), he extraots the story of the 
dream which caused Sostratos' mother to sacrifice 
to Pan. Dreams are common in New Comedy (e.g. 
in the possibly Menamlrian Curwlio). This one is 
only used as a means of getting Sikon, Getas, and 
Sostratos' mother, sister, and father on to the stage. 
If the mother makes a sacrifice, the family must 
partake in it. By this means the audience is quite 
naturally provided with descriptions of cooking and 
feasting, to which they have been accustomed since 
•the .Ekklesiazousai; Sostratos will have a marriage 
feast already arranged for him; Knemon will have 
a new source of irritation and Gorgias a new danger 
to his integrity. From now on the Nymphaion as 
well as the two houses is a scene of activity. 

ACT III: Development and Frustration: Knemon 
comes out of his front door to see Getas calling 
Sostratos' sister (and presumably her mother) to 
hurry into the ~ymphaion. He criticises rich sacrif
ices and goes in again because he dare not leave 
the house. Getas comes out to borrow a cauldron 
from Knemon and is fiercely repulsed. Sikon tries 
a{Tain with flattery, and is equally fiercely repulsed, 

0 • 

to Getasr satisfaction. Sostratos returns from diggmg, 
disillusioned because Knemon has not been near 
him. (7) He meets Getas who has been driven out 
of the kitchen by the smoke and learns that the 
sacrifice is in progress and that his father Kallip
pides will soon arrive. He goes back to the field to ask 
Gor{Tias to come to the sacrifice. While he is gone, 

o • d 
Simike announces the second well disaster; she tne 
to get the bucket out with Knemon's fork and, drop
ped the fork in too; she is going Ito ask Daos for 
help. Knemon chases her back into the house. (8) 
Sostratos and Gorgias return from the field; Gorgias 
refuses to go to the party and goes in to his mother. 

The second chapter of the well story is good 
comedy but also preparation for the climax. Even 

2!l 
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the dung which Knemon wants to move with the 
fork is also there to make him slip. Knemon's last 
words seem to have been 'I'll go down the well 
alone', Strangely, Getas at this moment sympathises 
with h.m and prepares us for the sympathetic K11em
on of the next aat: 
'KNEMON (to Simike): You call Daos? Damn 
your anile proclamation! Haven't I told you to hurry 
up and go· inside? (EXIT SI.MIKE) How utterly 
deserted I am, alone as no one has ever been. 
I'll go down the well to fetch up the bucket or 
anything else. 
GETAS: We can give you a bucket and a rope. 
KNEMON: May the blessed gods damn you to hell 
if you give me anything! (EXIT KNEMON) 
GETAS: He has leapt in again full of anger. O, 
thrice unhappy man, what o life he has I This is 
the essence of an Attic farmer; battling with rncks 
that bear thyme and sage-apples, he knows misery 
and gets no reward.' 

ACT IV: Climax: Simike enters to announce 
that Knemon has fallen into the well in the at
tempt to get ouit the fork and bucket at the same 
moment as Sikon enters from the Nymphaion to 
ask for silence for the libaition. She shouts for 
Gorgias and Gorgias shouts for Sostratos; together 
they go into Knemon's house, while Sikon dilates 
on the just vengeance that the Nymphs have taken 
on Knemon for insulting a cook. 
'SlKON: The gods exist, by Dionysos! You did not 
give us a cauldon ·when we were sacrificing, you 
villain! You refused. Now you have fallen into 
the well ~;.1d ycu can drink so much water that you 
wonrt have any to give anybody. The nymphs have 
taken their vengeance on him. A just vengeance 
for me! No one has wronged a cook and escaped 
unharmed. Our art is somehow sacred. But you 
can treat a waiter in any way you like. 
KNEMON'S DAUGHTER: (OFF) Is my clearest 
father dead? 
SIKON: Who spoke? Someone is lamenting. But 
there is nothing here for lamentation. 
SOSTRATOS: (OFF) Old man, hold tight to the 
rope. 

SIKON': They'll let the rope down and drag him 
up like a bucket. He'll be a lovely sight when they 
haul him up, all t,rembling as they bring him in. 

:i i 
,, ( 30 

l should love ,to see this, sirs, by Apollo here, 
(~PEAKING INTO THE DOOR OF THE. 
NYMl'HAJON) but you, women, pour libations for 
this and pray that the old man may be saveld., but 
badly crippled and _lame; for so he would be the 
least odious of Pan's neighbours to me and any 
others who sacrifice here. This is important for me 
if you ever hire me again. 

Sikon goes in and Sostratos enters to recount the 
rescue to the audience. This is a comic messenger 
speech which starts with oaths and incredulity. 
Sostratos :,;tands aside as Knemon is wheeled in on 
a couch hy Gorgias and his daughter. 

Knemon thinks he is going to die and asks Gorgias 
to call out his m(Jlther Myrrhine (played by a 
super). He adopts Gorgias as his son, asks him to 
arrange his daughter's mar,riage, and gives his philo
sophy of life. Gorgias immediately introduces Sos
tratos, who is accepted by Knemon as a working 
man before Knernon is wheeled out again: thus the 
intrigue, so perfunctorily introduced in the second 
act, succeeds with equal perfunctoriness in the fourth 
act. Sostratos' father, Kallippides, then · arrives, late 
for the sacrifice. Gorgias, who had accepted So,;
tratos' digging as evidence of his ability to bridge 
the ga:J between rich and poor ( 764), immediately 
bridles at the sight of such a rich man, but the
scene encb in a gust of amusement at K.allippides' 
ravening hunger. 

The metre changes lo trochaic tetrameters for 
Knemon's speech to his family and so remains till 
the end of the act. We have here a type: of trochaic 
scene which we cannot verify elsewhere and the change
of metre seem!-. to be due to ,the solemnity of 
Knc-mon's pronouncement. Perhaps the choice may 
have been influenced by a memory of the Achamia11s, 
where a similar stat:c use of trochaic tetrameters 
is made in the parabasis. A few lines are lost at 
the beginning of the speech, but not more than five: 

'In one thing perhaps I was wrong. I thought that 
of all men I was self-sufficient and should not need 
anyone. But now seeing that the end of life is 
sharp and unexpected, I have djscovered, what I 
did not realise before, that for this reason there 
must always be someone by to help. Rut,, by 
HeDhaistos, I was so ~orrupted by seeing the lives 
and calculations of all men all turn1:1:l to profit-
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rnaking that I thought that no one ever had a 
kindly thought for his fellow. This was my difficulty. 
But now one man has f)roved me \Honn Goruias o, b 1 

by a deed of pure nobility. The man who did not 

allow him to come to the door, never helped him, 
never addres;,;ec! him, never talked to him, that man 
he cheerfully has saved, where another would just
ifiably have said: 'You do not allow me to come 
to your door. I won't go to yours. You have never 
helped me. 1 sha'n't help you now'. 

\\'ell then, my boy. Whether I die or whether 
I live, I now adopt you as my son. All my posses
,.;ions regard as yours. I give you my daughter. Find 
her a husband. Even if I am restored to health, I 
shall not be able to find one. No one will ever 
-"atisfy me. 

Let me live a:; I like. Take the rest and manage 
it. God has given you good sense. You care for 
your sister, as is natural. Divide my posse:;sions 
in half. Give her half for her dowry. Take the rest 
.and manage me and your mother. 

);"ow, daughter, lay me down. A man should not 
,;ay more than he must. But one thing more. Come, 
my son. I would speak a word to you about life and 
.character. If all men were just, there would be no 
law-courts, nor would they hale each other to 
prison and there would be no more war. Each would 
have a modicum and be content. 

But perhaps you like the present manners better. 
Go on then. For the difficult and grumpy old man 
will be out of your way.' 

Knemon's speech takes place beside Demea's 
second monologue in the Samia (110 f.) and 
Charisios' monologue in the Epitrepo11tcs ( 588 f.) 
as a great serious speech in which a character 
faces a cns1s and states his philosophy. Unlike 
them he has a general problem as well as a part
icular crisis to face. The particular crisis has shown 
nim that he must trust somebody and his general 
view of the world is that he cannot trust anybody, 
but then again his mistrust has been overcome by 
Gorgias' disinterested act in ,rescuing him from 
the well. What is Menander saying here? First, I 
think, that the world is too concerned with unneces
sary r,ursuib, ( 9) particularly the pursuit of money, 
and the solitude of the country is one way of avoid
ing it and them. ( 10) On the other hand, Knemon 

goes too far living all alone and making no use of 
his money; he is in fact a rich man, not a very 
rich man like Kallippides but extremely comfortable 
even if his land is difficult to "·ork. ( 11) Secondly, 
then, the world is not beyond redemption: Knemon 
is forced to see this because Gorgias has rescued 
him. A similar act charms Kleainetos in the Georgos 
and Euclio in the 11 pistos. ( 12) Ilut Gorgias' act 
for Knemon is unique and Gorgias does not belong 
to the world; he only exists to wring a living from 
his estate. The third point is malJe by Gorgias 
himself; he has seen Sostratos step out of his rich 
world and work as a farmer to win his girl: 

'For, Sostratos, there was nothing artificial about 
your approach to marriage, but you came simply 
and were prepared to do everything to \Yin your 
bride. Although you are rich you took a fork and 
you dug and you were prepared to work. This is 
what shows a real man, to be prepared when you ase 
well off to put yourself on the level of the poor, 
for such a man will be strong enough to endure the 
changes of life, and you have given sufficient proof 

be. h ,, 
of your character. May you go on mg t e 9me. 
Even in the world, then, action may be disintere,;ted. 

But this is too serious for comedy and the play 
moves to a more light-hearted conclusion, which is 
already anticipated in the comedy of Kallippides' 
arrival at the end of this act. Sostratos answers 
Gorgias' wish that he may continue in his virtue: 
'SOSTRATOS: No, I will be much better! But it is 
vulgar to praise oneself, and I see my father ar
riving just at the right moment. 
GORGIAS: Is Kallippides your father? 

SO: Of course. 
GO; A very rich man indeed. 
SO: But a just man and a first-rate farmer. 
KALLIPPIDES: I am terribly late and they have 
eaten the sheep, and gone off into the country a 
long time ago, 
GO: Poseidon, how hungry he is. Shall we tell him 

now? 
SO~ No, let him have breakfast first. He'll be 

milder then. 
KA: Sostratos, have you finished breakfast? 
SO: There is some left for you. Go inside. 
KA: Yes, I will. (EXIT INTO NYMPIL\JON) 
GO: Go in and talk to your father alone if you 
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like. 
SO: Will you wait inside? 
GO: Yes you aren't coming out yet. 
SO: I'll wait a little and then I'll caII you.' 

ACT Y: Denouement: Kallippides and Sostratos 
come out of the Nymphaion. 

Kallippides has accepted Knemon's daughter as 
a daughter-in-law but not Gorgias as a son-in-_law. 
A sermon from Sostratos on using wealth breaks 
down his opposition; and Gorgias, who has over
heard, by his strong reluctance to marry into a 
rich family and so lose his independence, finally 
convinces the old man. Myrrhine and the girl are 
taken across to the Nymphaion to celebrate the 
marriages. Knemon has refused and has sent Simike 
after the rest. She remains as Sostratos and Gorgias, 
with a last objection from Gorgias, go into the 
Nymphaion. Simike's little monologue is a word of 
pity for Knemon, for whom she prophesies worse 
trouble in his loneliness: his grumpiness and his 
cruelty to her have not lost him her sympathy. 
Getas comes out to see why Knemon has not come. 

With the departure of Gorgias amd Sostratos, 
the way is clear for slave revels and the metre 
changes to iambic tetrameters accompanied by a 
flute: the metre is common in Old and Middle 
Comedy (13)· but we have no other trace of it in 
Menander. Aristophanes uses it for short passages in 
the last scenes oi the Aclzarnians, Wasps, and 
Lysistrata, but the most relevant parallel for the 
Dyskolos is the forty-five lines in the Clouds 
( 1399 f.) in which' Pheidippides finally defeats 
Strepsiades by the new techniques of the Reflectory. 
Menander is, then, writing in an old tradition ,of 
knockabout endings in recitative metres. How 
many other plays of Menander had similar endings 
we have no means of telling, but at least it seems 
likely that the slave-junketings at the end of the 
Stichus were foundnd on the Menandrian original; 
(14) here Kn~mon hims?lf provides the link be
tween the epilogue and the play. 

The flute starts up, 2nd Simike commends -her 
master to th? car? of Getas 15 she goes in to 
talk to her young mistress while she is preparing 
for her wedding. Getas calls Sikon out foorn the 
Nymphaion and together they plan veng?ance on 
Knemon for his refusal to lend them pots in the 
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third act. The scene hlls into four parts. First, 
they plan to carry Knemon out and th?n thump on 
his door, demand pots, and set fire to his house. 
They drag him out protesting. Secondly, regardless 
of his protests, they bang madly on his door and 
shout for pots, carpets, embroideries. Thirdly. they 
force him to hear a recital of the revels insilde: 
the women are having a respectable party and the 
mm are drinking, but it all sounds very mild com
pared with the drinking parties described in other 
fragmr.nts of Menander. ( 15) Fourthly, they try to 
force him to d'lnce. He admits defeat and is carried 
in to the party; the metre changes back to iambic 
trimeters. 

This account may suitably end with a translation 
of the last fifty lines: 
'SI KON: Sleep on and stop your grumping. 

You run from crowds, you hate the women, 
and you won't allow them 

to bring you where they sacrifice. So now 
you must endure us 

and suffer all we do to you with no one 
near to help you 

and gnash your lonely champing teeth and 
listen to our story. 

There was not any force, nor any violence 
was needed. 

Our women welcomed (why so angry?) 
both your wife and daughter. 

Freely they came. enjoyed our feast and 
neither of them grumbled. 

A little before I skilfully prepared a drink
ing party 

for all the men. Do you hear me now? 
Don't _go to sleep. 

KNEMON: Why mayn't I? 
Ah woe is me! 

SIKON: Why don't you come? llut hear 
what happened later. 

I was busy laying down the mats and sett
ing out the tables. 

This is my job. It is my task. I ask, do 
you hear me? 

For I am in very fact a cook, remember. 
(He is softening)_ 

GETAS: Another took an aged wine, a wine white
haired alreacl)\ 
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turned it into a hollow holder ming!incr 
' 0 

the Nymphs' spring 1vith it, 
and sent from left to right the cups_ An-

other for the women. 
But that , · vas pourmg it into sand. I hope 

you understand me. 
Ancl one well wined among the maids, a 

girl with face enhancing, 
beshadowed by a wreath of flowers began 

to lead the dancing, 
with all resr)ect f h h 1 or r yt m c ue, delaying 

and advancing. 
Another put her hand in hers, and fol-

lowed in the dancing. 
KNEMON: 0 cruel fate, unholy deed! 
GETAS: But dance, and j,oin the measure. 
KNEMON: Beat me if you like, you fools! 
GET AS: No, dance, and join the measure. 

You rustic! 

University College, London. 

KNEMON: No, no, by the gods! 
GET AS: We'll carry him inside then. 
SIKON: What shall I do to you? Dance! 
GETAS: Carry him. 
KNEMON: It's better 

perhaps to endure, although it's bad. 
GET AS: That"s sensible. 
KNEMON: I am beaten. 
GETAS: All hail victorious. Donax, Sikon, Syros! 
Lift him up and carry him in. Ilut you watch your 
step, for if we catch you doing anything wrong we 
shall give you no mercy at all. But now give out 
the wreathes and torches. 
SIKON: You take Knemon. We have acted the 
tiresome old man to the end. Give him 'your good 
will: and if you liked him, lads, boys, men, y,ou 
may applaud. And may the maiden of noble 
ance51:ry, lover of laughter, Victory, be with us and 

bless us for ever. 

T. B. L. WEBSTER 

THE STUDY OF LANGUIAGE AMONGST SOCRATES' CONTEMPORARIES 

In the second quarter of the fifth century B.C., 
chancres of v·1r1·0 ]·" I • 

t, ' < us ~mes can be discerned through-
out the Greek world that transformed the appearance 
of almost every city. In Sicily, the regime of the 
tyrants collapsed; · the population of Ionia becran to 
e~joy the freedom so recently won in the s~ruggle 
with the Persians and their tyrants; in the main
land, Athens emerged from the national war against 
the barbarians as a second "reat power beside 
Sparta, which was at this tim: making strenuous 
efforts to conserve her well-tcried social fabric. 
Radical transformations are ,observable, however, 
not only in the field of politics, ( 1) but also in 
~hat of religion. Whereas it was only through Eurip
ides that the mass of the Athenian populace became 
familiar with the ideas ,of Xenophanes, (2) they 
had, presumably, filtered throtwh somewhat earlier 

t, 

to the higher intellectual strata. Diffused in much 
the same way were the ideas of Heraclitus and the 
Eleatics, challenging the validity of long-accepted 
traditional beliefs. In the social structure of a good 

many cities also thor,oughgoing changes took place. 
An ever-growing number of people became reluctant 
to devote their entire lives to a handicraft, but 
started rather looking to a higher aim in life: that 
of becoming an av~p Kar.6c; Kaya~6c;. ( 3) These 
are the very w,ords which used to designate the ideal 
of sixth-century aristocratic society. But a hundred 
years later, the same formula attracted men of 
quite different social standing. Thus it came about 
that poets, who had pointed youthful noblemen along 
the path to virtue, could no longer alone cope with 
the task of moulding the minds of the young: since 
the middle of the fifth century 6pe:Tfjc; 01060Kar.01 
of a novel kind had been coming forward in res
ponse to new-felt requirements of the time: the 
sophists. ( 4) 

There still persisted, of course, a basic need for 
good up-bringing and sound schooling; but, since 
traditional religious and social sanctions had lost 

· much .of their force, new educational methods had 
to lead up to the best possible form of human 

:if 
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individual; the ideal continued to be described in 
the old formula, but no longer was there any 
certainty about what the words signified. Hence 
the practice, now generally adopted and destined to 
survive for a considerable time, of loosely referring 
to the goal of living as TO KCACI a term so 
vague that everyone could interpret it in his own 
way. ( 5) The old poets had still an educational 
function to perform; ( 6) now, however, their works 
were no longer only recited by wandering rhapsodes, 
able to make a few elucidatory comments on the 
subject-matter, but also, in the same way as poems 
of contemporaries, were taken by the sophists as 
a starting point for expositions of their own views 
on the nature of the universe, Goel, man or 
virtue. (7) The sophists' main purpose in employing 
such methods was to turn out good citizens (8) 
who were capable of discharging their duties as 
members of the community and of standing up for 
their own interests. In democratically governed cities 
that entailed, in addition to other aptitudes, 
the capacity to speak well, "properly", in public; 
that, in turn, involved a fresh approach to language. 
It is not, or not mainly, ¥AWooar in the ancient 
epics, abounding as they do in unusual turns of 
phrase, which were the object of the sophists' pre
occupation with language, but correct usage and fine 
differentiation of words, as much in one's own 
speeches as in those ,of others, which one may be 
called upon to subject to critical scrutiny or even 
to attack. (9) 

The first of this group who called himself a 
sophist (Pl. Prt. 317 n 3 f., 349 A z f. and else
where) was Protagoras of Abdera, which was also 
the home of Democritus whom ancient tradition, ac
cordingly, made the teacher of Protagoras. (10) The 
few extant fragments of or allusions to his teachings 
are insufficient to present a clear or detailed picture, 
but a number of sporadic observations and charact
eristic idiosyncrasies in the accounts which have 
been preserved make it possible to say something 
of his attitude to the problems which are our special 
concern here. ( 11) 

the Eleatics. (12) In all probability, those ideas of 
Pr,otagoras which might be classified under the head 
of epistemology or gnoseology ( 13) should not be 
understood as part of a systematic approach to epis
temology as such, but as a prefatory enunciation of 
a few maxims from which his educational system was 
built up. It seems quite obvious that one cannot 
educate young pople to the ideal of 6vr'}p Ka.>-.oc; 
K6¥a56<;; as the sophists tried to do (Pl. La. 186 
C 2 f.) without imparting to them some basic 
notions of man's place in the world; and it is not 
surprising to find Protagoras, who lived and moved 
in a period of unstable values, taking his stand on 
the postulate 'man is the measure of all things'. ( 14) 
Yet he is seen in a false light when he is regarded 
as a philosopher in the strict :::ense i0f the word, 
rather than as naioe:uoe:w<;; Kai 6pe:T17<;; 01060-
KOAO<;; (Pl. Prt. 349 A 3). 

In connection with the cluster of problems which 
concern us here, three questions at once suggest 
themselves: What part, if any, did interest in lan
guage as such play in Protagoras' method of educa
ti.on? From what presuppositions did his interest in 
language arise? What significance can be attached to 
'correcitness' in the light of the lzomo-mcnsura 
principle? In the time of Protagoras, 'virtue' if not 
understood as the efficiency of craftsmen or tech
nicians, was no longer the ideal of sixth-century 
aristocratic society, but that of the fifth-century 
polis-society; the 'virtue of a gentleman' was es
sentially a 'political virtue' ( 15) which implies the 
ability to speak well. (16) So far as I can determ
ine, Protagoras had not yet reached the stage .of 
Gorgias, who wrote a manual (rhetorical) in the 
form of given models, but certainly he admonished 
his pupils to reflect carefully ,on the correct use of 
words, a thing which he regarded as an important 
and indeed decisive factor in the composition of 
speeches (6p5otne:ra). 'Op8oe:ne:1a need not 
have been, in my view, the title of a book, as many 
scholars assume, ( 17) it was rather a kind of 
slogan. In dealing with the 'Rhetorical Form' Plato 
refers to 'what is written in the bo.oklets on the 

One cannot be sure how far Protagoras may have 
been influenced by the thought and writings of 
earlier phil,osophers, but, presumably, he was ac
quainted with those of Xenophanes, Heraclitus and 

art of using words' (Plzdr. 266 D Sf.). A cautious 
examination of the passage shows that he is not 
citing book-titles, but merely singling out salient 
features in the theory of each particular rhetorician. 
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He begins his enumeration of the essential com
ponent::. of a logos by referring to a number of new 
terms coined by Theodorus, and goes on to mention 
some still more specialised terms for constituent 
parts of a speech, invented by Euenus the Parian. 
He "consigns to dumb forgetfulness" (Jowett) the 
two Sicitian rhetoricians Tisias and Gorgias, who 
laid special stress on the doctrine of e:iK6c;, that 
is to say, on the most effective and persuasive 
methods of marshalling and presenting arguments. 
Of Prodicus it is said that he claimed to know the 
right length for a logos, while Hippias, 'The Most 
Clever', is not individually characterised. The fourth 
group of two, Polus and his teacher Licymnius, are 
depicted as concentrating on 1the form of embellish
ment and verbal cotouring (kosmos), which a logos 
should have: e:ue:ne:10. (18) Their approach, then, 
was restricted to the most elegant choice and ar
rangement of words in concordance with the theories 
of rhetoric. Phaedrus thereupon enquires: "Had not 
I,rotagoras something of the same sort?" And Soc
rates replies: "Yes, rules of correct diction, and 
many other fine precepts" (Jowett), ,or to put it 
differently: "Yes", (hesitatingly) 'ortltoepeia' (you 
recall his favourite catchword) "or something of 
that sort", that is the right use of words, not, of 
course, euepeia (in the sense of kos.mos in the 
logos), but ort/wepeia. What 6p86T17<; involves 
for Protagoras will be discussed presently; mean
while it must ndt be overlooked that the last of 
this series, which is certainly not presented chronol
ogically but according to subject-matter, is Thrasy
machus (Phdr. 267 C 7 f.), a man noted for the 
effect he produced on his audience; this point is of 
some importance for the right understanding of 
Protagoras' 6p8otne:ra 

To answer the first question, it may be said now 
that Protagoras' interest in language was deter
mined by the wish to elicit the most effeative 
means by which listeners may be won over to the 
point of view .of the speaker. What exactly is 
ortlwepeia then? First one must ask the further 
question: what is 'ortlzotes'? How is h to be under
sto.od in connection with the homo mensura prin
ciple? I have no intention of rehearsing again the 
arguments on both sides in the old controversy about 
whether 'man' here means mankind or individual; 

for I feel certain that Pr.otagoras was not aware of 
any fundamental difference between the two con
,ceptions. Nobody, I think, has yet drawn attention 
to the fact that Plato's Protagoras, both in his 
myth and elsewhere, uses av8pwrroc;, 6 av8pwnoc; 
and av8pwnor as interchangeable synonyms (see 
for instance, Prt. 333 E I f.) ( 19) One may, there
fore, conclude that the main point which Protagoras 
was trying to make was that there is no 'measure' 
to be sought beyond th·: range of human experience 
and that ortlzotes accordingly must be achieved by 
purely human means. Different inferences may be 
drawn for the orthotcs of a speech and the ort/wtes 
of words ( ortlwepeia). ( 20) The ortlzos logos is the 
logos which is right, good and useful. Difficulties 
arise when two opposite logoi about the same matter 
in dispute are put forward at the same time and 
this was, of course, the typical situation for which' 
Protagoras trained his pupils. For the person pro
pounding the "stronger" (r<pe:iTTWV) logos, there 
is no special problem; if, on the other hand, one is 
,obliged to defend the "weaker" ( rJTTWV ) logos, 
one must endeavour to convert it into the stronger 
one (Prot. fr. A 21 and C 2). It is not by arguing 
'according to correct procedure', (21) but 'correctly 
from a human standpoint', that the case made out 
by the speaker is made to carry greater conviction. 
The rightness of a logos is not dependent on any 
general principles of justice or anything of that 
nature ( 2 2) or even on facts, but on the personality 
of the man who pr,opounds it and on his abili!ty to 
use the right words at the right moment ( 23) 
and so to win over his audience. (24) Hence it is 
possible to speak of the 'most correct logos' (Prot. 
fr. A 10) as that which emerges victorious from 
the 'contest of logoi'. (25) One means of gaining 
.the victory, and, as may be inferred from Plato 
(Plzdr. 267 C 4 f.), one that especially appealed to 
Protagoras, wa~ ort/roe peia. ( 2 6) What then, is 
the meaning ,of ortltoe,peia? 

If there is no ex;tra-human criterion of value or 
correctness, language must be viewed as an instrument 
of man's own devising, (27) which therefore often 
may and sometimes must be drastically reinterpret
ed and often adapted to conform ,to the specific 
requirements of a given situation. The assertion 
constantly occurs[ in modern literature that Pro-

: I 
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tago_ras .was the author ,0I a grammar, or that he 
attached particular importance to Sprachrichtigkeit 
(28) or something of that sort, as if he had intend
ed. to lay clown grammatical rules for the sole pur
pose of improving language for its own sake. ( 2 9) 
But such points are in no way coincident with this 
theory of the 'most correct' logos; hence it follows 
that his observations on gender ancl so forth should 
also be taken in a different sense. The interpretation 
must not set out from Aristotle's summary charac
terisation of Protagoras (P/z. 1407 b 6 f.), which 
conveys n.o more than that Protagoras paid some 
attention ·to the correspondence or non-correspon
dence of grammatical to n,1tural gender;;, without 
considering the possibility of reducing his findings 
to a system of grammar. Rather .one should start 
with an example of his procedure which Aristotle 
has preserved in the Poetics (1456 b 15 f.) Prot
agoras rejected a mood (the impera:tive) as applied 

his .,1rt of Argm11C11t l'rotagoras had gone into the 
various opportunities afforded to the advocate of 
a 'weaker' logos of scoring a victory over a 'stronger' 
logos by himself employing the "correct" words and 
by "correctly" interpreting the words of the oppos
ing speech. ( ,33) In summing up, it can be c?n
cluclecl that, in all probability, l'rotagoras ,~as aim
ing at a lucid, unequivocal mode of expression, ex
actly reflecting the thoughts of the speaker, who 
thus can feel confident that his worcls will carry 
conviction. It is scarcely necessary here to add that 
- as the critique of .the Simonides-poem shows 
( PI. Prt. 339 A 6 f.) -,- the sophist ~equired also 
that a speech shoukl set forth a logical seque~ce 
of ideas and be entirely selfconsistent, an obJ~Ct 
which, of course, can only be achieved by usmg 

, '['h" tl ocpl';a is to be sought 

to prayer .because it was inappropriate to the situ
ation. Similarly, he demanded tha:t a clear linguistic 
distinction should be drawn between natural gen
ders (30) for, s.o long as there is only a single 
generic term available for both sexes, there is no 
means . of attaining real precision of expression. The 
'most · correct' logos presupposes a medium capable 
of neatly rendering the slightest nuances of mean
ing, and clearly and accurately recording the nicest 
individual differences. For that reason, one may 
safely follow Hermias in interpreting ortltoepeia as 
KUplOAEt:la, for metaphors are a vague form 
of expression and leave plenty of scope for inter
pretation or misinterpretation on the part .of the 
listener or reader. (31) It is from that angle, too, 
that one must consider a remark of Diogenes Laer
tius (9, 52) who records (sc. Protagoras) 'disregard
ing the meaning, spoke t.o the word'. This must 
clearly be taken to mean that Protagoras, when 
referring to someone else's speech, misrepresented 
single words by ignoring the context. Ily doing so 
he showed his pupils the importance of context for 
the pr,oper understanding of any particular word, 
of which. it . would be easy to give a false account 
by not observing its connection with the words 
around it and with the train of thought which they 
are meant to communic8ite - 'disregarding the 
meaning'. (32) It is possible, moreover, that in 

~f'I 

words 'correctly . 1s or ' • . ~ 
after not for the sake of any natural or_ god-~iven 

. h . l f mankmd either 
ordmances, but for ,t e sa l:.e O ' 

. . . . 1 'N n answer can be sup-society or md1vidua . ow a ' . 
plied to the question why Protagoras wa~ s~ much 
interested in language and what form his mterest 

took. 
I with language as 

Pr,ota"oras was not concernec . 
0 • • t th by conductm<r 

a means to d1scovermg latent ru . "' 
. . th interpretation of 

a general survey mvolving e . 
particular words so that he could arrive at an 

• · · 1 or actual mean-
exact understanding of their origma . 
ing and thereby at a better understandmg of the 
nature of the ,things denoted. I-le vie,;ed it rather 
as a l . h" h hi"mself had mvented and cev1ce w 1c man h h 

1 l . . cl ·1 to express t oug ts wor {ec_ out m mmutes.t eta1 
as precisely and clearly as possible; (34) and he 
t · I · • arantee the greatnee to improve upon 1t to gu 
est possible degree of clarity in .the use of language 
in order ,to attain the 'most correct' logos. It_ ~vas 
thi"s ai·m f h" h led hin"'I to non-.trad1t10n-o accuracy ,v 1c •·• . 
al use of words and coinage of new ones. A detaile_d 
description of his style and conclusions about his 
actual use of language are not possible wit~in the 
narrow limits of ,the scanty fragments, but it ?1ay 
be assumed, for instance, that Protagoras avmded 
metaphors. 

· Protagoras' ideal was to .convince people by mak
ing the weaker argument the stronger, and this he 
tried to attain by a clear, precise way of speech 
and by leaving as few ambiguous (that is attackable) 
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expressions as possible in the lang11age employed. 
\\'hat Gorgias ( 3 5) aimed at in his rhetoric is 
very sirnilar, and yet his ineerest in language ap
Pears to be quite different, because he employed 
other means to reach the goal. (36) We know no
thing at all about Gorgias' theory of language -if 
he had one - nor whether he expressed his views on 
the · · · "d l . 0 ngm of names. Thwt 1s by no means acc1 enta : 
It is an imriortant indication that he speculated 
still less than· Protagoras did. Gorgias was a practical · 
man ,vho knew, perhaps better than anybody else, 
the Greek lancruacre ancl its possibilities for his pur
]l,ose, which \;as "to persuade people ( cf. e.g. I'l. 
Grg. 452 E 1 f. or P!ilb. 58 A 7 f.) or, more precisely, 
to 1 ' • t f · · Il1a {e JJeople accept the speaker s pom o view 
h,- · 1 l . t· I 

.1 employinrr all means rat10na an( irra 10na. 
p ,., ' 
. rotagoras appealed to reason by logic of the sub-
Ject ( consistency of arguments) and by logic' of 
language ( consinstencv and accurate clifferenitiation 
of the meaninns of· words). Gorgias, by a wider 
eh · " · h 1 t oicc, appeal eel to intellect and emot10n: e arran~ec 
he arguments in a carefully worked out logical 

scheme - an art which had been neglected so far; 
he gave his works an attractive disposition tlJ avoid 
:"eariness or disgust in his listeners (:See Poll. 9, 
intr.) and finallv added to the more persuasive 
than convi~cing f~rm of argument of the Sicilian 
thetoricians 'according to probability' ( 3 7) the per
suasive elements of law,uage which he borrowed from 
J:oetry, 08) Metaph;rs form one gr~up of ~uch 
Persuasive elements in language and, smce a little 
·:ore is kn.own about Gorgias' metaphors, they may 
. clp here to illustrate his method. They appeared 
In:lated ( µe:nl:wpoc; ) and disgusting to later 
critics (Ps.-Lonuin. 3, 2), and one might be 
~u • I:) • • n t ~h rrinsec] about Gorgias' success at •this .time. u 

cy Were not meant to be read centuries later by 
Cold-blooded scholars in their studies; undoubtedly, 
they were composed with a view to their immediate 
'.'n1otional effect .on a large cro,nl under the suggest
ive influence of a skilled speaker. (39) For the 
sat1:1e reason, they are never followed by an explan
ation of any kind, because such an addition would 
have dragged people to sober reasoning, whereas 
Gorgias helcl that "prose can stir the emotion of the 
hearer as powerfully as poetry does". ( 40) 

Another means which he borrowed from poetry 

,~as ,that :vhic~ l~ter became known as Gorgian 
figures: a11t1t!tests, 1socola, parisa and lwmoeotclcu:a; (41)_ these, employed ait the 'right moment' (42) 
m argumg 'according to pr,obability', gave each 
logo_v irresistable power ( 43) and guaranteed the 
successful persuasion of the audience. Gorgias was 
the first systematically ,to study these, persuasive 
factors in language, which had often been used in 
poeitry, ( 44) and he introduced them into Greek 
prose not as .occasional imitations of poetical speech, 
but as part of his rhetorical programme. ( 45) For 
he realized that similarity of sound rnn replace 
similanty of subject-matter, and an unexpected ancl 
outrageous metaphor can conceal lack of genuine 
analogy. The form in which he published his rhetor
ical <loctrines was determined by the emphasis on 
'the right moment', which implied 1that he could 
not give static rules for details of his technique, 
but only some rather general norms which coul<l 
and had to be adjusted by his pupils to the specific 
requirements of each particular case. Apart from 
oral teac·ning he theref,ore published some model 
speeches of different kinds which his disciples ha<l 
in mind when they were trying to employ his 
technique; (46) success then depended on the speaker 
alone. He had to assess the particular circumstances 
and to make his choice accordingly out of the wide 
range of 'commonplaces' and to use them in a 
manner which suited subject and audience best. One 
necessary conclhion for the development of such 
a method was the relativity of values which was so 
widespread at 1that time; and we can assume from 
what we know about Gorgias' disciples that the 
master, too, strongly supported relativism. 

Fortunately, it is possible to say how it came 
about that Gorgias detected the value of persuasive 
elements in poetic style. One of his teachers was 
Empedocles ( 4 7) who still wrote in verse, the 
:traditional form, although Parmenicles' poem had 
already shown the unsuitablencss of verse for philo
sophical treatises and Ionian philosophers had start
ed writing prose. Gorgias also turned to prose -
for his spoken logoi he had hardly a choice but to 
do so - but he took over as manv elements ac. 
possible from poetry, which aimed at !J~guiling people 
(apate) in . almost exactly the same way as he 
did. ( 48) On the other hand, one can notice that the 
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so-called Gorgian figures occur in Empedocles' verses, 
(49) and metaphors like his are even referred to by 
Aristotle as typical features of Empedocles' style. 
(50) It is, therefore, most probable that it ,vas 
Gorgias as pupil of Empedocles who added poetical 
elements of persuasion in style to the persuasive 
form of argument which had formed part of rhetor
ical tradition in Sicily. 

Since Gorgias' ideal was to bewitch his audience 
and since he regarded (to use Plato's words) rhetoric 
as 'the craftsman producing persuasion', (51) his 
linguistic interests were not concerned with philo
sophical problems. He clicl not study language lie
cause it might contain truth about things -- was 
it not even doubtful whether truth about things can 
be conveyed by means of words at aJI? ( 52) There
fore, Thiele's view (H .36 (1901) 23.3 f.) that Gor
gias, like Heraclitus, believed in a mystical relation 
between logos and fJ/1ysis seems most unlikely, and 
one is rather inclined to subscribe to N estle's state
ment (H 57 (1922) 557) that "Gorgias vermisst 
die Brucke die vom Seienden zum logos fuhrt". His 
goal was to elaborate a sufficient number of per
suasive elements, and for that purpose he did not 
refrain from coining numerous new words and word
forms nor from the use of a variety of metaphors. 
But explanation of metaphors was as strange to him 
as the study of the meaning ,of words. ( 53} His 
influence on language and style was considerable, 
but philosophical speculation about onomata was not 
his concern: he was not a philosopher not even a 
sophist, but a rhet()r. (54) ' 

From the philosophical point of view the studies 
of Gorgias' contemporary Prodicus (55) seem to 
have had much greater importance, al'though, ap-

. iparently, he did not publish his findings in bo,')k
form, or, at any rate,, not as a separate treatise deal
ing specifically with linguistic difficuJ:ties. Unfortun
ately, the sources again provide only scanty inform
ation about him, and ye't, by careful use of such 
fragments, accounts and allusions as we do possess, 
it will be possible to elidt at least the essentials 
of his thought and the nature of his attitude to 
Janguage, and so to bring out its distinctive features. 
Prodicus concerned himself so much with specifical
ly linguistic problems that Plato makes him say 
"npWTOV '{6p .. . TTEpl 6voµc:m.)y 6pe6nJTO<; 
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(56) µa~Eiv OEi" ( Eutlul. 277 E 3 f.} One asks 
at once: what does 6voµOTWY 6p86T~<; mean,_ 
because the formulation is reminiscent ot 

. • d 'indeed Themistius l'rotagoras' op8oETTEIO an , ~ 

records that Prodicus taught 6p80ETTEIC and 
• Q. • ( 2.,0 f) 289 D) Prota0.,.oras opuoppr,µoouvri or. , · • 
strove to encourage the use of the pro~er word _at 
the proper momenit, properly adjusted m every Ill

stance to its context in the sentence or argument, 
an art that requires 'the most accuritte_ knowledge 
of the meaning of each particular word, smce posses
sion of such knowledge was the only SUre mea~s 

· I nnecessary amb1-by which a ,;peaker coulcl avml u 
. . b th . r11e time that tauto-gm llcs. It was at a· out e sa 

logics were comin" to be detected (see below n. 
,,., . . • balanced sen-102), and that Gorgias' ms1stencc on 

. . 1 r lJarts of speech tcnces with corresponclmg causes o ' . 
necessitated the use of words with similar mean
ings ( 5 7) - meanings which had n(:net~eless to 
b 1. . . h , h "he difficulties from e l 1stmgu1s ed. Sue were ·l • h 

h. h · . and in which e w 1c Prod1cus set ou't to escape 
tried to find a standard for ortftoles. 

His research led to the introduction of a new 
. . 1. t· tions between technique - that of 'drawtn" l 1s me · 

0 
. uld be set words' ( 58 )' wherewith two names co . 

against each other and differentiated by beStOWIIlg 

special attention on one particular accident. Uy ~us 
. • 1 t · t is possible 

contrastm" pairs of near-eqmva en s I h' h 
both to :bstract fr,om them the basic sense. w IC f 
they share and to ascertain those subtletie~ 0 

. . . d 50 to attam to 
meanmg m which they differ, an . . f 

I. . . f · ht distmct1on o ort zotes m 0110,mata, a kmd o · rig 
t . . st be regarded w,o s1m1lar words. This concept mu 
as quite distinct from ii cpuOEI 6p86Tr)~ 6 ;h~: 
µaToc; (see Pl. Cra. 391 A 3), a formuHlatwnl't 

al . f the erac I ean ;presum J]y represents the view O • f 
Cratylus: ( 59) •the natural and proper meaning .o 

. . d' ·ered by enqmr-any given smgle word to be 1sco, 
· . . ' . the other hand, mg mto its "nature". Prod1cus, on ' . 
so far as can be seen from the material at our dis
:posal, never defines words individually, but invar
ably -takes two at a time, considers them side by 
side, and indicates their points of difference; ( 60) 
or, to put it in a slightly different way, he asks 
not: 'what on earth is X?' but 'In what respect 
is X different from Y?' ( 61) The form in which 
he pursues his enquiries is roughly this: in des-
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cribing any object or any given state of affairs he 
will note: this word (X) is appropriate, while that 
(Y), though almost equivalent and identical in 
meaning, is inappropriate. (62) Often he adds a 
more detailed explanation. The passage Pl. Eutlzd. 
305 C () f. must also, I think, be interpreted on 
these lines. The sophist is not described in isolation 
with an exhaustive list of his attributes but is 
defined; lines of demarcation are drawn 'between 
him and the plzilosop/ms on the one hand and the 
politicus on the other. The question is now: what 
were those distinctions basecl on and how did Prodi
cus discover the dividing line between two similar 
words or the accident in respect of which they dif
fered? Furthermore, one has to ask here, whether 
the distinctions had any support from current Greek 
or not. When one reads in Galen (2 p. 130 Kuehn: 
Prod: c. fr. B4): 'Actually, Plato gives an adequate 
demonttration of this man's innovations with 
words' one may well suppose Prodicus to have been 
a kind of voµoatnic; (see Alex. Aphr. in 
Top. p.181 2 f.) who attempted to express hither
to quite unfamiliar distinctions which were pos
sibly unrelated in any way to everyday speech. Ami 
one does, in fact sometimes come away from en
counters with Proclicus' diaireseis - drawing of dis
tinctions _ under the impression of having been 
reading or listening to a new set of precepts. (6~) 
The fact should, however, not be ignored that m 
Plato's Protagoras Socrates clearly states that Pro
dicus had warned him against saying npwTay6pac;; 
ooqi6c;; Kai oe:1v6c;; e:aTlv avi\P· (341 A 9) on the 
ground that in current parlance OEIV6<;; was not 
used as a term of commendation (cf. ibid. 341 B 
1 L) Here there seems to be a reliable indication 
that Prodicus' distinctions were supported, at leaSt 

on occasion, by everyday language, or, to be more 
precise, by reference to expressions which one would 

· ' ethods' not use. Spengel declares ,of Prod1cus m . 
"Proprium sensum usu antiquatum et oblitteratum 
· · d 't"· (64) Investigare et dt;nuo hominibus tradere stu UI , 

but it is impossible to see how one could confirm 
such an assertion from the examples which Mayer 
has collected so usefully in his thesis. (65) What 
Pr.adieus may have done is supported a diairesis by 
quotations from poetry, as was customary at that 
time, especially in discussions of ethical matters (see, 

for instance, Pl. Clmm. 163 B 3 f.) The traditional 
method of describing the meaning of a word was to 
give an account of its etymology, as understood in 
those days. That method was applied in particular 
to proper names. ( 66) The extent to which Pr,odicus 
availed himself of it is still an open question. ( 67) 
H is, therefore, impossible here to avoid discussion 
of a few instances from the long list of diaircse-is 
where ,one word is considered in relation to another 
word of the same root. In the Protagoras, Plato 

writes f 337 C Z f.) :"EucppalvEa8a1 µtv yap EOTI 

µava6vovT6 TI Kai q:,pov,iaEwc; µETOAaµ66v
ovTa auTij Tifo1avoic;s, fi0Ea8a1 ot e:o8iovT6 
TI fi CIAA'o ~ou n6axoVTa auTQ T9 owµaT1" 
That is not the same kind of explanation as that 
which occurs in earlier writers who base their 
etymolocries on the similarity of sounds in which
ever tw~ words they happen to be mentioning or 
alluding to. The reason why this example is of part
icular interest is that various forms of the disth1ct
ion it contains are found in the ancient 'tradition. 
It can scarcely be open to doubt that the differen
tiation of EucppalvEae>a1 and i'JOE?aa, origin
ates in Prodicus. When, however, Aristotle records 
(Top. 112 b 22 f.): Ka86nEp np601Ko<;; Ol?Pe:i
TO TO«; l)OOVO<;; e:i<;; ·, xapav Kai TE:pl!JIV 
Kai Euq:,poauvriv this c_an only _be _explained 
as a cliairesis on Platonic lme~ - it is not a 

t t Or Sugcrestion of the differences separating sta emen o • 
t concepts on the same level, but the subdivision 
o;o a single concept into two (see I~lato's Sop!zistos 
and Polificzts) or more (see Phtlebus) constitu-

t d'1fferentiated from each other by some accid-
en s, b , b 

t 'that which had chanced to come a out ut all en h • 
derivable fr,om and subordinate to t e same principal 

concept. ( 68) r b' . 
Hermias seems to be of doubtful re ia ihty, (69) 

as it appears most likely t~at he mer~ly develops 
further the methods of Aristotle, st_atmg and ex-

I • 'ng differences between subordinate concepts 
paim • h' h 
in a way he had learned from Stoic p 1losop ers; (?O) 
for Alexander's observations (i!i : 0 P. p. 181, z f.) 
can by no means be taken to md_1cate a Prodicean 
diairesis. He states clearly that it was Stoics who 
proposed to make the distinctions he is here con

sidering: "np601Koc; 0€ tnE1pcno £K001'~ TWV 
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6voµ6TWV TOUTWV io16v TI ariµa1v6µEVOV uno
TCJOOEIV WOTTEp Kai oi 6n6 Tftc; ITOac;, xapav 
µe:v Ae:)(OVTE<; E0AO)(OV foapaiv, r'JOOVr)V OE: 
aAo)(ov foapaiv, Te:pljJ1v ot TrJV 01· WTWV 
l)OOVl)V, EU<ppoouvriv oe: Tr)V 616 AO)(WV 11

; 

and, indeed, the definitions arc typically Stoic. ( 71) 
The inference which the above mentioned facts allow 
us t.o draw is that Prodicus may have related words 
of identical stems to one another in giving reasons 
for his diaircsis. At the same time, the example 
quoted shows how keen a stimulus his diair!'sis gave 
to subsequent thinkers who developed his method, and 
how cautious one therefore has to be in attributing 
distinctions directly to the sophist himself, from 
whom, in this case, only the diaircsis of EucppaivE0Ba1 
and r)OE0Ba1 comes. 

Returning to the question whether there arc any 
indisputable vestiges of etymological explanations 
given by Prodicus, one may notice Galen's assertion 
(2 p. 130 Kuehn) that Prodicus used cpAE)(µO in a 
new sense. Plllegma, while originally denoting 
"flame", as one would expect from a derivative of 
Pltlcgcin, gradually acquired the meaning "phlegm", 
that is a cold, bitiler humour in the body the 
excess of which causes "inflammation". l'ro
dicus, however, as Galen records, reserved the 
term, more appropriately, for TO OU)(KEKauµe:vov 
Kai oiov LITTEPWTTTl')µEVOV e:v TOI<; xuµoTc; while 
he suggested 61'e:vva as the term for phlegm. (72) 
Galen fails to make quite clear whether Prodicus 
himself :vas actually led to rena:me phlegm by the 
etymological connection between p!zlcg,ma and 
plztegmain:in, which apparently, had become obsolete, 
at least m ,the most important medical school of 
that time, the Coan school. ( 7 3) Since, however, 
it '.vas the etymology (sound etymology) of p!zlcgnia 
which suggested even a new medical theory to Philo
laos (fr. A 27), it is quite possible that Prodicus 
too, whe,1 intervening in the general dispute abou~ 
phlegm, ( 7 4) based his suggestion on the etymolouy 
of the word, that is of plzlegma; his new applicati~n 
of blcnna, however, was apparently not justified in 
this way. 

W. Nestle has put forwarl the conjecture that 
Prodicus exp)ained xpftµa by referring it to XPrio1µoc; 
and xpft0Ba1. (75) He_ cites a number of passages 
from Xenophon's . Oeconomicus and the Academic 
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Eryxias; ( 7<>) only in the latter dialogue, is the 
sophist mentioned at all. Careful examination shows 
that the only passage which might be conneoted 
\\'ilh Prodicus (Hrx. 397 E 4 f.) does not explain 
clm·11111 as that which is useful or can be used; this 
interpretation is confined to the later discussion be
tween Erasistratus and Socrates. Moreover, since 
other sources clo not confirm this suggestion, and 
since other features that can be regarded as charac
teristic of l'roclicus' definitions ( contradistinction 
to some other related, but different, idea and the 
like) arc missing, Kestlc's uncorrobornted hypothesis 
cannot be taken to lend colour 1to the view that 
l'rodicus regularly had resource to etymological ex
iplana t,ons. When, finally, one considers the large 
number of diaircscis in which not the slightest sus
picion of any argument from etymologies can be 
traced the conclusions on this matter can be sum
med u;> in the assertion that the method of justifying 
a cliaircsis by an appeal to etymology was not one 
which l'rodicus ordinarily practised. ( 77) 

To sum up, it may be said that, while we certainly 
know how l'roclicus defined words, namely by con
trasting them, we cannot determine with confidence 
how ho accounted for 1thesc definitions, or what 
basic premisses governed his attribution of accident~a 
to any particular 01zonza and his assessment of theu
relative importance. One may, however, assume that 
on some occasions he took his cue from popular 
usage whilst on others he backed up his findings 
with quotations from ancient poets. It seems also 
clear that, sometimes, he would dcmons'trate _ the 
meaning of a word by pointing out that another 
word of similar meaning could not be used in the 
same context. Our uncertainty about the employment 
of etymological proofs, finally, has just been ad
mitted. 

Lastly, a brief glance may be taken at the purpose 
and significance of diaircsis. It has been shown how 
closely Protagoras' ortlwcpcia was linked with his 
theory of the 'most correct' loios, which was an im
portant constituent of his J;aidcia. "Correct" meant 
adaDted to the requirements of the situation and so 
convincing. Other sophists and sophistically school
ed politicians saw the implications of this doctrine, 
drew the necessary conclusions, and began to identify 
certain concepts, for instance, 'what is just' with 
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'what is advantageous' . 
special . . ' m accordance with their 
non-trad;:~:ets, and tentatively to apply them in wrote on his language in general, ( 88) one can as

sume that there were a good many words in Demo
critus' writings which were new, or the meaning of 
which was strange to fourth-century Greeks. And 
in actual fact, several glosses have been preserved 
in the collections of Hesychius and others: obsolete 
poetical forms (frs. 13; 162; 129; 129a; 29 and 
121), words appearing once only ( frs. 13; 29a · 162. 
129; 129a and 121) and words with unusual 'mean~ 
ings. ( 89) When reading this list, one may be dis
appointed because most of the words are of no 
philosophical relevance; but that does not matter for 
the present examination of Democritus' attitude to 
language. Some, however, are technical terms in his 
philosoohy, for instance: 6µe:11JJ1KoaµII"}, 6µe:11J,,1-

Dern . a senses. At roughly the same lJeriod 
ocntus was · · r , 

erly b . ms1s mg that onomata cannot prop-
It e_ said to have any intrinsic meaning at all 

was 1n I • • 
Pro 1· po em1cal reaction to such tendencies that 

( icus ende I . 
0 avoure( to attain to Ol'tliotes of nomata m t . 
Ja co .1 • os especially of words "qui ont trait a 

ncu1te des h 
(78) ommes et .au gouvernemen't des cites". 

Whether h · 1 • • • th 1 is c tatrcsczs were undertaken with e so e ob·· . . . . 
m . Ject of estabhshmg fixed and unequivocal 

eanmgs of l 
de • wore s and purely from a disinterested 

sire for cla "t f . 
It is n Y or I ls own sake, is hard to say. ( 79) 
to more probable that they had a decisive function 

Perfonn · h" • 
h . m 1s educat10nal pro"rammc in which e tried l 1 ' o ' 
ort,· 0 ta ~c due account of the Protarrorean 

zocpeia (80) b a 
ortl ' ut attached a new significance to 
l}r :tes, and so repudiated both the scepticism of 
lat~ _goras, Gorgias and Democritus and "il re-

1ss1mo p t' . h" d T • deJ C . ra ico, 1.e. la sc 1eva el ras1maco e 
su alhcle''. ( 81) One is, therefore, inclined to as
e(l ~e that hi_s studies, to some extent, were dominat
onJ V, rhetonca] considerations, (82) though this can 
x· y l:c SU)porhl by the brlef definition 'A6ywv ia
of~~e:p! TOO OOKOUVTO<; m8avou, the authorship 
h Ich is no't even certain.(83) Of greater relevance 
Ofere is. the submission that the decisive importance 

Pr ct· · · 
• 0 icus lies in the influence which was exer-

cised by h" 1· . . t nd l s 1s c zazrcse1s on con emporary a su 1-

s:::uent thought, in particular on Socrates, Anti-

l , ~nes ( 84) and Plato, in the light of which these 
c tazres ,. d . "f' cis can be seen to have ma e a s1gm 1cant cont 'b -

1 .. n tition to the development of logical method. 
d ' 1nally, the fragments of Democritus have to be 

ea]t with briefly (85) He was not, as some ancient 
abuthors hold the ~eacher of Protagoras, and, although 

0th ' 
• came from the same town and mutual influence 
~s _Possible, (86) there is hardly any sign of simil
:-rity in their theory of language because their chief 
in~erests differed fundamentally, ancl one can cer
tainly not deduce anything for Democri-tus from that 
Wh· 1ch has been said about the sophist (see above, 
text to notes 10 f.) 

A few observations about Democritus' actual use 
0.f language may introduce the .subject. Since Cal
hrnachus wrote .a n(vaf; on .idioms in ·Democritus' 
Works, (87) ancf since an. ~)e~andrian grammarian 

p uoµe: f (cf. fr. B 8a), 6µe:i1JJ1xpov (sic, cf. Latte, 
in apparatu critico). oe:IKe:Aov, E:UE:OTW, i8ta 
and, probably auyv6vl"}, mostly new words which ! 

were coined by Democritus. (90) How can one re
concile 'this large number of strange words, to which 
many more idiomatic expressions from other fragm. 
ents could easily be added, (91) with the judgements 
of ancient critics about his style, (cf. fr. A34), for 
instance: "valde Heraclitus obscurus, minime Demo
critus" (Cic. Div. 2 64, 133) or "Democritus ... 
subtilissimus antiquorum omnium" (Sen. Q Nat. 7, 
3, 2)? They seem to be justified when one takes into 
account fragments like "olKI"} µe:v E:OTIV EpOE:IV Ta 

XPri t6VTa, 601Kir, ot µr'J 1€:poe:1v TO XP'1. ~~v-
Ta 61'Aa napaTpe:ne:0801 1 (fr. 256), a deflmt1on 
of hisrnse of dike, or "v6aoc; oiKou Kai 6iou )(iv
E:TOI OKWOnE:p Kai CKr)VE:oc;(fr. B l88), apparently 
v.n explanation of metaphorical usage, and when ·one 
considers the almost Proclicean distinctions which are :.J 

mentioned by Theophrastus (Democr. fr. A 129 and · 1 
135) and Aelius (Democr. fr. A 93). It can be as- l 
sumed that Democritur; gave definitions or explana-

1 
I' 

tions when he was using a common word in an un- 1 

familiar application or when h'e was introducing a. ;j 
new technical term. The latter can also be inferred' 
from the large number of synonyms which doxo
gra;::,hers have recorded, for instance for either c.'f' 
his central cosmological concepts: choµa, ov, otv· 
cpua,c;, vaaT6v, nAtipEc;, aTe:pe:6v, KEv6v, µ~; ··1 

Ov, OUK ov, ouoe:v and ane:1pov, some of whlch, • 
may·well come from Leucippus. (92) This variety of 'I 
synonyms does not allow us to assume. lack of precisa. .. l 

A,~·. l 
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terminology, but rather suggests 'that the philosopher 
was in the haibit of defining his ·terms by synonyms, or 
of explaining by traditional terms, by identification, or 
by comparison with ·well known concepts. One must, 
however, be careful, so far as identifications are 
concerned, because one cannot trust doxographers in 
this regard, for they, in crder to emphasize simil
arities or differences in various philosophers, used a 
kind of standardized terminology for all of them and 
stretched and cut each one's doctrines until they fit
ted into the Procrustean-becl of their simplification. 
(93) Whereas Simplicius asserts (in P!z. p. 28, 16 f., 
Diels) that Dernocritus calledT6 n1'fJpEc; 'ov'and T6 
KEV6v µr') 'ov', Aristotle only says (Pit. 188a 22f.) 
".6.riµ6KplTOc; T6 n1'f}pEc; (s;c, cf. Sir David 
Ross in apparatu critico) KOi KEVOV, wv T6 µtv 
ov, T6 OE we; OUK ov e:Tvor <Pl')Oi, which points to 
a kind of similarity only. One's distrust is supported 
by Philoponus' remark (in de An. p. 21 f. Hayduck) 
that the identification of voOc; and ljJuxr') which 
is found in several doxogra!)hers, ( 94) was only in
ferred by Aristotle by means of syllogism because 
"this was obviously the intention of the Abderite 
(95) since he held that TO cpo1v6µe:vov and TO 
61'11~e:c; were identical". (96) 

What can we conclude from our observations so 
far? Democritus felt quite at liberty to employ new 
words or unusual meanings :in ·various contexts,, 
es;:ecially in his philosophical treatises, but, ap
parent1y, always added an explanation by synonyms 
or more familiar terms, or gave a definition, perhaps 
sometimes by contrast to traditional concepts; 
particularly so far as his cosmology is concerned, 
he tended to coin new words rather than to stick 
to the transmitted termino!ogy. 

Is this tendency in his actual us.~ of language 
cc::11::atible with what is known about his theory of 
language? Even if one refuses to accept Reinhardt's 
attribution of Diodorus' account of cosmogony to 
Democritus, (97) other sources justify the state
ment that the Abderite regarded language as a 
product of conlvention, and although 6VCJ¥K11, 
which may be regarded as superhuman, was the 
force •which drove human beings to create a means 
of communication, (98) the actual words do not, 
according to bemocritus, resemble the 't~ings deno~
ed ·(99) or, to put it differently, there 1s no Phys,s 
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relation between o11oma and pragm~. (10?) Demo-
. 1 · n by usmg his charac-cri t us comes to tlns cone us10 . 

. . th d of observation ( 101) and finds that 
ter1suc me o 1 factors which 
in actual language there are se,vera 

' • · (102) This allowed the exclude sui;erhuman ongm. 
. f h' ·elf as many names as r,hilo;;opher to com or uns . . . 

h . hand made rt 1mposs1ble 
hl" pleased and on the ot ei 

' . 1ts for any statement 
to deduce supportmg argume, • 
from language. In the only case where n~;.ocn~! 

. . . . f (fr A 129): o.,uv Ut:. 
seems to give a lmgmst1c proo · I 

. .. 6 . ~UV TW oyKW ..• KO Kaµ-
KaTa TOUVOµO T VO-, .. • t ·(sc.xuµ6v) 
nu1'ov KOi AEnT6V KOi anEPI<!'. Pll b bi 
the decisive words are a later adtlitwn - pro a y 

l b Theophrastus as one can 
an occasional remar,:. Y . d' Sensii (6S). 
assume from his similar account m e d d t 

. few wor s nee o 
(103) Before we can sum up, a r ·sf 
be said about Democritus' treatises onh mgm I Ide 

h hereas e regarc e 
matters. For stran"elY enoug , w . h • 

' o . actitv1ty e was in-
names as a product of human . 1 t ' (fr. B 19 

I 1 aoe· m et ers 
terested in the actua angu O • n lSb) and also 
and 20) esJJecially in vowels (fr. 

' b) He wrote an essay 
in ·words or phrases (fr. ll 25 · d a ain on the cor-
on the beauty of words (!04). an .~ (nt::pi) 6p~o
rect use of words: nEpl 0µ11p~u 'lt sug.,.est what 

, , 1 • r.iot easy O 0 
e:ne:111c; KOi ¥1\WOOEWV , -was. Partly, he 
exactly the subject of these worl:s t •n glosses· 
h ·c1 ad mteres 1 , 

s ared, of course, the w1 espre . 1 The term has 
but what was meant by orthoe,peza. ( 

cl f protagoras see 
been discussed as a watchwor O 20 but it seems 
above discussion to notes 19 and ) ' h t · 
most unlikely that Democritus used t Te :~m m 

' EU f\C. 'l{E:IV 
the same way. (105) The eXpres5ion 't . called 
or avaµopn')Twc; ~e:ye:rv (fr. B 2), as 1 1~ f • · 
elsewhere which Democritu; employed when c e 1hnmg 

' . d ot help us ere. 
the three sources of phronests, oes n 'bl 
( 106) Therefore there seem to be only two posSJ' et 

. ' f his statemen explanations: either one starts rom . d 
that only what a poet writes with enthusiasm and 
d. . . . . . "f 1 (107) (the stan -1vme msp1rat10n 1s very beaut1 u, "d 1 
ards of beauty being sound) (108) or, more wi e Y, 
noble associations are provoked by names (~09) -
and assumes that Democritus tried to fmd out 
whether Homer used beautiful, that is, right, words, 
because then he could acknowledge him as a poet. 
In this case, one feels tempted to assume tha~ the 
f~a~ment "'"Oµrapoc; _tpUOEtJc;· ~a_xwv 8e:,?touo11c; 
tntwv Kooµov ETEKT,'}vafo· naVTOIWV (fr. B 21 
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might be a final judgement, take from such a trea:tise. 
Or one sets out from a remark in Aristotle's, de 
Anima (Democr, fr. A 101, cf. Arist. M etapli. 1009 b 
28 f.), according to which he approved of Homer's 
use of words, at least in one case, because he found 
that the poet's expression corresponded to his philo
sophical doctrine; he concludes: "KaAwc; no111oa1 

TOV "Oµl')pov". The longer I consider the question, 
the more probable the latter alternatilve seems to 
me, for the first would rather be called euepeia or 
kallie_pcia. (110) 

It must be admitted that the paucity of frag
ments does not allow us to give a precise description 
of Democritus' literary studies, but there is, on the 
other hand, no incompatibility with the conclusions 
we have drawn from his actual use of language or 
with his theory about onomata. 

A short remark on fragment B 142 must be ad
ded here. According to Qlympiodorus, Democritus 
called the names of gods 'statues endowed with 
speech'. Is this an indication that, in Democritus' 
view, the names of deities deserve worship or at 
least, respect? Agalma is a statue - or any kind 
of votive offering _ made bv man and then dtJvot
ed to a deity, and by the very act of dedication be
coming an object of reverence. (111) Similarly an 
ayaAµa cpwvrie:v (112) is holy, not by nature, 
(113) but because it has been dedicated by the 
6voµaro~e:TI')«;, as it were; it is made by human 
?eings, as any other agalma is, and is different only 
m so far as it appeals to ears. (114) What it 
resembles of the deity concerned is only what the 
"sculpturer", as it were, that is the writer or 
author, wanted to express. We can even gather what 
Democritus derived from divine names, for. his 
etymological explanation of Tritogeneia has been 
,preserved (fr. B' 2). 

The theory and practice of Democritus show us 
the same valuation of langua~e: created by neces
sities of human life, it is a product of convention. 
Names do not resemble the elements of the objects 
denoted and need not, therefore, be taken seriously,· 
when one is attempting an inquiry into the nature 
of things; all they do is to give some ideas about 
concepts of prev_ious thinkers, those respect;,:y-~Iy by 
whom each particular word was coined. It fol1ows, 
of course, that everybody is at liberty .to_ add as 

many new words as he pleases, and one is not at 
all surprised to find Democritus gi,wing hardly any 
revaluation of current terms, but n'1her introducing 
a considerable number of new, mainly technical 
terms. ( 115) Most of them are etymologically per
spicuous, and as clear as Democritus' metaphors 
(which are found occasionally), and are frequently 
explained by a simile or a grot~p of metaphors. ( 116) 
Explanation of terms cannot be traced in the ex
tant fragments. We have, therefore, to conclude that 
in spite of Democritus' studies on Homer's language, 
words were not investigated for their own sake or 
for practical (rhetorical) purposes; and such re
search as was done did not play any role in Demo
critus' philosophical enquiries. 

I prefer to stop here, though I have not exhausted 
the list of Greek thinkers of the second half of •the 
fifth century who concerned <themselves with linguist
ic problems; but the material for such other people 
as Plato, for instance, mentions in the Pliaedrtts 
(266 C f.) is too scanty to warrant even probable 
conclusions, which might, anyhow, not differ sub
stantially from the result of our examination of 
Gorgias' fragments. Thucydides' work, on the other 
hand, shows many traces of interest in language, 
but in all probability he did not carry out linguistic 
research; he merely absorbed the discoveries of his 
contemporaries. 

Why, it may be asked here, are earlier philo
sophers excluded? Was the logos not one of the 
major objects of Presocratic philosophizing? Th"s 
I am only too ready to admit, but when Heraclitus, 
for instance, speculaites about the logos, he is con
cerned. with the possibility of cognition and expres
sion of thought, not with the epea as the medium 
through which thoughts can be expressed; and yet, per
haps; it is he who deserves to be called the 'linguistic 
,-hilosonher' n1 ther than the sophists mentioned or 
Democritus. For, as has become clear from this 
1paper, the linguistic studies of the sophists were 
carried out not for philosophical reasons, not to 
exam;ne the means by which a statement can be 
made, but for rhetorical purposes: to persuade 
,people successfully,· even at the expense of truth; 
and it was more or less accidental when some of 
these investigations produced· philosophically im. 
portant ·re$ults. · Democritus, t.oo, pursues linguis~ic · 
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research for interests other than philosophical: one 
might, perhaps, call him the first philo!ogist. Truly 
philosophical investigation into language, however, 

University College, Ihadan. 

( l) This change of institutions is frequently stres
sed by ancient authors as throwing light on the 
origins of rhetoric. cf. Raclermacher, 1lrtium Script
orcs, SAWW 227, 3 (1951). 12 f. ancl Hinks, CQ34 
(1940), 62 f. 

(2) See Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational, 
1951, 182, 197. 

(3) Cf. /\dam, CR 15 (1901 ), 220. 
(4) See e.g. Pl. Grg. 519 C 5 f.; further Zeller 

and Nestle, Pltilosophic dl'r Gricchrn <>, 1950, 
1278 f., Pohlenz, Aus Platos Wtrrfrzcit, 1913, 195 f., 
Gunning, De Sopltistis Gracciac pracccptoribus, 191 S, 
.Passim, esp. 8 - 21, Kroll in P\\' Suppl. 7, 1041 f., 
Nestle, Von Jl.lythos z11m Logos, 1940,249 f., Schmid, 
Gcschiclite clcr gricclzisclw1z Literat11r 3, 1940, 12 f., 
Heinimann, Nomos 1md P!z.ysis, 1945, 156 f., Un
tcrsteiner, / Sojisti, 1949, pnssi1n, Dupreel, Les 
Soplzistes, 1949, l'eriphanakis, Les Soplzistc1· et le 
Droit, 1953 and Buccellato, La rctorica sofistica ncgli 
scritti di Platone, 1953, esp. 98 f. 

(5) Cf. e.g. Thgn. 683 f., Dernocr. F,r. B 73, Anon. 
Iamb. 1, 2 (Diels Kranz, 89 p. 400, 6) E. fr. 198, 
Ba. 1007, /\ntisth. Od. 13, 10. Ag. 3, 1, Cyr. 8, l, 39, 
Mem. 3, 1, 1, also Helt. 1, 8,4. 

( 6) Cf. e.g. Pl. P,'t. 3 2 5 E 2 f.: further Tsirimbas, 
Die Stellzmg der Soplzistik zur Poesie im 5. wzd 4. 
Jahrlnmdert bis zu Isokrates, 1936, 15 f., 43 f. 

( 7) See the charges against which Xenophon de
fends Socrates -at ilJem. 1, 2, 56 f.; for the arbitrary 
interpretation of poetry by the sophists see the 
use they made of Pi. fr. 169 (Snell) (Heinimann, 
·81 f.) · 

(8) CL e.g. Pl. Prt. 319 A 1 f. 
(9) Investigation and exposition of glossai did, of 

course, continue, cf. Democritus' On II omer ( or) 
On corrcct1Less of diction and language, also Ar. fr. 
198 (Kock) and Pl. Cra. 408 A 4 f. and 410 C 1 f. 

( 10) The chronological problems involved have 
recently been discussed by Davison, CQ 47 (1953); 
33 f., 37, who concludes that Democritus was 25 
years younger than Protagoras; any kind'of influence 
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was first started by Socrates an<l then fully develop
ed by his followers, the philosophers of the fourth 

ccn tury. ( 11 7) 
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is, therefore, highly improbable. See now von Fritz, 
l'\V 2\ 908 f. and Capizzi, Protagora, 1955. 

( 11 J The scantiness of our cvidenc-e seems not to 
allow any degree of certainty for a convincing in
terpretation of Protagoras' teaching. The following 
pages do not claim lo be more than an attempt to 
give a possible solution. 

( J z) See Schmid, 16; he was not influenced by 
.\naxagoras, as Levi has shown (Philosophy 15 

( 1940), 14 7 f.) 
(U) Cf. l'rotag. fr. A 21 a and B 1 (-l'l. 'Tlzt. 

151 E 8 f.) 
(14) Cf. Protag. fr n 1; a copious collection of 

literature on this probI.em is quoted by Zeller-Nestle, 
1 <,, 1357 n.l; recent research is surveyed by Neu
mann, Cl' .'.\3 (1938), 368 f.; see esp. Kapp, Gn.12 
(1936) 71 f., and now von Fritz, PW 23, 913 f. 
and Capizzi, 111 f. 

(15) Cf. Pl. Prt. 324 D 3 f., 325 A 2, Men. 71 E 
z f. (M-eno speaking). Sinclair, A History of Greeli 
Political Tlwuglzt, 1952, 53 f. (see also :Morrison, 
CQ 3 5 (l 941), 1 f.) shows how the loyalty of a 
citizen to the polis-comrnunity can be reconciled with 
the individualism which Protagoras seems to pro
claim and which influenced his rlietoric, even if it 
did not fully penetrate into his ethical and social 
thought, and which one cannot, therefore, deny alto
gether (with Le\i, Mind 49 (1948), 284 f. and CQ 
35 (1940), 162 f.; Levi even suggests that Prota
goras "was convinced that the attributes 'true' and 
'fabe' have no room in the sphere of social and 
ethical life"; see further Periphanakis, 10 f., 12, 16 f., 
21 f.) For Protagoras' interest in civic questions see 
his laws for Thurioi (Hcraclid. Pont. fr. 150 ,vehrli) 
and his writings on political subjects (Protag. fr. 
B 5 and 8 a); cf. Lana Protagora, 1950, 3 f., on tl1e 
laws for Thurioi, 33 f. 

(16) _ See Fournier, Les l'erbes 'Dire' en Gree 
Ancien; 1946, 71 t; the ability to speak well must 
be understood as a means to attaining the ideal, not 
the ideal itseif, as Gomperz, SojJ/zistik 1,izd Rltctorik, 
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1912, .Passim, would have us believe. 
( 17) E.g. Robin in his translation (Bude edition 

75 n.), Murray, Greek Studies, 1946, 176, Hackforth, 
Plato's Pltaedrus, 1952, 139 f., tie Vogel Greek 
Pliilosop/iy 1 2, 1957, 92. Since neither Soc;ates nor 
l~hae<lrus uses any words that could be regarded as 
trtles of books by Tisias, Gorgias or Theodorus, the 
a~sumption that with 6p8oe:ne:1a Plato is refer
ring to the title of a "W:lr:, by Protagoras seems 
groundless to me; Gunning, 50 n. 2, argues that 
ort hocpeia cannot -have been a book-title, because T 1c; 

is added. Capizzi, 67, 100, 102, 125 f., 201, 208 and 
243, takes orthacpeia to be a l'rotagorean tenn, fol
lowing Buccellato, 103 n. 14, but not, it seems, the 
title of a book; he assumes corsi pratici di esatezza 
dd lhzguaggio. 

( 18) Cf. e.g. S. OT 932, Ps. Pl. Ax. 369 D 6. 
also Thuc. 3, 40, 3. 

( 19) On 8e:6c; and 8e:oi see Else, TAPA 80 
(1949), 25 with nm. 12 and 13. 

( 20) See vVelcker, Kleine Sclzriften 2, 1854, 452, 
n. 163. 

( 21) This phrase is taken from Plato (S p!i. 239 
B 9) who uses it for a form 9f arguing which a 
little earlier he calls orthologia· (239 B 4). 

( 2 2) Periphanakis remarks: "L'e principe subject
iviste de ce philosophe (Protagoras) exclute toute 
norme de justice objective". 

( 23) Cf. D. L. 9, 52, further Pfister, WJA 1 
(1946), 345 f., who cites VJialex. ,2, 20 and Critias 
fr. B 7; see also Pi. 0. 8, 23 f. and vVehrli's note on 
Dern. Phal. fr. 84; it is from such occasional ob
servations that Gorgias derived the emphasisi on 
lwiros as part of his tee/me.· 

( 24) On Protagoras' npoanoil"lalc; cf. Lana. 
53 f.; note also Gorgias' 'deceit'. 

(25) For this phrase cf. Ar. Nub. 956, see further 
Suid. s. v. Protagoras (4,237, 4), D.L. 9, 52, also 
E. fr. 189. The theory of opposit; speeches is bas_ed 
on Protagoras' contention· (D. L. 9, 51): "there are 
two logoi set in opposition to one another in ever-f 
matter;;. 

(26) Note Gell. N. A. 5, 3, 7: pollicebatitr id doc
ere, q·uanam verbo!imi i11dustria causa infirmior fieret 
fortior. 

(27) This is also what Plato makes Protagoras 
say in th·e myth (Prt. 322 A 5 f.); according to Diels 

(NJA 13 ( 1910), 110), Protagoras regarded langua~ 
as ~toe:1 a view which Gunning, 49, rejects, but 
see Murray, 177. 

(28) See Nestle, 302, also Hoffmann, Die Spraclze 
mul die arclwisclle Logik, 1925, 16 and Freeman, 
Companion to the Presocratic Philosophers, 1946, 351. 

(29) See Dupree!, 50 f. and Momigliano, AAT 65 
(1929/30), 99. Schol~s too often assume that all 

sophists meant the same when using 6p86Tl"l«; (see 
e.g. Pohlenz, NGG 1920 phi!. hist. 146 or Philip
[pson, Ph W 49 (1929), 924), and fail to see Prota
goras' special concern as opposed to that, for in- -
stance, of Proclicus. It may well be that Protagoras ., 
emphasized the importance of ypaµµaTO µav86-
ve:1v (cf. Lana, 38 f.) - one could then take Anti
sthenes' ypaµµaTa µii µav86ve:1v (D. L. 6, 
103) as pokmic a'.{.ainst it - but this has nothing to 
do with grammar, as Lana, 41 n. 34, seems to think: 
see Democr. fr. B 179 or Dialex. 2, 10. 

(30) Cf. fr. A 27, an Aristotelean generalisation. 
Socrates' procedure as described in the Clouds ( 658 
f.) may well have been influenced by Protagoras' 

method. 
( 31 ) Cf. Henn. in P lzdr. p.19 2 Ast; see also Timo

fr. 5 (Diels). This is, however, too narrow: ort/zo
epeia is 1.appropria~eness of expression, correct use 
uella symploke del discorso (Buccellato, 99). 

(32) This kind of arguing is discussed by Aristotle 
S.E 170 b 12 f.; later rhetoricians elaborated i't Ito a 
tee/me so that they certainly deserve to be called 
'fond of wrangling' (Pl. R. 454 A 4 f., Arist. SE 165 

a 4). 
( 33) This does, of course, imply consistency ,_and 

thus has logical value; cf. Capizzi, 332, who stresses 
well the peculiarities of Protagoras' orthoepeia. 

( 34) See Goldschmidt, Essai sur le 'Cratyle', 1940, 
12; Protagoras' ortlzoepeia cannot be identified with 
either of the definitions given by Quintilian (Inst. 
1, 5, 33 or 1, 6, 20). 

(35) See Norden, Die antike Kunst-prosa 2,_ 1909, 
Reich, Der Einfluss der griechisclze1i; Poesie auf 
Goriias 1, 1908 'and 2, 1909, Suss Ethos, 1910, 
Gomperz, Calogero, Studi s1tll' Eleatismo, 1932, 
Dupree!, Untersteiner, Zucker, SDAW 1956, 1. 

(36) I am neither overlooking nor denying the 
non-rhetorical. concerns of Gorgias; the subject ot 
this paper makes me confine my observations to his 
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rhetorical interests. 
(37) See Hinks, CQ 34 (1940), 63 f. and Rader

macher, 31 f.; for Gorgias see Pl. Plzdr. 267 A 6 f., 
Gorg. llel. 5 and Pal. 9. 

(38) See Reich, passim, and Remsi, ASF 2 (1933), 
337 and 342; Thomson sho-ws that Gorgias must 
have been influenced by liturgical and ritual poetry 
(JHS 73 (1953), 80 f.) 

( 39) See Gorgias' theoretical remarks at H cl. 9 f. 
and the term llJuxaywyia (Pl. Plzdr. 261 A 7 f., 
271 C 10 f., Isoc. 2, 49), which probably goes back 
to Gorgias (Wehrli in Phillobolia, 1945, 14), also 
T~V llJuxr'Jv TOTTOUO~CI ( Gorg. IT cl. 13 and 15). 

(,!o) Cf. Duncan, TAPA 67 (1936), XXXI\'. 
(41) Cf. D.S. 12, 53, 4; details of his technique 

are described by Norden, 16 f., Thiele, H 36 (1901), 
324 f. and Goldschmidt, 9-11. 

( 42) Cf. Gorg. fr. B 13; Vollgraff, L'oraison fun
cbrc de Gorgias, 1952, 21 f.; above n. 23. 

( 43) Cf. Gorg. llcl. 8 ( termed 'logos the master') 
and Pl. Plulr. 267 A 8, 271 C 10 f., Grg. 456 A 7 
f., 452 E 4 f., also E. fr. 206. 

( 44) How much Thrasymachus did before or in
dependently of Gorgias is not known for certain; 
fragments of his works are collected by Radermacher, 
iO f. 

( 45) It is well known that Gorgim.1 figures oc
cur in pre-Gorgian literature: see Nirnchke, De 'Tltu
cydiclc' Ant~pltontis disci,pulo et Homeri imitatorc, 
1885, 39 f. and Die figuraru,m quac vocantur oxr'l
µa1a fopyre:ia apud Hcrodotum usu, 1891, 27 f., 
Navarre, Essai1 sur 'la r!1etoriquc Grecque avant 
Aristote, 1900, 88, Denniston, Greek Prose Style, 
1952, 10 f. 

( 46) There are <'l few remarks in his II elena and 
Pa!amedes on speech-technique; that is all we know 
about his "theory". 

(47) Cf. Quint. hzst. 3, 1, 8, D.L. 8, 58 f. (Sat
yrus), Olymp. in Grg. 6, 16 f. (Norvin), Schol. Iamb. 
VP p. 198 (Nauck), Suid. s. v. Empedocles and Gor
gias. 

( 48) A pate is a technical term in the theory of 
rhetoric ( Garg. lJ el. 8; 10) as well as of poetry 
(Garg. fr. B 23), see Pohlenz NGG 1920 phil. hist. 
160 f.; Rensi , ASF .2 (1933) 337 f. and 345 f., 
Ncstle:_,.Ph. 94 (1940) 36 f., Wehrli in Pltyllobolia, 
19 L :,- · _._,,, 1 

( 49) See Diels, SPA 1884 phil. hist. 361 f. and 
3M. 

(50) Cf. D.L. 8, 57 and Arist. Pol. 1457 b 22 f., 
also Diels, 3(>2. 

( 51) Pl. Gri. 453 A 2, a Platonic rather th~n a 
Gorgian metaphor, see Mutschmann, H 53 (1918), 

440 f. 
(52) Cf. S. E. M. 7, 83 f. and Gigon, H 71 

(1936), 209 f. 
( 53) It is not known what sort of problem Gorgias 

was concerned with in his Onomastikon (Poll. 9, 
intr.); it seems most likely that it was suitabiHty oi 
words for rhetorical effects. 

( 54) The examination of the fragments of Thra
symachus, who is also usually included in the number 
of Presocratic philosophers, leads to the same con
clusion: while indulging, as most sophists did, in 
manifold interests, he examines language from the 
point of view of a rhetor and tries through periods 
and rhythm 'to make speech more attractive (Diels
Krc.,:1z 2 6 319 f. and PW 6 A 591). 

( 55) See Mayer, Prodikos von Keas, 1913; 'l 

bibliography is given by Schmid, 42 f., to which 
Cataudclla in Studi ... offcrti a E. Ciaccri, 1940, 41 f. 
should be added, and now von Fritz, PW 23, 85 f. 

(56) Cf. PI. Cra. 384 B 6 f.; libid. 391 C 3; 
Plato simply uses ort!zotes. 

( 5 7) See Blass, A ttisclzc Bcrcdsamkeit 1 2, 188 7, 
65' f. and Munscher, PW 7, 1598 f. 

(58) Cf. Pl. La. 197 D 4 f., Clmn. 163 D 4, Prt. 
340 B 1 f., 358 A 6 f., Arist. Top. 112 b 22 f. 

( 59) Cf. PI. Cra. 383 A 4 f.; at A 7 he con
tinues:"some kind of correc'tness for all individual 
words" (hence the plum1) "exists for all, Greeks and 
barbarians too". 

(60) Sec e.g. Pl. La. 197 B 1 f. 1or Cltrm. 163 A 
1 f. 0r Prt. 351 A 5 f.; it should be noted that when 
Prodicus' diairesis is ,referred to the plural 0110mata 
is'always used (Pl. La. 197 D 4 f., Clmn. 163 D 4, 
Prt. 358 A 6 f., Cra. 348 B 6, even Marcellinus 
Vit. T!wc. 36 and I-Ierm. in P!tdr. p. 191 Ast). 

( 61) The difference in the questions asked by 
Prodicus and Socrates respectively should not be 
overlooked, pa,rticularly because it lias often been Em
phasized-rightly-that Prodicus is 1to be regarded 
as one of Socrates' most important precursc-rs ( cf. 
PI.: C!tr.m. 16,) D 3 L, Cra. 384 B 2 f., Plrdr. 267 .B 
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2 f., Prt. (p11ssi11l), see e.g. Wclcker, 393 f.; for an
other difference between l'rodicus and Socrates see 
Calogero, JHS 77 (1957), 12. 

( 62) The form in which the question is put is 
important and mu;;r be viewed as an earlier form ot 
the Platonic diaircsis in its strict sense; cf. also La. 
198 B 6 f.: oe:1v6 µe:v e:Jva1 a Kai oe:oc; na
PEXE:11 Bappa.>-.e:a oe: a µr'J oe:oc; napexe:1, 
which justifies the retention of Kai TO µr'j in 199 
D 9 f. 

( 63) Prodicus shows a tendency to lay down def
inite rules and norms that stand in marked contrast 
to the manner and methods of the other sophists, 
cf. Pl. Plidr. 267 B 2 f. in contrast to 267 A 6 f. or 
Prt. 329 B 1 f. 

( 64) ruva¥WYri TE:XVWV sivc artiu,m seriptorcs, 
1828, 46, see also Gunning, 54. 

(65) 22 f. and 148 f.: e:ucppaive:oeai-f}oe:oea1 
iooc;-Ko1v6c;, 6µcp1061')Te:iv-epi~e:1v, e:ucioK1µ~ 
e:Tv-enaive:io~a,, oe:oc;-cp66oc;, 8paouc;-6v
ope:ioc;, ioxuc;-ouvaµ1c;, no1e:iv-np6ne:1v, nor
e:iv-e:p¥6~e:oBar, ouvreva1-µav86ve:1v, 6ou>.
e:o8ar-e:m8uµe:iv, e:Tva1-¥e:ve0Ba11 Te:>.e:uTri
ne:pac; etc. 

( 66) For Prodicus' method of explaining proper 
names see T Sclzol. Hom. ll. 16, 594; for the names 
;f gods, Prodic. fr. B 5. 

( 6 7) A bibliography is given by Untersteiner, 260 

n. 41. 
(68) I am not prepared to regard the 016p101c; 

between 601Kia, 6µ6pTl')µa and chuxia (Rlzet. 
Grace. 1 2 p. 33, 1 f. SpengeLHammer) as Prodicean 
so long as there are no indubitable examples of 
tripartite diaircsis which can be ascribed to Pro
clicus; Radermacher, 68, accepts the fragments. 

(69) fo Plzdr. 267 B p. 191 (Ast): 6 np601Koc; 
Tr']v Twv 6voµ6n.Jv e:upe:v 6Kpi6e:1av oTov 
OIOq>OpOV TE:p4JE:W<; xapac; E:UcppOOUVI')<;, T€:P4JIV 
KOAWV Tl)V 01' WTWV rioovr;v I xapav TrJV Tf)c; 
4JUXfi<;, E:UcppOOUVl')V Tr)V 010 TWV 6µµ6TWV. 

( 70) One could, of course, also think of Xenophon 
(1.1cm. 2, 1, 24), though 1there is no exact corres
pondence between him and Hermias. 

(71) For,clzara seerSVF 3 fr. 431,432,433,436; 
for llcdonc ibid. fr. 391, ,406. 

(72) Cf. Gal. ,2 
1
p. 130 and 15 p. 325 (Kuehn); 

von Fritz, PW 23, 87. On blcmza see Fredrich, Hip-

pokratischc Untcrsuselwngc1z, 1899, 42 n. 2. 
( 7 3) See Fredrich, 42 f.; Pl. Ti. 85 B 5 f. seems 

expressly to deny any such connection or relation. 
(74) Cf. Democr. fr. A 159, Philo!. fr. A 27; 

Fredrich, 36 f. 
(75) H 71 (1936), 158 f. 
(76) X. Oce. 1, 6 f. (cf. Red~cl, Rcclzcrclzes sur 

XPri xp11oea, 1953, 82 f.) and Ps. Pl. Erx. 400 E , 
10 r.'. 401 D 7 f., 402 B 3 f., 403 B 1 L and ."',97 F. 5 f. 

(77) Cf. ouv1eva1 (Pl. Euthd. 277 E 5 f.) 

for which a traditional etymology is given (Pl. Cra. 
412 A 5 f.) and the explanations of names of deities 
( cf. Prodic. fr. B 5) which show that Prodicus paid 
more attention to the nature of the person or object 
than to the sound of the name attached to it 
(note S. E. M. 9, 18); Pl. La. 197 B 1 f. (Prodicean 
as can be seen from 19 7 D 3 f.), no attempt is m~e 
to point out the connection between avope:ioc; and 
6vr'Jp (see even 197 B 5) while it is done Smp. 
191 E 6 f. by Aristophanes. 

(78) Dupree!, 181, ;ee also i\fomigli<'tno, AAT 65 

(1929/30), 102. 
(79) Hermias calls it TWV 6voµ6rwv 6Kpi6e:1a 

(in P/ulr. 267 B p. 191 Ast), ,lVIarcellinus ri e:ni Toic; 
6v6µao1v 6Kp160>.0¥ia (Vit. 'T!iue. 36). 

(80) Von Fritz (PW 23, 86 f.) rightly points out 
that in rhetorical matters Prodicus appears to have 
followed Protagoras rather than Gorgias. 

(81) Momigliano, AAT 65 (1929/30), 102, , on 
Democritus ibid .. 101 f., on Protagoras and Gorgias 

. ibid. 103. This is in accordance with the views which 
Prodicus is made to express in the Pseudo-Platonic 
Eryxias (cf. Kerferd, BRL 37 (1954/55), 249 f.) 

(82) So, too, von Fritz, PW 23, 87. 
( 83) Rlzct. Grace,,' fJrolcg. Sy/loge ( ed. Rabe 

1935), p. 193, 2 f., accepted.,., a fragm.:nt by Rader
macher, 67, bu't see X. 11'fem. 4, 6, 15. ,voessner, 
Die sy11011ymisc/1e11 Untcrsclzeidzmgen bci Tlwkydidcs 
zmd den politiselzen Rcd11cm dcr Griec/1c11, 1937, 4 
f. shows the importance of synonymic distinctions 

for forensic purposes. 
(84) See Momigliano, AAT 65 (1929/30), 103 f. 
(85) See Enriques and Mazziotti, Le dottrinc di 

Dcmocrito d'Abdcra, 1948, 259 f., the fragments are 
quoted from Diels-Kranz 6. 

(86) Democritus menlions or •even ::\ttacks Prot
agoras several 'times: see D.L. 9., 42, Plut. Adv. Colot. 
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1109 A, S. E . .M. 7,389. 
(87) See Sui(l. s. v. Callimacltus (wi,th Oder, Rh. 

M. '45 (1890), 350). 
(88) Fr. A 32. 
(89) CL fr. B 29, 1123, 131,134, US (see 120), 

141 and A 155; how difficult it is to ascribe ,a word 
to Democritus' own vocabulary and not merely to 
the words he wrote about as glossogrc.pher can 
be seen from the two scholia on Aana501 (fr. H 
122): KCAEi (Et. Gen.) and KOAEiaBa1 <{)f"\Oi 
(AB). 

(90)Doxographers often emphasize the author
ship of Democritus, ,see e. g. fr. A 62 (:\rist.), A 49 
(G2;\.), A 93 (Aet.), A 155 (Ael.). 

(91) Cf. ETEl)I ([r. A 49 e'lc.), vaaT6<; fr. A 
46 etc. - strange meaning), ooOc; ( fr. A62) and 
others; see the lists given by von Fri.tz, I'hilosophit 
imd spracltlicher Ausdruch bci De,mokrit, Plato und 
Aristotcles, 1938, 29 and 37, and Natorp, Die EtJ1ika 
des Dcmolaitos, 1893, 34 f. 

(92) Sec von Fri'tz, 18 a~d 24, where he altributes 
choµa, KEV6v otv am\ ouotv to Leucippus. For 
Democri'tus it :1oes not m1tter whether Leucippus 
coined these 'terms or not, because new words are 
tJsQ recorded from those fields of philosophy where 
Leucippus ·.vas certainly not his forerunner. 

(93) There are two stages: 1) "What A called 
x, B called y" (cf. e.g. Clem. Al: Storm. 2, 130, 5) 
and 2) "B c,,lled x y" or "B said x was y" (cf. 
Democr. fr. A 101). Democritus' teaching is often 
recorded 1iin non-Democri'tean terminology (::0 e e.g. 
fr. A 45 or B 26). 

(94) See 1e.g. fr. A 101. 
80, who tends \to minimize the confusing effect of 
Aristotle's 'tendency of stand2nlising in his reports. 

(95) Cf. Langerbeck, A6~1c;, tmpuaµil"\, 1935, 
(96) Th's, again, w<','> only Aristoltle's conclusion. 
(97) The number of critical voic1::s is increasing: 

llignone, Empedocle, 1916, 583 f., Dahlmafnn, De 
pltilosophorum Graecorum scntentiis ad loquellae or-

e igincm pertinrntibus, 1928, 23 f., :Morrison, CQ 35 
(1941), 9 f., Jacoby, FGII 3 a, 1943, fr, 264 F 25 
(p. 85 and p. 31), Cornford, 'Principium Sapientae, 
l952, 189 n. l; but see Vlastos, AJP 67 (1946), 51 f. 

(98) SeelVlas'tos, \PR 55 (1946), 46. 
(99) According . to Philippson (PW 49 ( 1929) 

923), DemocrUus emphasized den u11siclicren Wahr-
4 
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hcitsi11lwlt dcr Worter in den cntwickelte1i Sprac!te11; 
see "lso Dahlmann, 42. There has been a long dis
cussion on lthis [point, and while I agree wi'th lviom
igliano (AAT 65 (1929/30), 95), Heinimann, 162 
n.39 and Steinthal, Gesclticl1t<? dcr 'Spracltwisscuschajt 
bci·Griechrn und Romcm 1 2, 1890, 76, lh/;'tt C)toe:1 
was nol a Democritean term' against Vlastos' 
attempt to defend it (i\JP 67 (1946) 53 n. 14) L

the conventional ch?,racler of language must be r~
garded as part of Democritus' teaching (see abo 
Bailey, The 'Gr!'c/i ;llomists aucl EJ>icurus, 1928, 155 
,i1d Murray, 177 f.) 

( I 00) See Parain 's: idiscussion of this problem: 
Rccl1crc/1cs sur la 11alurc et Les fmzctions du language, 
1942, 34 f. 

(101) See Hammer-Jensen, AGP 23 (1909),94£. 
r,"ld von Fritz, 19. 

(102) See fr. B 26. 
(103) I omit fr. B 122 a and A 159 as their 

mithor,.;hi;l is uncertain. 
(104) ne:pi KaAAoauvf"\c; e:ntwv (D.L. 10, 3); 

e:nri are words, not verc,es, as is rightly pointed out by 
Fronmuller. Demo/ail, stiuc llomcrstudicn zmd 

a11sichlc11, 1901, 16. 
( 105) Th's is suggested by Wehrli fin Plrylloboliu 

23: Colcl,·chmidt, 1 7 f., emphasizes rightly 'that De
mocritus' interests . ,in language were not dependent 
upon or determined by rhe'torical requirements. 

( 10()) It has heen connected with fr. B 145 and 
190 by F,·,:~!-;i (J\,\T 64 (1928/29), 206), who right
ly related them all to educational discussions. 

(107) See fr. B 18, also his writings on Beaut;-' 
of Words and on poetry in 'general; Wehrli in pJi,yllo

bo!ia 23 refers 'to /\rist. Rh. 1405 b 6 ·f.: Licymnius' 
emphasis on 1lhe importance of lj.,6q>o1 for the 
beauty of re word. 

(108) ~ee his ne:pi e:uq>wvwv Kai ouo<pwvwv 
ypaµµ6TWV ( fr. B '18 h) .anti more general 
works like ne:pi puBµiic; Kai apµovir,c; (fr. n 
15 c); lort!tocpcie is not correct pronunciation. One 
should: remember here how much use Democritui'
himself mrl,es of such means. 

(109) Cf. Theophras'tus' definition of 1/wla oilO

mata ( Demetr. 1 Eloc. 1 with Radermacher's note 
at Dcmctrii P!ralerii qui dicitur de clocutio11c libellus, 
1901,.,101). 

(110) See above n. 18 and Ps. Pht. de poes. Hom. 



339 and'35S; for kalliepeia see Pl. A_p. 17 n 9 and 
Smp. 198 B 4 f. (of the Gorgian figures in Aga.thon's 
speech). 

(111) So, rightly, Warburg, Zwei Fragcn ,zum 
J(ratylos, 1929, 75, after a rather obscure discus-
·on· for the history of the word agatma ·see SI ,, • 

Bloesch's monograph "AyaAµa 1943; for its mean
·ng in the fifth century ibid. 23 f. 
1 

( 11 z) <pwvl')e: ,c; means "en~lowed :vith spe:ch" 
or "making sounds"; metaphor1cally it sometimes 

t s that which spe?tl-.s only Jto those who know 
cleno e 83 f ip· I 4 40 how to understand (cf. I,i. 0. 2, ·, 1· • ' ' 

0 9, 2). . l 
. ( 113) That any pltysci-quality is excluded is a so 

obvious from the 1con'text in Olympiodorus. 

( 114) See the corresponding comparison of Sim
on ides, who c2.llecl painting silent poentry and poetry 
speaking painting (l'Iu. De glor. •,Ith. 346 F where 
N arhstaeclt gives further parallels). 

( 115) I suppose that Democritus substituted tenns 
like, e.g. VOoTov forlun-Greek. Leucippeain Words 
( e.g. oe: v ) , but certainty is, of course, impossible 
here. 

( 116) See e.g. fr. n 159. 

( 117) See 'my Spracltlicltc Deutuug als 1'rieb
hraf t pla!o1Ziscltcn und soluatiscten Pltilosophierens, 
1959 . 
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